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Juvenile Admits
To Breakins At
Local Churches

Announcement on Allocation Of
Petroleum Products Next Week

should remain voluntary.
Cost of Living Council Chairman John T. Dunlop said the
Phase 4 regulations issued
Thursday still are tentative,
and he invited public comment
before July 31. They are to take
and enA 14 year old juvenile from counts of breaking
effect Aug. 12 at the end of the
tering.
custody
freeze.
current 60-day price
Murray was taken into
Two off duty policemen in
But it twas clear from what
this morning by the Murray
officials said that major feaCity Police and charged with 10 civilian clothes apprehended
the juvenile this morning at 2:30
tures of the proposed regua.m. at the corner of 15th Street
lations will be retained, inand Chestnut.
cluding provisions to require
Murray Police Chief James
large firms with inflation probBrown said that .the juvenile
lems to absorb some of their in—
JA
had admitted to 10 separate
creased costs rather than transbreakings, including nine
hikes.
,
price
NetP.
late them all into
breaking and entering incidents
This cost absorption requireat local churches.
ment, which will trim profits, is
Chief Brown said that most of
said to be the major feature
The stolen property was
that makes Phase 4 tougher
recovered in the boy's home.
than previous control proof the
winner
the
was
Murray,
5,
Route
The police said the juvenile
Colson,
Otis
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
Stephanie Colson,
grams.
night. Van Waugh, fair
admitted breaking into the City
The Commerce Department 80cc GTMX minibike given away at the Murray-Calloway County Fair last
Park and Recreation office, the
reported Thursday that the board president, is at left.
by David Hill
Photo
First Methodist Church twice,
We told you not to tell us that
an
at
grew
country's economy
the Church of Christ and
Indiana is not the Buckeye
annual rate of 2.6 per cent from
Seventh and Poplar twice, the
state. Now we've got to thing of
April through June, the lowest
First Christian Church three
Ohio when we look at the
the
since
quarterly increase
times, once at the First Baptist
Buckeye tree instead of Infourth quarter of 1770.
Church and once at the
diana, and we have our
The growth of 8.7 per cent in
University Church of Christ on
association down so well that we
the previous quarter was one of
15th Street.
may forget that Ohio is the
the highest since Korean War
Ray
Bro. Lexie
Citations issued by the city
Buckeye state and then we can't
years.
Thursday included one
police,
remember the name of the
were
figures
The economic
for reckless driving, one for
Buckeye tree. That's the way it
contained in the preliminary
George E. Jones
public drunkeness and one for
We'll just have to
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Senate Watergate committee he Mr. (John D.) Ehrlichrnan,"
goes.
quarterly report on the Gross
Western
the
to
breaking and enterting
gemsummoned
was
attorney
Mardian.
said
assistant
former
remember that a Buckeye is a
measurea
National Product,
an
"The reason at the time was.
Buckeye.
ment of the value of the coun- end testified today that Presi- White House by Nixon after
had to keep Hoover from having
Bro. Lexie Ray will be the
try's total output of goods and dent Nixon personally asked FBI associate director
the
sen-._i
of
1
pogAession
politically
records?".
the
in a gospel meeting at
that
of
White
speaker
tapes
warned
to
get
him
Granddaughter was wearing
-services. —
into
the Union Grove Church of
wife's bracelet the other night
The report also showed that House-ordered telephone taps sitive tapes might come
(See Watergate, Page
Hoover.
Christ, starting Monday, July
and then it disappeared. We
inflation continued to soar vir- away from the FBI and into the possession of J. Edgar
conver—
bugged
of
tapes
The
23, and continuing through
House.
White
though she had taken it to the
second
the
in
unchecked
tually
Sunday, July 29
fair with her and lost it. When
Robert C. Mardian told the sations by newsmen and emquarter, increasing to a 6.8 per
Miss Nancy Luther of
Services will be held each
ployes of the National Security
asked what she did with the
cent annual rte from the 6.1
is Mayfield, a recent grauate of
spring
this
public
the
and
found
7:30
at
were
evening
Council
bracelet, she said she knew
of
months
three
first
supervisor
the
Jones,
of
E.
rate
Geroge
invited to attend, a church Murray State University, will
In the safe of former White
exactly where it was. And she for survey engineering for 1973.
John
counsel
present an organ recital in the
domestic
a
inside
it
spokesman said.
'House
did. She had placed
Even though inflation reChevrv Oil Company in New
Bro. Ray, native of Graves Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
P. Ehrlichman.
little wooden dish with a top on Orleans, has been elected as mained high, government offiCounty, is the son of Onyx Ray Doyle Fine Arts Center at
They were made as part of
it. It may have been found six president of the American cials said slowing the growth
end
to
effort
ion
administrat
an
Murray and the late Mrs. Murray State at p.m. Monday,
of
months from now.
congress of Surveying and rate is one of the requirements
what it called national security
Ray. He is married to the for- July 23.
Mapping.
for lowering inflation later.
Her recital on the 35 rank
mer Zarin Patton, daughter of
leaks during 1970.
Aren't the new tomatoes
Jones has made property
William N. Walker, general
Mardian, in his second day of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Casavant pipe organ will ingood? We are eating them twice surveys in Louisiana and
counsel to the Cost of Living
testimony before the comPatton of Murray. They have cluck works by Bach, Reger,
a day while they are real good Mississippi and was also
Council, said that after Aug. 12
mittee, said he was called in
two daughters, Karyn and Tish. Langlais, Berlinsli and Liszt.
and will probably develop stationed in the Rocky Mounthere will be ceiling prices on
early summer 1971 by William
The speaker is a graduate of The public is invited to attend.
tomatoitis or something.
tain area for the company in gasoline, home heating oil, and
Miss Luther will enroll at the
Sullivan, then associate direcMurray State University and
1950. He has been Chevron's diesel fuel and that these ceilCollege, University of Michigan in the
tor of the FBI under Hoover.
Freed-Hardeman
Have you noticed that John supervisor of surveying since
ings will be subject to periodic
Sullivan "told me he wanted
Henderson, Tenn. He is fall to study with the concert
Parker looks more and more 1953.
review.
to talk to me about a very senpresently the minister of the organist, Marilyn Mason. and
like Mr. Hafford.
He will travel extensively
As announced by President
sitive matter. He said he and
Kingston Church of Christ, work toward an advanced
through the United States and Nixon Wednesday, the freeze is
degree.
Hoover were not getting along
Kingston, Tenn.
Paving in the city is set for Canada.
lifted from all food products,
She is currently on the staff of
very well. He anticipated his
sometime in August.
Jones is the son of Mrs. except beef, but will remain
the Keyborad Workshop for
removal as associate director.
Jones and the late over most other sectors of the
Dewey
Rev. R.I. Barr*
Some pitying- -going on the- Dewey Jones i Tie and his
Murray State's first- annual
"He told me there were some
Rev. Billy Turner
Middle School campus and wife have three children, economy until Aug. 12. The curvery sensitive national security
Summer Arts Academy.
apparently the 'parking lot at Robert, Thomas, and Laura rent ceiling prices on beef will
Miss Luther has been the
surveillance logs that ... were
Murray High is going to be Ann. Robert is a graduate of be lifted Sept. 12.
organist ahte First Christian
kept in his safe in his office.
Dunlop said complaints about
paved.
Church in Murray.
"He felt that the highly sensiGeorgia Tech, class of 1973 and possible freeze violations, or '
tive nature of these tapes were
g
in
now
is
engineerin
employed
Phase 4 violations after Aug. 12
Somebody mowed the grass
The Calvary Missionary
such they should not be kept
in New York.
should be reported to local ofand weeds on Doran Road
meeting there, particularly if he were to Baptist Church, located near
revival
annual
The
New
in
lives
family
The
Revenue
fices of the Internal
yesterday. Thanks.
Coldwater, will hear Rev. R.J.
will be held at the West Fork be removed from office.
Orleans, Louisiana.
Service,
"My recollection is be .Burpoe, pastor of Grace Baptist
to
services
with
Church
Baptist
Had to change our mail box
open on Monday,July 23, at 7:30 thought Hoover might use these Church, at their revival serthis week and put the name of
The Locust Grove Church of
p.m. and continue through tapes for the purpose of pre- vices to be held July 23 to July
the street and the house number
the Nazarene, located north of
serving his position as director 28.
28.
July
Saturday,
on the box. Whole bunch of
Services will be held at 7:30
Kirksey, will hold revival
Rev. Billy Turner, minister of of the FBI."
people are being changed to
services starting Monday, July
each evening throughout the
Church,
McCoy
Emmett
Atty.
Rev.
Baptist
the
told
he
Hickory
said
Mardian
different routes. This is the
23, and continuing through
week.
the
for
evangelist
and
be
the
will
N.
Mitchell
John
Gen.
third time our address has
Harold Elkins. song leader,
Sunday, July 29.
the week. heard nothing further until
throughout
services
three
or
two
past
in
the
changed
part in
Directing the song service July, when he was asked to fly invites all singers to take
Rev. Ralph Tucker of Joplin,
years. The house is where it
will be Paul Henderson Mrs. on short notice to meet the special music for the revival.
Mo., will be the evangelist, and
always was.
Wayburn Wyatt is the church President in San Clemente, Ca- Mrs Jean McClure is church
Scott Acuff wilt be leading the
pianist.
The Poplar Spring Baptist music and be in charge of the
pianist.
lif.
Vester
Rev.
pastor.
The
Church, located on Highway 280 special music.
The pastor, Rev. Heyward
"The President directed me
We haven't had any Rabbit
the public to to obtain the reports from Mr. Moreland, invites the public to at Pottertown will hold a revival
invites
Roberts,
Services willhe1dat 7:30
this
reason
some
Tobacco for
services.
meeting starting Monday, July each evening. The church and
attend the services.
Sullivan and deliver them to attend the
year. What we call Rabbit
23,and continuing through the pastor, Rev. Paul Couch,
Tobacco is not what other folks
--iffie- invite the public to attend.
SandaY, Jahr 29, with serv
folks
Most
call Rabbit Tobacco.
each
o'clotit
-thirty
seven
at
call it Mullen, but we call it
evening.
Rabbit Tobacco. We usually
Rev. Emmett McCoy, pastor Pen And Ink Worishop
have some fine plants.
of the Fort Hudson Baptist
Church, Dyersburg, Tenn., will To Be Held On July 28
be the evangelist.
bag
of
can
a
Picked half
Rev. J. Frank Young,
The Pen and Ink workshop by
worms off the Spreading
John Gordon Kautzman will be
Junipers yesterday. You can
held on Saturday. July 713, from
spray them to kill these pesky
nine a.m. to 12 noon, at the
creatures, but we just picked
Murray Art Guild, North 6th
them like picking blackberries.
Street.
They'll
all.
them
Think we got
A fee' of one dollar will be
kill a Juniper if left on them.
charged for this workshop. For
further information call Mrs.
If a movie is rated G, the hero
Richard Crysler, president of
gets the girl; if R. the villain
the Murray Art Guild, at 436gets the girl; and if X, everyone
5340.
gets the girl.

WASHINGTON 1AP — The
nation's economic growth slowed in the second quarter, as the
administration wanted in its
campaign to curb inflation, but
the rate of braking was a little
too fast for government economists.
The administration Thursday
released additional details of its
Phase 4 planning, including
proposed ceiling price regulations for gasoline that could
force rollbacks of gasoline

prices in some areas by Aug.
12.
The next big economic announcement is expected next
week when the government
likely will reveal a tough new
program for allocation of petroleum products.
An announcement had been
expected this week, but sources
said the administration still had
not decided how much of the allocation program should be
mandatory and how much
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mardian Says Nixon Asked Him
To Get Tapes Awq From FBI

George E.Jones
Heads National
Survey Group

Union Grove Church
To Hear Bro. Ray

Nancy Luther To
Give Recital Here

West Fork Revival
Starts On Monday

Calvary Church To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Locust Grove Will
Hear _Rev. Tucker,

Poplar Spring To
Hold Revival Meet

The Weather
Partly cloudy to occallitinally
cloudy, very warm and humid
through Saturday with chance
:Lot thundershowers through the
-=—..period. Low tonight in the upper 60s. High Saturday in the
upper 80s.

GUEST SPEAKER
Rev. J. Frank Young
Rev. C. E. Timberland,
Chairman of the Music pastor of St. Join's Baptist
Department Mid-Continent Church, Murray, Will be the
the
at
Baptist Bible College, Mayfield, guest - speaker
at Antioch day
g
service.
song
homecomin
the
direct
will
at
the
held
race at the motorcycle races
Dean Alexander, 88, was the *inner of the 175 Feature
The church pastor, Rev-1,ynn. .Baptist Church, Fulton, on
mini was Ricky Cunningham, the feature la•
14-mosti-old soo of Mr.and Mrs. Larry. Calloway County Fair last night. Winner of the feature
Thmiay C
and the congregation of . Sunday at three,ti.m. 101 WSJ*
.111Thlker.
won
the
Moody
Darrell
and
Thomas
Bobby
as won by Donny Rudolph,the feature 125 was won by
:leek IaLsheasarse motorcydie bite. MIKE
Cuuninghani,
Mb church extend a welcome to accOmpaniedhy- his choir and
-feature M.
calloway County Tiar-lasi
Photo by David Hill the public to attend the revival. other mk-mbers.
Photo by David Hill
_
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A Bull Market
An offbeat magazine which specializes in
lampooning life reports some restaurants are
considering abandoning their regular menus
because it no longer is possible to keep up with the
swiftly rising prices on meats.
Instead, the restaurants are thinking of installing
a ticker-tape service which will give the diner the
latest quotation on his choice of beef, with his waiter
acting as his broker to protect that purchase price.
It would be known as the "Cow Jones" service.
That's all right. But it doesn't take into account the
fluctuations in the value of the dollar. Mark our
words, once this idea catches on the prices will be
quoted in terms of pounds of franks.—Memphis
(Tenn.) Commercial Appeal

Gasoline Use Up, Supply Down
Louisiana gasoline sales were 1.56 billion gallons
in 1971 and 1.7 billion last year, according to
American Petroleum Institute figures. And that is
the story reflected for all states.
In the nation, gasoline consumption grew from
.35 billion gallons in 1971 to 102.62 billion gallons
.St year. This increase of 6.27 billion gallons is 6.5
r cent in a single year.
U.S. refineries this year are setting new records
of the motor fuel. In the most recent week
nI
r output
V
uction was 2.07 billion gallons. Even with
er runs, however, supplies of gasoline are off
a year ago.
And still some swallow the idea that the shortage
ts hokum —New Orleans (La.) Times-Picayune

1

Lexington's Micro-City Government
Has Grown Into Self-Help Program
started four years ago almost
By BOB COOPER
all in fun, but Lexington's miAssociated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) — It cro-city government since has

BY TOM PERKINS

Steve Davis showed the Grand champion steer and
Ray Smith the reserve champion steer in the Junior
Beef Show held at the Murray-Calloway County
Fair.
Hal Miller. age 76, died yesterday at Macon, Tenn.
He was formerly from Lynn Grove.
David Russell has been appointed a certified
licensed instructor by the National Rifle
Association of America.
Births reported are a girl, Lisa Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Junior Garland on July 8, a girl, Lucinda
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Gibson, and a boy,
Eddie Shane, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morton on July 1.

The ancients counted time
as so many moons.
Now moderns count time
as so many earth rotations.

CENTRAL

ACUMEN, ACUMEN
If all matter is constant
being neither
creatable nor destroyable
then time
does not exist
more than a heathen's thoughts
watching
the earth's movement.
—Tom Perkins

James Lassiter was awarded a Boy Scout
statuette tar alita.tsimingSivic service.,Murray
and Calloway County for his leadership in the Boy
Scout financial campaign.
An estimated 1000 persons attended the annual
Calloway County Farm Bureau picnic at the Murray
City Park on July 18. J. Hansford Doron, president,
presided. Miss Jeanette Paschall and Tommy Workman were crowned as queen and king for the year.
"Activity around the Calloway County
Manufacturing Company is heartening. Everything
seems to be bustling. Hear over 2000 are working
there." from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray."
ZAMTPatton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs:-Ottis
Patton. and Lexie Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Ray, were married today at the Murray Church of
Christ.

from pneumonia. One
FRANKFORT, KY.—The four
was attributed to sickle Do-Nothing-/sin
death
Examiner
Kentucky Medical
one to cirrhosis of
anemia,
cell
Program has paid for 94
In some modern minds, the
liver and one to pulmonary
the
by
requested
autopsies
Confucian advice to
legendary
(thLs victim choked
evil, hear no evil, speak
coroners in 23 different counties aspiration
no
-see
his own vomit). In another
no esil" has been translated into
during the first half of 1973, on
death occurred so one simple rule: "Don't get ininstance,
issued
report
a
to
according
that poisoning was solved," Do nothing, says this
July 16, by David Jones, ad- suddenly
the autopsy
rule, and you won't get into
suspected;
ministrator for the program for
trouble.
malfunctioning
that
the State Department of Health. revealed
To a considerable degree, do-,
cause
the
were
glands
adrenal
were
Of these deaths, 65
nothing-ism has been sanctioned
case
a
as
death
One
death.
of
by the common law. Traditionalls
probable homicides, four were
infant teeth syn- we hase been reluctant to impose
from drug overdoses and 23 of sudden
unexpected death of any legal penalty for the mere
were from accidents or natural drome-the
infant who appeared per- failure to be helpful.
causes. Two autopsies were an
For example, courts hay
performed on bodies so badly fectly healthy.
turned down damage claim.:
the
that
said
also
Jones
decomposed that it was difficult
against the following indisiduals
laboratories of the State
I) a man who watched MIN..
to determine the cause of death.
put
have
Health
of
sisel) while a young woman
The Medical Examiner Department
operation additional drowned, even though he could
Program is funded by the into
for toxicology easily have gone to her aid;
Kentucky Crime Commission. equipment
the new
analysis. With
better
provide
to
is
Its purpose
purchased by Crime
equipment,
investigation of possible
the
funds,
homicides by giving specialized Coriiiiission
identify
can
laboratory
coroners.
county
to
services
substances found
The program covers autopsies poisonous
course of homicide
and laboratory tests in cases of during the
investigations.
suspected homicide.
Twelve pathologists have
The 65 probable homicides
investigated between Jan. 1 and contracted with the program to
;June 30 included 50 deaths from act as regional medical
gunshot wounds, eight by examiners. They assist county
beatings, four by stab wounds, coroners either as consultants
2) a man who called no warn.
two from poisoning and one by or by performing requested
to a neighbor's child whom
Of
regional
the
The
of
autopsies.
strangulation. Most
hammering On a tube of
Nay,
he
homicides occurred in Jefferson examiners are M.L. Barnes, gunpowder;,
William
and
M.D.,
County.
3) a man wbOTailed to remose
M.D., a rock from the roadway, esen
As an example of the Christopherson,
assistance an autopsy can Louisville; Steli Imprescia, though he knew it was a menace
in criminal in- M.D., Harlan; James Mc- to traffic.
provide
In each case the moral dots
vestigations, Jones cites one Clelland, M.D., Lexington; Karl
plain enough. But the courts
was
recent eastern Kentucky case: Neudorfer, M.D., Ashland, ; M. all agreed that moral duties were
M.D., a matter of conscience, not law.
Orrahood,
A man's body was found in an David
abandoned house which had Owensboro; Frank R. Pitzer,
In recent years, however, the
burned down. The autopsy M.D., Hopkinsville; Thomas D. law has been requiring people to
revealed that the man had been Buckley, M.D., Corbin; Karl lend a hand in an increasing
situations—notabls.
shot and was already dead Strand, M.D., Somerset; number of
a special relationis
when
there
Ft,
when the building burned. The George Tanner, M.D.,
ship between the parties.
officers in charge of the in- Thomas: Elmer W. Ylitalo,
Thus, courts have imposed an
grown into a unique self-help
vestigation believe that the fire M.D., Paducah, and Anne D. affirmative duty on a host
poor.
y
inter-cit
program for the
South toward his guest, on a store
M.D.,
was set in an attempt to destroy Hooper,
It was just a "cool summer"
toward its customer, on a hotel
Williamson.
evidence.
program_ in the beCuming—
out in
M.D., chief toward its patron, on a railroad
ruled
was
Francisco,
J.T.
Homicide
mostly recreation to keep
toward its passengers.
other cases. Three deaths oc- medical examiner for TenLegislators, too, may create a
youngsters in the black commutwo nessee, is continuing to act as duty to act in specific circumaccidents,
auto
in
curred
nity busy and keep them out of
were drownings, nine were consultant to Kentucky's stances. Under hit-and-run stattrouble.
were from heart disorders and program until a full time utes, for instance, a motorist
-There had been a lot of har(a may be required to give aid to
pathologist
forensic
rassrnent between the police
in accident victims regardless of
specializing
physician
and black youngsters and the
examinations for whether he was legally to blame
laboratory
get
to
for the accident.
program was intended
criminal investigations) can be
This kind of responsibility is
youth involved in the commuprogram.
the
direct
to
found
based neither on fault nor on any
nity." Ronald Berry, the pro- Dear Editor;
special relationship. Rather, it is
gram's executive director, said.
night
seeing
Watergate,
Been
based on a humanitarian feeling
"But it has grown into a pro- and day for several weeks now
that when the moral duty is so
gram of providing for full and unless sortieUiing senclear, the law ought to put mos.
There are more women than
ck behind it.
needs of a person. a youth pro- sational develops to discredit men in Ontario apd Quebec
gram to serve youth's needs,"
Sen. Howard Baker, he is the
Berry said, reciting a host of one man I would like to vote for
services it offers.
in '76 to be our next president,
"We have a free lunch pro- unless we Democrats can come
gram that has fed an average up with something a helluva
atsuAAs
of 800 kids a day between the better than Ted Kennedy and
ages of five and 16 the past lots of other Demo aspirants
three summers." Berry said.
now being mentioned.
"We have a tutoring service;
The above from a lifelong
we try to stop dropouts from Democrat.
schools: we take Christmas
Though it is a bit premature
baskets to needy people and and I hope I am wrong, my
sponsor and Easter egg hunt present thinking is that Mitchell
for the kids," he continued.
and all of the rest of the guys
"A clothing factory gave us a who have testified before the
bunch of irregulars and we're Senate
are
committee
1 XI
busy sewing them up and fixing sacrificing themselves to stdel4kii.
them so we can give them to the President for various and il
l. 18 and Over
people who need them." he or sundry reasons.
said.
For more than half a century
Micro-City Government has I was imbued with the grown not only into an agency declaration of Stephen Decatur
to help the poor, but still retains its original'aim — to keep
young people busy and keep country." This may not be an
SATURDAY
their minds off mischief.
exact quote, but the message or
and
"We're aiming at self-pride, ideal is the same, nontheless.
self-dignity." Berry said. "We
I no longer feel that way
SUNDAY
want young people to know that because wrong, no matter,
somethat
try,
to
want
if they
where, when or what, should
one is willing to reach out and never be justified under the
—Let's all golo
help them."
guise of patriotism. Where
KROGF.RS for our FREE TICKETS to "Snoopy
In the very beginning, the Decatur alive today, I am
program elected city officials inclined to think he would say it
Come Home" Show!
to match the real ones in Lex- was sort of out of context and
ington -- a mayor, a city man- that his thinking was not to be
ager. a police judge, city com- construed as being infallible.
Could it be that these guys on
missioners and so on.
"The idea was to let the the Presidential staff, with
youngsters see first band what Decatur's ideals in mind, would
problems the real city officials go to any extreme, or make any
had to face," Berry said. Mi- sacrifice, the Preisdent, of the
cro-City government still re- USA? Frankly, I think that is
tains that part of the program. just what they are doing and I
do not criticize any of them for

The following poem first appeared in the Cairo Evening Citizen.
The author, who sumbitted poems for this column last week, in
Guyla W. Moreland. Guyla W. Moreland is a former resident of
Marshall County.
LEGEND OF KALOPIN

Once when only- earth, with field and forests were where
Reelfoot Lake now is in the land of Kah-ten-tah-teh, (Land of
Tomorrow ) and the Tennessee,(Land of B Big Bend River) the
Indian was free to foam as he willed.
Here lived a great chieftain with an only son, Kalopin
I Reelfoot ). The chieftian died and Kalopin became, himself, the
chieftian
Though he was young and brave, a mighty warrior and a great
hunter, he was unhappy for he was lonely.
So he called together all his bravest young men and went southwarddown the Mae-sis-sip-pu to the land of the Choctaw.
Here Kalopin found and fell in love with "Laughing Eyes"
princess of the Choctaw nation, daughter of Copiah.
Kalopin at a solemn council asked for the daughter of Copiah.
Asked for "Laughing Eyes," but Copiah answered him with
anger.
She should wed a Choctaw was his answer. How he laughed at
Kalopin, ridiculed the clubfoot leader from far-off Kah-ten-tahteh.
Kalopin offered pelts and pearly _and wampum. Still he met
with only anger
So his Meda made great medicine There they offered prayers
for guidance.
So the Great Spirit gave his answer. Told him that he must obey
the laws of the Choctaw."Laughing Eyes" could not be his.
There his heart was more lonely that it had been.
When Jesus came into the coasts of Caesarea
Then the snows came down with winter. And while it was the
Philippi. he asked his disciples, saying. Whom do
"Moon of the Snowshoes" he went again with his braves deep
men say that I the son of man am?—Matthew 16:13.
into the southland.
Here he stole his "Laughing Eyes" from the Choctaw chieftain
Christ asks the question of you, right here where
you are now!
They returned to his homeland, to the hills and valleys and the
woodlands. And though "Laughing Eyes" feared the wrath of the
Great Spirit, he would not release her.
Here he had a feast made ready for the speaking of the
marriage rites. Kettledrums and tom-toms talked through the
forest.
by ('anl Riblet Jr.
Then the marriage rites were spoken.
And the earth came to tremble. Darkness came, though it was
Scientists who are worried about the future of the
there was
human race ought to do something about it. They ,daytime. Kalopin with his bride. began to run, but
go.
to
nowhere
our
that
could help humans deyelop four hands so
Manitou stomped his great foot in anger.
descendants .simultaneously scratch their head,
And the foot track filled up with Sand and water. Buried there
thumb th-eir nose, Shave and point a finger at the - the lonely Kalopin and his bride and all his people
Buried them beneath the cypress, yoncopins and lilies, andlie
man in the mirror, the enlightened voter of the next
_
-sett* guard them the wild osprey and the White tgret.:
---Thus the wrath of Manitou.s seized Mein, buried fields beneath
--e
artIfirlatur
.11101— "f tftfnk ainowlittfaV
the water I .eft the treetops there to biarn them
would be a
Guyla W.Mordapt

SKIP THE ROPE!

New Orleans lies 100 miles up
the Mississippi River from the
Gulf of Mexico

Mr. A.C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Ladies who won
THEATRE

Isn't It The Truth!

- --...

Friday, Jul!,
Beef cattle show w
a.m. and the WI{
show at 7:30 p.m. ar
of the Murray-Caboi
Fair.

the Theatre. Winners will be
Look For

Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section

announced Sunday.
1st Prize—STUFFED SNOOPY DOG
2nd Prize—INSTANT POOL
3rd Prize—GIANT GLIDER
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hairstyle call Le
7534282 for inf
Modeling to be
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Murray State 1
Campus.
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Stork Shower Held
For Mrs. Arnold

Bohannon-Pilgrim Engagement

Dedmon-Horn Vows Solemnized

Mrs. Lucille Arnold was
honored with a stork shower at
the Community Center on North
2nd Street on Friday, July 13.
The shower was given by the
Young Women's Progressive
Club and the Essence Ladies
Club.
Approximately sixty person,: .4_
were present or sent gifts. ..ta

Friday, July 20
Beef cattle show will be at ten
a.m. and the WKHA Horse
show at 7:30 p.m. are highlights
of the Murray-Calloway County
Fair.
Twilight golf will start at the
Oaks Country Club at 5:30 p.m.

The signals she sends
don't say 'stay away'

Saturday, July 21
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club starting
at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Virginia Jones,
Bernice Wallin, Cheryl Farley,
and Joyce Thomas.

FBIRTHS44
MANGINO GIRL
Melissa Renee is the name a—
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph-- Mangino, D-3, Embassy
Apartments, Murray, for their
baby girl, weighing eight
pounds eight ounces, born on
Wednesday, July 11, at 12:09
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway a;
County Hospital.
• r,
The new father is a senior at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and. '
Mrs. Michael Mangino of
Bayside.N.Y. and Mr. and Mrs. ••
Leo Cash of Fancy Farm.

DEAR
I'm told I have a good personality. Alai° I don't pretend to
be -Miss Super Virgin," I don't care to jump into bed with
a guy on the first date.
How does a girl tactfully let a guy know this when tie
doesn't exactly come right out and ask her to go to bed
with him, but he just keeps pushing himself on her?
I must be going about it in the wrong way because
even tho my date and 1 really have a good time, when it
comes to the moment of truth he gets disgusted with me.
This happens on every date I've had lately and I'm
beginning to feel like a failure when a guy rushes me
home. says, "I'll see you around," and I never hear from
BIG PROBLEM
him again

Voter re-registration booth
will be at the fair from seven
sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club.
Saturday, July 21
entered in the
Children
Summer Reading contest
sponsored by the Calloway
County Public Library should
register all of the books they
have read by today.

_P (4.

By Abigail Van Buren,
ABBY: I'm it, better than average looking, and

The final day at the MurrayCalloway County Fair will include the swine show at eight
a.m., horse and mule pulling at
nine a.m. and the tractor pull at
seven p.m and the giving away
of the Datsun.

Mrs. Lloyd Kenneth Horn

DEAR PROBLEM: Year big problem is the way you
conduct yourself during those moments that lead up to the
moment of truth. Year actions undoubtedly telegraph the
message That you would be a willhig partner. Put the
brakes on during the preliminaries, and you won't find
yourself faced mak "the moment of truth" so soon. And by
the way, a guy who disappears permanently because a girl
refuses to jump into bed with him on the first date is no
bargain.

1t73

Miss Mary Beth Bohannon
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon of Benton Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Mary Beth, to Robert Arlin Pilgrim, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Pilgrim of Benton Route Five.
Miss Bohannon, a 1971 graduate of South Marshall High School,
is a junior at Murray State University, majoring in elementary
education.
Mr. Pilgrim, also a 1971 graduate of South Marshall High
School, is a junior at Murray State University, majoring in
physics and chemistry.
The doublering ceremony will be solemnized Sunday, August
19, at two-thirty o'clock in the afternoon. at the New Bethel
Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and
reception. Only out-of-town invitations are being sent.

Miss Connie Dedmon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs H.W. Dedmon,
Sr., of Chattanooga, Tenn., became the bride of Lloyd Kenneth
Horn, son of Mr. and Mrs Lloyd W. Horn, 1713 Calloway Avenue,
DEAR ABBY: I am a 64-year-old man who has been
Persons may re-register at
Murray, on Saturday afternoon, June 30., in Ringold, Georgia,
a widower for two years. I am in good health, college eduthe booth at the fair sponsored
just outside of Chattanooga, in a small family wedding with only
cated, and I'm considered presentable. I had a wonderful
by the Hazel Woman's Club.
the immediate families attending. Judge Bob Rollins of33-year marriage, but I dislike living alone and I would like
ficiated at the double ring ceremony.
marry.
to
•
The bride was lovely in her white street-length wedding dress
Sunday, July 22
The problem I've been out with numerous ladies who
bridal
Her
accessories.
matcLng
sleeves,
with
long
lace
with
Homecoming will be held at
seem pleasant and decent and would make fine companattendants
The
couple's
mixed
summer
of
flowers.
bouquet
was
Mt Carmel United Methodist
ions, but they do nothing for me—physically.
Church with Wayne Perrin as- were their fathers.
I am not a wolf, but I'd like a woman about whom I
her
brother
bride's
were
parents,
the
the
wedding
Attending
be
will
basket
A
dinner
speaker.
can really become excited. One I can't wait to see again. I
sister,
and
little
his
of
groom's
parents
sisters,
the
three
her
and
served and a gospel singing will
don't mean young girls, either I mean a woman in her
Gail Horn.
be held in the afternoon.
fifties.
After the ceremony, a reception was held at the home of the
Can this happen to a man my age? Or should I settle
Shady Grove Baptist Church bride's parents. The bride's three-tiered wedding cake decorated
for a nice woman who qualifies in every other way and put
BOAZ GIRL
groom
bride
a
and
topped
pink
green
with
in
and
miniature
and
will have homecoming services
aside these dtgams of romance?
and
Mrs. Noel Boaz of
Mr.
on Sunday from ten a.m. to four statuette was served the guests along with pink punch
I don't want to be crude, but I would like to know if it's
Hardin Route One are the
p.m. Song Masters Quartet and
The bride is a 1972 graduate of a high school in Chattanooga.
possible for a man past 60 to fall in love—and physically
parents of a baby girl, Angela
Gospel Airs Quartet will be
READY AND WILLING
Tenn., and the groom is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School,
do something about it.
Marie, weighing
Christina
featured singers.
Murray.
1 ounces, born
seven pounds 9,
DEAR READY AND WILLING: If you are in good
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. James Dedmon and
on Wednesday, July 16, at 10:31
health, you are also "abbe." All you need is the right
Sunday, July 22
Mr and Mrs. P.L. Grant of Chattanooga. The groom's grandwoman. Keep looking.
a.m, at the Calloway County
The Southern Harmony
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Homer Horn of Sharon, Tenn., and Mrs.
Hospital.
Singers will present a concert at
Nona Ervin and the late W.H. Revel of Henry,Tenn.
The new father is employe d
DEAR ABBY: May I commend you for your underthe Kenlake Amphitheatre at
Mr. and Mrs. Horn are residing in Chattanooga where they both
22Benton Ready Mix.
beautiful
at
Mother"
whose
"Heartsick
to
standing
advice
September
in
Nashville
to
be
7:30 p.m.
will
moving
They
are employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
year-old daughter had an all-consuming interest in another
where Mr. Horn will enter school at the Nashville Auto Diesel
Mrs. Raymond Boaz of Benton
girl.
Monday, July 23
College.
and Mr. and Mrs. James
You told the mother: "Let your daughter know you love
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M.cCallon
Higgins of Calvert City. Great
her and accept her as she is. There is no more convincing
and sons, Terry and Michael,
Cup
Mrs.
prod of your love."
grandparents are
will be honored with a shower at
I hope she heeds your advice. My only son turned out
Sophia Cox of Smithland and
the Lynnn Grove School gym at
By University of
clothes.—Barletta Wrather, 209
to be a homosexual. I was heartbroken, but never let him
Mrs. Seavers of Mayfield.
eight p.m. Their clothes, linens,
Kentucky County
Maple St. Murray, Ky.
it
know
and contents of their house were
Extension Agent
Altho I couldn't understand it, I accepted it. Today he
WHITIS GIRL
destroyed in a fire Monday.
for Home Economics
The theater has long used
has adjusted to it, has an excellent position in a distant
Mr. and Mrs. Don Whitla of
Use of fibers for clothing by lighting to stimulate the
state, and the reaped of those he woelts- tor. And yes, he
Riveria Courts, Murray, anVacation Bible School for U.S. mills in 1972 was estimated
emotions of the audience. Are
has a "special" friend.
nounce the birth of a baby girl,
nursery through adult will be to have increased about 7.5
we taking advantage of this well
Had I rejected him, he might have had many more
Melissa Joy, weighing seven
held at the William Chapel percent over 1971 on a per
known fact in our homes?
problems Before going to his present location, he wrote me
pounds fifteen ounces, born on
Church of Christ from two to capita basis. Most of the inRelaxation, mental stimulation,
a letter, thariking me for accepting him as he is Neither
Monday, July 16, at 9:42 p.m. at
four p.m. For transportation crease was in manmade fibers.
discomfort or tension are
one of us ever mentioned it again.
call 435-4880.
The new father is manager of
A total of 55.5 pounds of fiber reactions that can be brought
Thank you, Abby, for understanding.
Big B Cleaners.
per captia were used in 1972, about by different types of
NO NAME, PLEASE
Including 18.5 of cotton, 1 of lighting present in the home.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Monday, July 23
CONFIDENTIAL TO JERRY IN TUCSON: When your
Russell Muller and the late
The WMU of the Blood River wool, and 36 of manmade fibers. Try to achieve stimulating and
later
W.N. Whitis of Park Hills and
Baptist Association will meet at Fiber use per capita was 55 emotionally satisfying lighting ,-- wife no Wager cares how late you come home, it's
Than rse- taw:Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sisk of
the Altona Baptist Church. percent higher than in 1960, in your home.—Mrs. Mildred
Hopkinsville.
Marshall County, at 945 a.m. refleating rising consumer Potts, LaCenter, Ky,
chest.
year
off
it
Problems? Teal' feel better if you get
Youth from local churches will incomes. Use of cotton
HANNA BOY
For a personal reply. write Is ABBY: Box Mo. MM, L. A.,
decreased 21 percent per capita
present the program.
Canning Low-acid vegetables.
43cot And rew is the name
and that of wool dacreased 53 In 1940 bacteriologists said they
Calif. NM. Became statape4L *tit-addressed esvelope,
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Tuesday, July ?A
percent, whereas use of man- could not recommend water
pleese.
Riveria Courts,
Hanna of
The WMIJ Council of the First made fibers increased 245 bath method for low-acid
Murray, for their baby boy,
Baptist Church will misetait the _ percent.—Mrs. Catherine C. vegetables unless they are
Hate to write letters? Seed 81 to Abby. Box ern, Las
- ;Thfanpson, Hickman.
weighing seven pounds twelve
church at ten a.m..
Aageles. Cal. Seele. for Abby's booklet. "How to Write
continously boiled for 18 hours.
ounces, born on Tuesday, July
Therefore, the University of
Letters for Al Oeessious."
17, at 3:07 a.m. at the Murray"Indian Summer" day camp
Because darts form a curved Kentucky Cooperation ExCalloway County Hospital.
three
press
grades
to
them
best
surface, it is
for children,
tension Service no longer gives
The new father will be a
through eight, will be held at on a curved tailors ham Press a recommended time for water- All Week Long!
student at the University of
New Concord School from 1:30 away from stitching line to bath canning of low-acid
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana,
to six p.m. For information call prevent a crease on the right vegetables. For directions for
Ill., this fall.
753-1452, 436-2101 or 436-5366.
side. You can make a tailors canning these vegetables
Grandparents are Mr. and.
ham if you do not have one. the pressure canner, contact
Jack Seed of Robinson,
Mrs.
by
be
may
obtained
Instructions
your local Extension Office.—
Murray Quota Club will meet
111., Mrs. Virginia Hanna of
at the Triangle Inn for the writing the Graves County Pat Curtsinger, Courthouse,
Murray, and Don Hanna.
program meeting at 12 noon. Extension Office, Courthouse, Benton.
Mayfield.
MILBY GIRL
Democrats and Republicans
Murray TOPS Club will meet
By NANCY COOK
OF
PLASTICS
CARE
To help prevent traffic acA baby girl, Christa Gayle,
at the Health Center at seven
At a large buffet recently, a from various part'- of the
Household plastics are divided cidents follow these rules of the
2
/
p.m.
weighing seven pounds 91
visiting Kentuckian asked me if country we've come to par
into two major groups, the road:
such parties always took place tieularly enjoy being with since outtces, was born to Mr. and
heatsensitive or thermoset. The
1. Don't drink if you are going in Washington during the week we came to Washington E N cry Mrs. Mason Milby of Murray
Wednesday, July 25
thernoplastic will lose the shape to drive.
My answer was, of course any month or so we get togPther for Route Four on Monday, July 16,
camp
day
Summer,"
"Indian
of their finish when exposed to
relaxation. stimulating rain
the
speedometer—
Watch
2.
every night of the week'
and
at 5:32 a.m. at the Murrayfor children grades three very hot water. The thermosets
panionship z•nd many laughs' Calloway County Hospital.
every:
of
here
parties
find
don't
You
speed.
through eight, will be held at
The one point we've agreed
are dishwasher-proof and can
3. Obey the traffic rules and sort. from the most formal
They have one son, Michael
Faxon School from 1:30 to six
upon is that these dinners be Dale, age 31
strong
and
water
hot
withstand
Embassy'
and
signs.
White
House
2. The father is
/
753p.m. For information call
the
is
deal
big
kept simple - no
detergents.
4. Keep your mind on driving. dinners or the large receptions rule. The menus are extremely employed at Garland's Used
1452, 753-4997 or 753-7774.
To remove coffee or tea stains
5. Don't drive- if tired or at private homes, hotels and the varied, often representing the Cars.
use a little chlorine bleach or a sleepy.
Embassies, to smaller. at-home
Grandparents are Mr. and
such favorite foods of the stetedasetch Ars. Calvin Milby of Murray
paste made of baking soda and
6. Know your car and the dinners. The reason for
Alaska,
from
salmon
as
fresh
variety is that a great deal of
a little water. Rub the paste on, route, study your road map.
South Carolina or Route Six and Mr. and Mrs.
the,
entertaining here is shrimp from
let stand a few minutes and
YOUR
ON
CAREFUL
BE
sausage from Sylvester Paschall of Murray
smoked,
seasoned
"business," or what I call "forrinse off. Waxing plastic (ex- SUMMER VACATION..
Route Four.
Ladles who would like to
Wisconsin.
cept those used for food) will —Naxube _Griffin, Federal a-purpose,"
Great grandparents are
model afternoons the week
The night we hosted the get
is
help protect them from Building, Clinton, Ky.
You soon learn twit it
of July 23 r7th—for free
to.gether. the weather had Tommy Smotherman of Murray
scratches and delay soiling. Use
impossible to attend all the inodera led enough to make,nor Route Sit, Mr. and Mrs. James
hairstyle call Leta Taylor
a self-polishing wax on plastic
events to which you're invited. patio pleasant a -:el Marlow Tarmon of Virginia, Mr. and
LOURDES PATIENT
753-8282 for information.
vinyl; flooring. For other
Richard Still of Murray has So you pick and choase grilled the country ham steak:: Mrs. Beraice Bo ad and Mrs.
Modeling to be done at
cleaner-polisher
a
use
plastics
a patient at Lourdes carefully for much of it is "part outside In keeping with the
been
Mary Green, all of Murray.
hairdresser's seminar at
of the job" of representing a casual cookout atmosphere. the
to
not
wax
better
is
It
wax.
Hospital, Paducah.
Murray State University
state.
rest of the menu was simple —
plastic upholstery, because the
Campus.
MILLER FAMILY HERE
But there is an alternative to fried green apples, cheese grits,
wax will come off on your
Mr. and Mrs. David Miller
HERNDON GUESTS
this which I 'was.contemalalialt casserole and stuffed tomatoes.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Azwell as I went through the "put- Cookies and coffee completed and sons, Matthew and Michael,
and children,Linda and John of away" chore that was the al tat meal.
of Columbus, Ohio, have been
guests of their parents, Mr.
the
Miami, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. tertnath of a supper party
This is the type of evening we
and *I had given the find most refreshing. When so and Mrs. Claude Miller and Mr.
Marlow
James
and
Azwell
son,
David,
•
753-1272
PHONE
(
of Convington, Tenn , have been - -nighl befo3e..1ur_a ganaa__0
events pert optaws and _Mrs. Joe Pat Farley. Mrs
PRESCRIPTIONS A- SPECIALMI
slyest of Mr. and Mrs James A. Senators and ihpir ives. •
work,a "just for fun-" oight-ts s Miller is the former Meredith
Farley.
Get It-Or It Can't k Hid
Herndon.
This is an interesting groupat cklightftd- change of pace

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Rufus Stinker of Murray,
has been a patient at Lourdess,
Hospital, Paducah.
MEMPHIS PATIENT
Mrs. Harold Mary) Fowls
remains a patient at Room Mt'
Baptist Memorial Hospital,'1
Memphis, Tenn., after unaJ
dergoing back surgery on July
6. She is expected to be able to
return home next week, but will
be confined to her home foe
three months during her
recuperation period.

TBERTHS,4

Coffee

Chatter

Parties Are Part
Of Capital Scene

MODELS
WANTED

WAILIt DRUG

-DAMN
BEATS BAJAI
The Baja 500 is one of the
roughest, toughest off-road
races in the world,across terrain
that's practically designed to
brea„k machines.
'T-he Datiun Li'l Hustler Pickup,
and some of the toughest
competition weve ever had, set
out across the Mexican desert
in a test of performance and
durability under stress.
Once again,Datsun-proved
it point the hard way. Whenthe dust, smoke and rocks
settled, the rugged Datsun. Li'l
Hustler Pickup-had.beaten .
all the competition in its class
and the forces of. nature to
- Claim its rightful title at the-finish line: Toughest of all.

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDF

r•p•r1

proval Detour' Soiree
aIlJIrIN:Go.•rnm•nl
Th.

orwellal Pccaschom Amero“
hos om hat OcOon.,,,..ests CM oa co,S said
US
o.
son 1 200 come owl on on,
,
The Ck
o
ooMeone Moo om other t,0

-i-VorTras;-,--;:noWne
laP7101.
,4.
*sew 1144.
11.1sap

MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
So 12th Street
Open Evenings

Phone 1531114
1140 —
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Speed On Mound And
Track For Bosman
USAND OAKS, Calif.
.
THO
(AP) — The anchor of the Dallas Cowboys Doomsday Defense, Bob Lilly, has rejoined
the team at their training camp
here.
A team spokesman said the
perennial All-Pro would begin
workouts today.
Lilly, a defensive standout
with the Cowboys since they
joined the National Football
League as an expansion club in
1960, reported to the camp
Thursday after the Cowboys'
Tex
manager,
general
Schramm, swayed the 12-year
veteran from retiring.
In another key development
Thursday, controversial running back Duane Thomas of the
San Diego Chargers was traded
to the Washington Redskins for
two high future draft selections.
The transaction ended a ternpestuous year for the 1972 Super Bowl hero who was traded
from Dallas to San Diego one
year ago but never played a
game for the Chargers.
Thomas was suspended Monday by San Diego Coach Harland Svare after the player reported late to camp. He was reinstated Wednesday following
an undisclosed fine but Svare
decided to trade him after
Thomas displayed a lackluster
performance during Thursday's
drill.
Lill_y said he had no problems
with his
- two-year, 2700,000 contract, and added that he had
had doubts about his physical
condition, "back ... knee, but
they have given me no
trouble," he added. The former Texas Christian University
All-American was reportedly
unhappy with the team morale.
Earlier this season he and other veteran players, Dave Manders, Lee Roy Jordan, Craig
Morton, Jethro Pugh and Pat
Toomey and the Cowboy man-

&gement had differences of ing from the National Football
League champions' camp beopinion on salary negotiations.
Manders, the Cowboys' cen- cause of a contract dispute.
Brown, the NFL's most valuter, retired, and defensive end
Pat Toomay signed Monday able player in 1972, was absent
afternoon. Lilly Luiernate, Jeth- from the Redskins' Carlisle,
ro Pugh, and linebacker Lee Pa. training site for the fourth
Roy Jordan still had not signed day Thursday, and Washington
contracts. Quarterback Craig Coach George Allen emphaMorton still has not signed ei- sized that the $300-a-day fine he
has levied on Brown would
ther. He's not in camp.
Elsewhere, veteran tight end stick.
Brown says he has not reMary Fleming of the Miami
Dolphins ended his holdout but ported because the Redskins
running back Larry Brown of have declined to discuss a futhe Washington Redskins con- tura—contract with him, after
his present pact expires at the
tinued his.
Fleming, who had been fined end of this year. Allen said he
$200 a day for the eight days he wouldn't discuss the matter,
had held out, walked into the while Skins President Edward
Dolphins' training camp after .Bennett Williams has said he
signing a lucrative three-year :would not negotiate with Brown
his agent until the star runcontract.
That left all-pro safety Jake ning back reports to training
Scott as the only player miss- camp.

By RICHARD BILOTTI
Associated Press Writer
—
CLEVELAND (API
"People who say auto racing
isn't a sport don't 'know what
they're talking about," said
Cleveland Indians' baseball
pitcher Dick Bosnian.
BOSITLIII1'13 athletic activity
has been restricted to baseball
the past several years, but he
speaks with authority about Offies, supercharges, pistons and
plugs.
In the fall of 1988 he took his
Last drive as a professional
drag racer and clocked 215
miles per hour in 7.5 seconds in
his supercharged Chevy.
"Driving a race car requires
a lot of stamina—mental and
physical. It requires concentration, physical strength and a
keen sense of competition," he
said.
"Did you ever try to hold a
4,000-pound car on the road

that's going over 200 miles per
hour?" he asked. "Did you
ever sit behind the wheel of a
car for 500 miles with temperatures in the cockpit reaching
100 degrees?"
Bosnian bought his first car
when he was 14.
"I spent 20 bucks for a '37
Chevy and that's when I got
started," he said.
Bosnian raced on many of
the tracks in his home state of
Wisconsin. Most of his racing
has been on drag strips, but he
has some time behind the
wheel on oval dirt trac'ss.
After signing a major league
baseball contract upon graduation from Kenosha High
School, he continued his dragging whenever he got a chance
in the spring and the fall.
He said pressure from the
Washington Senators' management had a part in his deciding
to give up the speedway.

GRIMSLEY
Al' Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — The
current tennis boom has
reached such proportions that
devotees don't just have to
queue up for courts—now
they're waiting in line to buy
rackets, balls and clothes.
"We cannot make rackets
and balls fast enough," added
Paul MacDonald, head of the
sporting goods division of international Dunlop. "Tennis business is growing at the rate of
25 to 40 per cent a year."
manufacturing
Another
spokesman figured the tennis
market at 2300 million and said
it was far outstripping golf in
rate of growth although still not
up to the fairway sport in overall sales.
In the last five years tennis
has become the fashionable
"in" sport, triggering not only
heavy demands for playing
equipment and clothing but setting off an explosion of indoor
and outdoor clubs.
These facilities range from

BorroN

(AP)— Nolan Ryan
of the California Angels, who
came within six outs Thursday
night of becoming the only ma}or league pitcher to hurl three
no-hitters in one season, has
been added to the American
League roster for next week's
All-Star Game in Kansas City.
Ryan, 12-11, a fastballer who
leads the league with 233 strikeouts, was not on the list originally drawn up by Oakland
Athletics' manager Dick Williams.
Thursday, however, Commissioner Bowie Kuhn granted

MIXE COUPLES
SUMMER LEAGUE
Week of 7-12-73
Bowling League

Team
,ucky Strikers
Sparrows
R &M's
Pick Ups
earners
OffIrrlerS

L
8
9
-9
9
11
16
16
18

W
16
15
15
15
13
8
8

(lie Wonkas
6
tarters
High Team Game (SC)

i

par rows

ucky Strikers
ucky Strikers
tp
High Team Game (MC)
arrows
&M's
ucky Strikers
High Team Series (SC)
a
1912
Lucky Strikers
184,3
Sparrows
1765
!Bummers
.
High Team Series (NC)
2356
aLucky Strikers
n79
)tt &M's
n77
'Starters
.
High Ind. Genie est
2(5
Lyman Dixon
211
Toby Ailer
207
Vernon Riley

(Women).
, Marsha Bogard
. Marion Christenbery
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Game (MC)
•
(Men)
IVernon Riley
' Toby Aller
Dave Bradford
(Women)
I,Marsha Bogard
'Marion Christenbery
Batty Dixon
-- High Ind. Series (SC)

186
167
159

237
235
225
238

211
203

(men)
578
ye Bradford
573
,Toby Mier
560
Lyman Dixon
'
(Women)
456
7Marsha Bogard
454
-.Betty Dixon
442
•Vickey Stanfill
High Ind. Series (MC)

(men)

/We Bradford

Oby Aller
err y Tedloff

.656
6.45

(Women)
Bogard
Betty Dixon
-\rickey Stanfill
High Averages
(Men)
Lyman Dixon
i Tommy Jones
1 fidl Egnor
i7 T o b .y Ali er

i4VkArsha
r

Dave Bradford

630

612
586
580
187
172
170

169
167

(Women)
, Mardyn Chatman
1 Betty Riley
I Betty Dixon
f Marion Christenbery
Vickey Stanfill,

4

157
151
139
137
137

Outstanding Athlete
i SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
w Johnny Miller, the San Francisscan who won the 1973 U.S.
-Open Golf Championship, was
named Thursday by the Citizens Savings Helms Athletic
'Foundation as Northern California's outstanding athlete for
June.
is Miller, who lived in Napa,
- ;;;Calif., scored his Open victory
- - -01eitii the help of a tournamentrecord final round of 63 at Oakmont, Pa-

I

Democratization of the game
probably is as much responsible as anything for the current tennis boom. For decades,
tennis was a snobbish sport

,:onfined largely to the country
clubs. Its rules were rigid. All
players had to wear white. Involved scoring dated back to
the Middle Age monks. Amateurs had to be pure. It was a
felony to sneeze during play.
Now the sport has been
usurped by the masses. The
white rule is out. Scoring has
been modified. They've dropped
both the pro and color lines
Colors now are accepted, even
in the big tournaments.
"It's been a long time coming, but people finally are realizing what a great game tennis
is," said William F. Talbert.
former Davis Cup captain, director of the U.S. Open Championships and vice-president of
a Wall Street bank note cornPanY•
-It is definitely the sport of
the Seventies. It is moderately
inexpensive. It can be a family
game. It doesn't require a team
of players as do football and
baseball nor does it blow a full
day as does golf. You can get
all the exercise you need and
have a lot of fun in an hour "

Pony
Apari
Combine the hitti
Kansas City Royal!
pitching of the Lo
Dodgers and you ha
baseball team.
In fact, it would be
like the Pony Leagi
team from Murray.
The Murray Stars
five homeruns last n4
pitcher Joel Smith, ii
Paducah 13-1 in a gal
at Noble Park in Pa(
Smith, a hard
righthander. fanned :
one, walked one and
four hits in domir
game.
Only one Paducah:
game got to second IN
came in to score in
inning.
A walk, two stolen b
single got the rui
Paducah.
The three men wt
steal second base we
down by the bullet
Murray catcher Jef
" Murray took the lei
-01rthe game when Tim L
the second with a
Smith slammed a tvo
over the left center f

BOWLING
STANDINGS
g

balloon-type structures which
cover two courts to swank suburban and mid-town clubs offering fashionable lounges,
swimming pools and sauna
baths.
Membership in some of these
clubs costs from 22,000 to $5,000
a year. At some semi-private
courts, players pay $10 an hour
for a court and $35 an hour for
professional lessons.
There are reported to be 15
million tennis players in the
United States today compared
with around 10 million golfers.
.lack Nicklaus played two
hours of tennis after winning
the Tournament of Champions
at I aCosta in California earlier
this year. Bobby Fischer tuned
up for his world chess match
against Boris Spassky by playing tennis and found the Russian following similar training
procedures.
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to the 1973 National League All-Star team. They are, top row
NATIONAL LEAGUE ALL MARS—These players Mee
Reds: Joe Morgan, Cincinnati Reds; Billy Williams, Chicago
from left: Johnny Bench, Cincinnati Reds; Pete Rage,
Cis; bottom row,from left : Cesar Cedeno, Houston Astros; Hank Aaron, Atlanta Bray es: Ron Santon, Chicago Cubs; and Chris
Spell., San Francisco Giants.
i AP Wirephoto)

Goalby And Massengale
Share had At St Louis

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
at bats)—
BATTING (175
Blomberg, NY • .358, Carew,
Min, 351
RUNS 19 Jackson, Oak, 65;
Otis, KC. 63
RUNS
BATTED
berry. KC • 80; R.Jackson, Oak,
74.
H I T 5-0 May.
Mil,
120;
Carew, Min, 118.
DOUBLES—Braun, Min, 21;
Melton, Chi, 20; D.Allen, Chi,
20.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 7;
Coggins, Bal, 6; Bumbry, Bal,
6, Briggs, Mil, 6.
HOME
RUNS—Mayberry,
KC. 20, R.Jackson, Oak, 20.
STOL EN
BASES—North,
Oak, 28; Campanerls, Oak, 22.
(8
PITCHING.
Decisions)—
Hunter, Oak, 14-3, .824, 3.23;
Lee, Bsn, 12-3, .800, 2.37
STRIKEOUTS—N_Ryan, Cal,
233: Singer, Cal, 150.

also had 71.
By BOB GREEN
.Johnny Miller and Tom WeisAssociated Press Golf Writer
ST. LOUIS (API -- Old pro kopf. the American and Open
Bob Goalby and longshot Rik titleholders, along with Jack
Massengale shared the lead, Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer
but chipper Dave Stockton had are not competing in this event
all the optimism today going that offers 242,000 to the wininto the second round of the ner
Here are the top first-round
$210,000 St. Louis Childrens
scores
Hospital Golf Classic.
31-34-65
Goalby, who has had to make Rik Massengale
33-32-65
last-gasp rallies each of the last Bob Goalby
31-35-66
four years to save his status as Gene Littler
34-32-66
an exempt player, and Masse- Chuck Courtney
31-35-66
ngale matched five-under-par John Schroeder
33-34-67
J.C. Snead
65s in Thursday's first round.
And that was just fine with Dan Sikes
3334 67
Stockton, who was four strokes Gay Brewer
NATIONAL LEAGUE
3334 67 • BOIT I NG (175 at bats)—
Mike Wynn
back at 69.
32-35-67 Mote. LA, .348, Watson, MM,
"I had to birdie the last hole Fred Marti
329.
34-33-67
RUNS—Bonds, SF. 83, Watto get that 69," Stockton said. Jerry Heard
son,
Htn, 68.
35-32-67
"It was all I could think about. Jim Ferriell
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
32-3S-67 Cm,
Remember a couple of weeks Bob Wynn
70; Stargell, Pgh, 68.
33-34-47
HITS—Rose, Cm, 125; Wet
ago at Milwaukee—Goalby had Larry White
Htn, 121; W.Davis, LA,
son,
35-32--67
a 65 in the first round and I Kermit Zarley
121.
34-33-67
Dwight Nevil
had a 69."
Chi,
DOUBLES—Cardenal,
33-34-67 24; Staub. NY, 23, W.Davis,
And, of course. Stockton Mike McCullough
LA, 23.
came on to score a one-stroke
TRIPLES—Metzgr, Htn, 12,
I
Matthews, SF, 8.
victory in that one.
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
Goalby and Massengale. a
27, Evans, AB, 26.
non-winning, 26-year-old tour
STOLEN
BASES—Morgan,
Cin, 37; Cedeno, Htn, 34.
regular who put together the
PITCHING (a
Decisions)—
score of his four-year tour caParker. NY, 6-2, .75% 3.73;
I
ATLANTA
)
Brett.
AP
3,
8
lead
Phi,
.727, 2.78
Atlanta
reer, shared a one-stroke
STRIKEOUTS—Sutton,
LA,
over courageous Gene Littler, Braves' star Henry Aaron plans 139,
Seaver. NY, 138
Chuck Courtney and John to marry a local television perSchroeder, tied at 66. Some of sonality probably in November
the game's popular names had according to published reports.
Wins Championship
The Atlanta Constitution said
mild difficulties, however, on
the 6,544-yard Norwood Hills in today's editions that Aaron is By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Country Club course. Defending engaged to Mrs. Billye WilGREENVILLE, N.C.(API —
champion Lee Trevino man- liams. a widow and a featured John Evenson, a sports writer
aged a 69, about six holes of interviewer on WSB-TV
for the Asheville, N.C., Citizen,
Aaron has been divorced
which were played in a mornwas named Thursday as sports
ing thunderstorm South Afri- from his first wife for more information director at
East
can Gary Player matched par than a year.
Carolina University
The
slugger
Braves
currently
70 while Australian Bruce
Crampton, the season's leading is closing in on Babe Ruth's ca-. Evenson, a 1972 graduate of
rmoney, winner„ took a 71 that reer home run record_ of 714. the University of Tennessee,
he called "pretty ragged." Aaron his belted 698 homers succeeds Sur* Lei, wlk—re.
signed in May.
Masters champ Tommy Aaron thus far.

Hammerin' Hank To
Tie A New Knot

By The Associated Press
1973 Home runs
25
Most recent Home RunJuly 17
1973 Games Remaining
64
Babe Ruth's Record
714
Aaron's Career Home Runs696
Aaron's Magic Number
16
The Braves were not scheduled Thursday.

SILOAM SPRINGS, Ark.
(AP) — Maynard is a golf caddy who isn't bothered by the
weather and never secondguesses your club selection.
He weighs about 130 pounds,
but has no trouble with the
heaviest bag.
Maynard operates on an electronic homing device and follows obediently about six feet
behind his master. His body is
polyethylene and his undercarriage resembles a tricycle.
The electronic caddy is being
produced by Citation Manufacturing Co. at Siloam Springs.
Virgil Alexander, the company
president, says the firm has put
several hundred prototypes in
the field during the past two
years and will probably start
producing the devices at the
rate of about 500 a month this
month.
Alexander says the prime
market for Maynard should be
country clubs. He sees country
club golfers renting Maynard in
the same way they do riding
carts.
Maynard is operated off two
12-watt batteries and is recharged after 38 t)cles. similar to
a riding cart.
"An awful lot of golfers pre
fer to walk and don't like to
carry a bag or pull a pull
cart," Alexander said. "Caddies are hard to come by and
we think Maynard fits a niche
In there."
Maynard is controlled by a
transmitter which is usually atto the golfer's belt. The
itter, about the size of a
c
ra
.eigarette pack, has an off-on
- "This is an extremely inent machine," Alexander
Mid. 'It will maintain your
speed uphill and downhill. You

stop, it stops. It follows in your
tracks.
"When you approach your
ball, you flip the switch to off
and that sets the parking
brakes. You hit your shot, put
your club back in the bag and
then flip the switch back on.
You don't want Maynard six
feet from your heels, because
when you wiggle, he's going to
wiggle.

both leagues permission to increase their rosters by one man
to n players, and Williams selected Ryan.
Williams, who was hospitalized in Oakland Thursday for
emergency appendectomy, said
he selected his pitching staff
before Ryan pitched his second
no-hitter against Detroit last
Sunday.
Ryan held the Baltimore Orioles hitless for seven innings
Thursday, but gave up a pair of
looping singles to Mark Belanger in the eighth and 10 innings and took a 3-1 loss.
Williams, whose Athletics
won the 1972 World Series,
probably will be replaced as
All-Star manager by Chicago
White Sox Manager Chuck Tanner.
"Chuck Tanner is a coach
and I'll suggest to Dick that we
have Tanner as manager for
the game," said American
League President Joe Cronin
Thursday night. "But I will
check with Dick first to see
how he's feeling."
Williams was reported doing
—very, Tery -wett`'- today after
the operation at Merritt Hospital.
The A's team physician, Dr.
Charles Hudson, performed the
operation and said he would not
make an estimate when the 44year-old pilot of the world
champions could return to his
baseball duties until after examining him today.
Cronin's office Thursday announced a list of reserves for
Tuesday's classic. They are:
First base, Carl Yastrzemski
of Boston and John Mayberry
of Kansas City; second base,
Cookie Rojas of Kansas City
and Dave Nelson of Texas;
third base, Sal Bando of Oak-

land and Buddy Bell of Cleveland; shortstop, Eddie Brinkman of Detroit; catchers Thurman Munson of New York and
Bill Freehan of Detroit; outfielders, Paul Blair of Baltimore, Willie Horton of Detroit
and Dave May of Milwaukee.
Williams also named Pat Kelly of Chicago as a replacement
for the White Sox' first baseman Dick Allen, who is recovering from a leg injury. Allen
had been named to the starting
lineup as a result of balloting
by baseball fans.

Championship Flight
Match Play At Oaks
In championship flight
matches this past week at the
Oaks Country Club, Roy
Cothran defeated Bob Brown
and Jerry Caldwell won over
J.P. Parker.
In the first flight, Max Walker
defeated Jerry Hopkins, Bill
Seale over Charles Caldwell,
Yancy
Watkins defeated
Themes Jones, and Purdom
Lovett defeated Ken Adams.
This week, Seale will play
Walker and Watkins will meet
Lovett.
In the second flight, Doug
Willoughby, Donnie Danner,
Clayton Hargrove defeated
Tommy Hamlin, Mike Morgan
won over Mark Blankenship
and Stan Key defeated Billy
Morton. Hargrove will move
into the semifinals.
In the third flight, Clyde
Roberts won over Terry Turner,
Marvin Harris defeated Bill
Roberts, Greg Howard won
over Ken Humphreys, and
Howard then defeated Harris to
move into the finals.

A walk to Paul Rob
shortstop's error on
grounder and a
Raymond Sims left
loaded for Keith Tab
Tabers promptly s
two run single to give
4-0 lead.
On the play, the
shortstop was calle
terference and Sii
across the plate witl
run.

Inni
In the
reached by drilling a
then Paul Robertson
with a two run home
left-center field fen,
Murray a 7-0 lead.
In the fourth innsr
Adams came to the
two men out.

Ci

1. Dale McCuistor
2. Phil Miller I Br!
3. Roger McCuistt
4. Craig Suiter( Pi
-5. Tony-Boone(Gi
6 !Indy Suiter(T
7 Duane Musgrov
8. Larvy Geib(Pir
8 Johnny Shelly
10. Dan Foster) Br
11. Steve Winchest
12. Fee Thbble(GU
13. Mark Williams
13. Tony Thurmors
13. David Carman

1972 Cadillac Se
trade in

LET US ADO SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR LIFE!

1972 Cadillac Cc
Murray car.

1973 Oldsmobill
Murray car,

i97:1 Ford Torin
ors, Oldsmobile
oars I )1iismohile

1972 Pontiac Gr
including tab
1989 Oldsmobile
CeIN.1101.
No homillog
Maio.
other

Ltrnifed Offer • One Per Subject. One Per

Family • Additions) Members, $247 'Each •
Groups Photographed at $1 00 Pet Additional
Subject
Regal Service
Portraits will be delivered within three weeks,
You may select from a finished package. -

1967 Pontiac Exr
good car;- che

1971 Do+Pola!

1966 Chrysler,4!

car.
END
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Pony League Stars Rip
Apart Paducah, 13-1
Combine the hitting of the
Adams smacked the first Saturday in the double
Kansas City Royals and the pitch to him over the fence for a elimination tournament.
pitching of the Los Angeles solo homer.
The time and the opponent
Dodgers and you have quite a
Then Tim Lane brought the have not yet been decided.
baseball team.
crowd to Its feet as he smacked
In fact, it would be just about the next offering over the
Murray
like the Pony League All-Star rightfield fence for a home run.
AB R H
team from Murray.
3 2 0
Not to be outdone, Smith hit Sims-2b
3 0 1
The Murray Stars slammed the next pitch over the rightfield Tabers-lb
4 0 I
five homeruns last night, two by fence. anti Mnrray had three Hudspeth-cf
4 1 1
pitcher Joel Smith, in stopping homeruns on three consecutive Adams-3b
lane-as
3 4 3
Paducah 13-1 in a game played pitches.
Smith-p
4 2 2
at Noble Park in Paducah.
Lane belted three hits for Robertson-If
2 2 1
Smith, a hard-throwing Murray while Smith had a pair Oakley-c
4 2 1
righthander. fanned 12 men, hit of homers.
2 0 1
Vance-rf
one, walked one and scattered
1 0 I
Tabers, Hudspeth, Adams, Thurman-3b
four hits in dominating the Robertson, Oakley,
2 0 0
Vance and Foster-1f
game.
1 0 0
Thurman all hit safely for Wells-rf
33 13 12
Totals
Only one Paducah man in the Murray.
Paducah
000 100 1-4-0
game got to second base and he
Murray will be playing again Murray
052 312 13-12-4
came in to score in the fourth
inning.
A walk, two stolen bases and a
single got the run in for
Paducah.
The three men who tried to
steal second base were all cut
down by the bullet arm of
Murray catcher Jeff Oakley.
Murray took the lead early in
'the game when Tim Lane led off
the second with a walk and
Smith slammed a two run shot
over the left center fence.
A walk to Paul Robertson, the
shortstop's error on Oakley's
grounder and a walk to
Raymond Sims left the bases
loaded for Keith Tabers.
Tabers promptly smacked a
two run single to give Murray a
4-0 lead.
On the play, the Paducah
shortstop was called for interference and Sims came
across the plate with the fifth
run.
In the third inning, Lane
reached by drilling a double and
then Paul Robertson uncorked
with a two run homer over the
left-center field fence, giving
Murray a 7-0 lead.
In the fourth inning, Kenny
Adams came to the plate with
two men out.

BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon
Congratulations to the Pony League All-Stars and to the
Nmerican legion 11-Star team
The Pony leaguers shelled Paducah 13-1 last night while the
legion Stars trounced league champion Paducah.
Mike Cathey and Keith Pyle each had a pair of hits for the AllStars.

ate,

PONY LEAGUE ALL-STARS--The alurra:, Puny League All-Stars opened tournament play last
night with a 13-1 win over Paducah. From left to right, top row, Ken Adams, coach, Kevin Shahan,
Ken Perkins, Ken Brandon, Darrell Foster, Paul Robertson, Lindsey Husdpeth, Keith Tabers, Joel
Smith, Tim Lane. Mike Murphy and Mike McDougal, manager. Front row, Raymond Sims, Terry
Vance, Kenny Adams,Tommy Chavis, Jeff Oakley, Jay Hill, Bob Thurman and Mike Wells.
(Photo by Charles Tubbs

Ryan Almost Throws Another
No-Hitter, Cards tose
By JACK STEVENSON .
Associated Press Sports Writer
ANAHEIM (AP) — Nolan
Ryan missed his chance for two
straight no-hitters with just six
outs to go, yet the flame-throwing right-hander figures he still
has a chance at a record third
one this season.
Ryan no-hit Kansas City early in the season and did it at
Detroit last Sunday. He hadn't
allowed a hit by Baltimore
Thursday night until Mark
Belanger looped a single over
the infield with none out in the
eighth.
Baltimore eventually won the
game 3-1 in 11 innings, putting
Ryan's record at only 11-12 on
the day he had been selected to
the American League AllStar
squad.

1. Dale McCuiston(Giant)
2. Phil Miller( Braves)
3. Roger McCuiston(Pirates)
4. Craig Sutter( Pirates
Tony Boone(Giantst
6 !Andy Suiter( Tigers1
7 Duane Musgrowi Pirates)
8.!Amy Geib( Pirates )
8. Johnny Shelly ( Pirates
10. Dan Foster) Braves)
11. Steve Winchester)Braves(
12. Fee Dibble(Giants )
13. Mark Williams(Braves)
13. Tony Thurmond ( Braves)
13. David Carman ( Pirates)

gmgPitglvvviimH

Colt League
Leaders

1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 4 door, all extras, new car
trade in
1972 Cadillac Coupe Devilie, new car trade in, loaded,
Murray car, two to choose from
-1973 Oldsmobile Delta Royal 88 Coupe. 6,000 miles,
Murray car, all the extras.
i973 Ford Torino. all extras. 6,000 miles.
If(69 Oldsmobile Delta 88, one owner, nice car
1968 Oldsmobile 98, extra clean
1972 Pontiac Gran Safari, one owner, with all extras,
including tape player
106(1 Oldsmobile Outlass. 1 door, steering, brakes and air.
Pontiac'Executive. 4 door, steering, brakes and air,
good carecheap.

1067

1971 ()odic Polara , 4 door, well equipped,one owner
19114 Chrysler,4.door hard top, double power and air, good
car.
END OF TH1F, YEAR CI.EARANCE
ON ALI.NEW Ca RS
.
COME SEE US BEFORE YOU TRADF

Sanders-Purdom
--totedttSTItEET

Nolan wasn't in the game at
the finish, having been taken
out by Manager Bobby Winkles
after Tommy Davis doubled
with one out in the top of the
11th. Dave Sells gave up a tworun double to Terry Crowley
and that meant the game.
Asked if he had gone after
the second straight no-hitter,
Ryan answered readily, "I
went into the game to give it
my best shot. What the heck,
it's not too often you get a
chance like that."
Asked if he'd previously
spoiled a no-hitter late in the
game, Belanger—who went into
the game hitting .214—laughed,
"Spoil a no-hitter. Heck I have
trouble getting a hit but if anybody was going to spoil it, I'm
glad it was me."
Ryan has recorded 41 strtkeouts in his last three' games,
setting an American League
record and equalling the major
league mark held by Sandy
Koufax of the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
His 30 strikeouts in his last
two games tie the American
League record held by Sam
McDowell. Ryan, who topped
the majors with 329 strikeouts
last season, leads both leaves

with 233 thi,s year.
The turnout for his first
pitching appearance since the
Detroit no-hitter was the largest for the Angels on a non-promotion night since September
of 1968. And in 42 dates at
home, they have drawn 623,233,
an increase of 193,588 over a
similar period in 1972.
Elsewhere in the American
League. the Minnesota Twins
beat the Boston Red Sox 6-2
and the Milwaukee Brewers
downed the Texas Rangers 4-1.
In the only National League
games. the Los Angeles Dodgers nipped the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2, the Chicago Cubs
trounced the San Diego Padres
12-5 and the Cincinnati Reds
edged the Montreal Expos 3-2.
Twins 6, Red Sox 2
Rod Carew doubled home the
tie-breaking run with two out in
the eighth inning and Bobby
Darwin added a bases-loaded
triple following an intentional
walk to Tony Oliva, pacing the
Twins over the Red Sox.
Joe Decker pitched a five-hitter for Minnesota.
Brewers 4. Rangers1
Milwaukee's Skip la:brood
held Texas hitless for nix innIngs and then needed relief

Hill Leading In The
Women's Golf Open
By KAROL STONGER
Waist, and Pam Higgins who
Associated Press Sports Writer has one triumph in her fiveROCHESTER, N . Y ( AP
year pro career
It was amateur day at the 140,After today's round, the field
000 U.S. Women's Open Golf
of
141 will be cut to the 50 low
Thursday
Championship
Cynthia Hill, a 25-year-old scores and ties for the final two
Colorado days of play Saturday and Sunfrom
amateur
a first- day.
shot
Springs, Colo.,
round 68, a women's record on
the 6,120-yard Country Club of
Rochester course, for a twostroke lead over Barbara Boddie, a premier amateur who
just turned pro last month
Its the best round I've ever
FiR0()KLINE, Mass.(APIplayed." said Miss Hill of her Second-seeded Arthur Ashe, the
seven-birdie. three-bogie per- tourney favorite, has moved
formance.
into the quarter-finals of the
While Miss Hill and Mrs. $60.000 U.S. Pro Tennis ChamBoddie, who says she's still an pionship 4„with an easy 6-3. 6-1
amateur at heart, bubbled over victory over Charlie Pasarell of
their sub-par performances, Santurce, Puerto Rico.
most of the games top names
Jim Connors, a 22-year-old
did a slow burn when their
UCLA tennis star also
former
clubs turned cold
gained the quarter-finals ThursKathy Whitworth, the leading
day by rallyigg to defeat a
money winner on the I.PGA
stubborn Ray -Moore of South
tour who has won every major
Xfrica, 6-1, 2-6, 6-3
title except this one, was
was
as
78,
The two matches were the
among 18 golfers at
two-time Open winner Donna only singles play of the day.
Caponi Young :another former The rest of the action at I ongOpen winner. Carol Mann. has wood was in the opening round
of doubles play.
a 79.
siiirtiti-players shot par
of-Mier-in,- beinine
or better and of the 14 low tournament's top-ranked player
scorers, six were amateurs
when Connors ousted the No. 1
Betsy Rawls, who won the seed Steve Smith in the opening
second of her four Open titles round Tuesday
here 20 years ago. and Sue
Roberts. a non-winner in five
I n eliminating l'asarell
years on the ladies PGA tour. Thursday night. 1 .he broke
were another stroke back at 71. Pasarell's serve in the (lard
,At par 72 were defending and sixth games of the first, set.
champion Susie Fleming. Mrs. and in the 494,irth ‘42„arqc of the
On Win,
.Donatax. Streit,
the former British, Australian
His last point was an,ace, a
-amateur champion blistering save Pasareft
and
and Currant -Canadian arnatar not handle.

Arthur Ashe Wins
In Straight Sets

The winner of the District will host the Sectional

help from Eduardo Rodriguez a 4-0 deficit and snap a sixin the seventh to protect the game losing streak by beating
Brewers' victory over the the Padres. Five unearned runs
Rangers Darrell Porter drove in the sixth also helped the
in two Milwaukee runs with a Cubs increase their National
League East lead over St.
double and triple
I ouis to l games.
Dodgers 3. Cardinals 2
\1 Downing maintained his
mastery over St Louis by
throttling the Cardinals on
three hits in pitching the Dodgers to their victory with last-out
help from Jim Brewer.
The sizzling Dodgers won for
the 11th time in their last 13
baseball games on the strength
of a tie-breaking two-run third
Inning against Alan Foster
Cubs 12, Padres 5
_Jose Cardenal slammed a
three-run double and a solo
homer. helping the Cubs erase

Pairings for the Amerkam Legion tournament have been an.
nounced .
The first game of the tournament will be Monday night at 7:30
p m. and will find Murray meeting Benton at the Benton City
Park.
The winners will play Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
The losers of games one and two will play Wednesday night at
7 30 p.m. with one team being eliminated.
The championship will either be decided Thursday or Friday
night.
.All of the games are at the Renton City Park and will begin at
7:30 pm

Murray State baseball Conch Johnny Reagan has signed
another top recruit.
He is 6-4, 185 pound Mark Wezet of Evansville, Indiana.
Wezet, a righthander, will become a pitcher for the Thoroughbreds
,Xt Memorial High School in Evansville, Wezet lettered in
football, basketball and baseball.
As a pitcher this summer for the fabulous Evansville
Funkhouser American Legion team, Wezet has a 10-4 record.
He turned down a professional offer from the Cleveland Indians
and elected to attend Murray State instead.

For anyone who is planning to go to Benton tonight or tomorrow
for the Little League tournament, I'll give you some advise.
Park you car by the American Legion diamond in the City Park
and walk over to the Little League field
Otherwise, you may have to sit until about 11 p.m. and wait for
The Padres scored four runs
in the first Inning. three on all of the cars to move out of your way.
Clarence Gaston's homer.
Reds 3, Expos?
_Newspaper work is the strangest work in the world.
Pete Rose put CincinnatiMake a mistake working in a factory and several people might
front with a two-run single in
out about the mistake.
find
the second inning and Dan
Make a mistake in a newspaper and thousands will MOW
Driessen sir.gled home what
No matter how good a story is, there's ofWeyleilentOSOO WWII
'
7proved to be the winning run in
e
not
satisfied with the story.
the third and the Reds went on
It's just impossible to please everyone.
to defeat the Expos. Ross
I would like to say thanks to the people who have complimented
Grimsley survived home runs
me
on the Stew Johnson story last night.
by Bob Bailey and Bob Stinson
It really makes a fellow feel better to have someone say a story:
to post his fifth consecutive vicwas good.
tory.

Burkinglytm
Says:
114-Weekend_SpacialsIt

SHORT SLEEVE

SHIRTS
1 2 PRICE
/

ONE GROUP OF

SUITS
$35

All others 1/
2 .PRICE

ONE GROUP OF

SPORT COATS
$25
ONE GROUP OF
All others /
1 2 PRICE

SLACKS
$5

All others /
1 2 PRICE

SHOES
1 2 PRICE
/
LARGE RACK

TIES & BELTS
$2

Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30

Burkinglytm
-Dixieland

611.
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Research Book Is Service Records Destroyed In
New At Calloway
Public Library Fire Will Not Affect Benefits

Sunday
School

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Karen Page Milby and
Ba§y Girl, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Beverly Joy Whitis and
Baby Girl, Riveria Cts.,
M4rray, Baby Boy Wood Mrs.
C*91 Ann Wood), Route 1,
Farmington, Baby Girl Boaz
Corra Lucille Boaz),
R
1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
C•
kaster David Wayne Lee,
Witte 5, Benton, Mrs. Edwihiieen Kuath, 301 White Hall
B7525, Murray. Mrs. Mary
1,43u Stephenson, Box 157,
Piiryear, Tenn., Mrs. Robbie
lAria May Knipp, Route 6,
Murray. Mrs. Carol Lynn Holt
and Baby Boy, Route 1, Box 71,
Dexter, George Ray Oldham,
1.4tki0ville, Forrest Coleman,
2, Murray, Mrs. Maggie
rt, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Jewel Eva Morris, 1517 Cara1, Murray.

Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiks
(Baselr
tt Co
copyrighted outlines produced
Committee on the Uniform Series and used
mission )

Proper Regard
For Ownership
God's Word clearly and
repeatedly recognizes the right
of man to acquire, possess, and
use property. Man must acquire
it through labor and in an honest
manner, and then be a faithful
steward in using it for God's
glory and the benefit of
mankind.
Exodus 20:1-5
The eighth commandment,
which has to do with the sanctity of property, is basic to
human life. In giving the
17, 1973
commandment,"Thou shalt not
ERY 6
steal," God prohibits one of the
APULTS 113
most common and widespread
t
'EWBORN ADMISSIONS
sins. This prohibition of stealing
. Rhonda Kay Hanna and implies that man has the right
Boy, 63 Riviera Cts., of private ownership. God has
ay.
given him that right. Man would
DISMISSALS
not have any right to possess
iss Glenda Jean Kelly, that which he has made, earte 3, Murray, Mrs. Patricia ned, or saved except fer the fact
'
- that God has given it to him.
Burkeen, Route 1, Dexter,'
s Joyce Eileen Emerine,- To steal is to take or to
444, Murray, Ky., Gary Lee withhold from others that which
keen, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. rightfully belongs to them. The
Beverly Joan Ray, 202 Willow, meaning of this commandment
Mayfield, Mrs. Edna Mae is sometimes • limited to the
Lamb, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. stealing of money, but it goes
Janice Fay King and Baby Boy, fly- beyond that. It also involves
Route 1, Dexter, Henry Bruce man's relationship and conduct
Adams, Route 1, Box 157, with reference to God and men.
Osburn God has a perfect right to our
Lytle
Murray,
Donelson, New Concord, Mrs. homage, obedience, and serJessie Flora, 1618 Magnolia, vice, but all too frequently these
Anglon things are withheld from Him.
Murray, Mrs. Nell
717 Riley Cts., The treatment of the Lord's Day
Maness,
Murray, Albert Martin, 403 by many is an example of the
North 1st St., Murray.
way in which many act as

I42

thieves. Men often defraud God
of time and money and life
which rightfully belong to Him.
It is bad to steal from men, but
it is worse to steal from God.
Stealing may be practiced in
various ways, such as robbery,
which is taking property by
force or violence; theft, which is
the taking of another's
without
possessions
his knowledge or consent;
fradulent practices, among
which are loafing on one's job,
"borrowing" money from the
cash register, using short
weights
and
measures,
deceptive advertising, the
adulteration of goods, the
concealment of defects, the
misrepresentation of quality,
taking advantage of others
through extortionate interest,
exorbitant rent, extravagant
prices for
commodities,
refusing fair wages, etc. Any
dishonst appropriation of what
does not belong to one is
stealing, call it what you will.
For believers to withhold tithes
and offerings from God is
stealing just as truly as it is
stealing for one to commit
robbery, theft, -burglary, or to
misappropriate funds.
Amos 8:44
Without hesitation Amos.
God's fearless prophet. here
turned the fire of righteous
indignation against those
outwardly respectable and
professedly religious, but
greedy, proud, idolatrous, self-
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'. This 1973
Datsun 1200 donated to,4he Murray Jaycees by Murray Datsun.
Inc. to be givenaway at the Murray-Calloway County.Fair Jul y 21,1973.

;1,0

—The tickets for the 1973 Datsun, donated by Murray Datsun,
, Inc., to be given away have the wrong date on them. The Datsun
w al be given away Saturday eve nine. July 21, 1973.,

Trogram olEients

Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian for the Calloway
County Public Library, has
submitted a review of one of the
new books at the library. It is
"Up Your Own Organization,"
by Donald M. Dible, Santa
by the
Clara, Calif., Entrepreneur
by per
Press c1971.
indulgent
and dishonest
The review is as follows:
schemers and hypocrites, and
If you are truly serious about
denounced them because of
their injustice and wrong your desire for a personal
treatment of others. Amos fortune and if you have amemphasized the great truth that bition, then here is a book for
outwardly perfunctory religion you. The book's sub-title is "A
is not sufficient. Any pretense of Handbook for the Employed,
religion which is accompanied the Unemployed and the Self
by unkind, unfair,end dishonest Employed on How to Start and
dealings with others makes a Finance a New Business. "The
complete moctery of one's word "entrepreneur- defined
as one who assumes the risk
faith.
In their desire for greater and management of business,
riches many of the rich actually tells you the book is written for
and indignantly begrudged the the venturesome.
Representing
years
of
new moon and the sabbath
because it was necessary to research into the subject of
suspend business transactions venture capital, new business
on those days, thus depriving formation and techniques for
them of the privilege of ex- planning rapid growth, this
volumn is a comprehensive,
ploiting, oppressing, and rot
fully indexed-, easy-to-read
bing others.
Amos told the people that God handbook on how to start a
going
without
would not ignore the evil works business
of the impenitent. He warned bankrupt. It includes interviews
them that a day of judgment with hundreds of business
was awaiting all those who service agencies. Guidelines for
deceived the people for their almost any business problem
own personal gain; also, that are provided.
Witty and helpful tips are
God's woe would rest upon
them. Both individuals and offered on the subject of
nations will receive what they. building a suitable staff, how to
deserve from God. Amos taught get big orders while you are still
that God wants people to love a small company, and how to
Him supremely and to love prepare a mini-proposal to
professional investors.
others dearly.
If you are thinking about
On His way to Jerusalem for
the last time Christ passed starting a business or if your
through Jericho. Among the business isn't as successful as
masses of curious spectators you'd like it to be, maybe you
was a well-known and well-to-do need to take time to read this
unconventional
man named Zacchaeus, about rather
whom we shall note four things. publication.
1. His Character.
Zacchaus was a Jew by
TAX TAKE
nationality and a publican in
According to the U.S. COMfor
position. He had a passion
merce Department, state and
money. He thought more of local governments increased
money than did his nation, the their tax take 14 per cent in
respect of his fellowmen, his 1972 to $114.6 billion.
CNS
soul, or God. He was an extortionist, levying the taxes to
the limit, paying Rome her
demands and adding the
balance to his personal savings.
Since he was the chief tax
collector, he probably got a
"rake-off" from the rest of
those who gathered taxes.
Although he had become rich,
he was held in contempt by the
people.
2. His Condition.
Zacchaeus was small in
stature. He was a social outcast.
Nobody drought much of him.
Being a traitor to his country,
he was hated by his fellowmen.
Sitting in his booth one day, he
observed a crowd of people
down the street. Being curious,
he inquired as to what it meant,
and was informed that Jesus
Christ had come to town. He
was anxious to see Him and get
some definite information from
Him.
Dissatisfied with himself, and
with a great longing for a better
life, Zacchaeus resolved that he
would go to see Christ Jesus,
which desire was most commendable. However, it was not
at all easy for him to accomplish his purpose because of
the multitude surrounding the
Saviour and his own smallness
of stature. Undaunted by these
handicaps, he went on ahead of
the crowd and climbed the
famous sycamore tree. That
was a very undignified thing for
a public official to do, but
Zacchaeus was out for
something far better than
dignity, namely, to see Christ.
3. His Call.
When the Saviour arrived at
the tree, which Zacchaeus had
ascended, He looked up at him
and said, "Zaccfuieus, make
haste, and come down; for
today I must abide at thy
house." The .Master knew his
name, nature, position, and
thoughts, so the call was quite
personal. This most gracious
and very urgent call startled
him.It proved to be effective for
"he made haste and came

11.

ant,

longer receiving VA payments
or benefits.
The VA, Johnson said, also
maintains other backup files
containing essential, though not
complete, military service
information, which would prove
helpful in processing any new
applications for beieits from
veterans
whosel military
records might have been
destroyed in the fir.
Since 1968, thee VA date
processing center at Austin,
Texas, has kept computer
master records on some 3million Vietnam Era veterans
discharged since that date.
Computerized master index
records are also maintained by
the VA in Washington on more
than 32-million veterans living
and dead.
Thse backup records contain
information on date and branch
of service, character of
discharge and other in-

formation necessary for VA to
adjudicate claims for such
benefits as (I.I. Bill training.
G.I. loans, VA pensions and VA
medicai and hospital care.
Even if thse medical records
are not duplicated elsewhere In
the military system, VA would
have an alternative way of
developing tile veteran's claim
VA would already know if the
veteran had basic eligibility as
far as period of service and
character of discharge is
concerned.
For additional information
needed, VA could check the
veteran for any record copies or
data he might have kept, could
request affidavits from militar
buddies who witnessed the
disability, and from militar
doctors and hospitals treating
the veteran. A current VA
medical examiniation would
establish the present extent of
the disability.

. -PERSONALIZED FUNERAL SERVICE"
ience of those we serve. Individualized service is
Every facility has been designed for the cony
famity wishes We offer the most considerate care and
assured and in complete accord with
standards for every person of every faith.
service as well as the highest professional

c

The J.H.Churchill Funeral Home
Third and Maple Streets
Murray, Kentucky

Phone
753-2411

Kenneth Churchill Imes.
Tommy Lite Walker, Owners

t

06Eia•aoal

"Service With Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity and Economy
"Authorized to Service Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Assn Policies

Chrysler:
41111.

A
heritage
CHRYSLER
Plymouth ofgreatness.
te,1

m

4. His Conversion,
When Christ singled Zacchaeus out, addressed him by
name, and called him to
minister unto Him, it broke his
heart to think that here is One
Who sees me, knows me, cares
for me, and needs me. Kir
conviction of sin, unfeigned)
repentance, reception
confesstbn of Him, restitution" -

tirpowatarr,toy& rielWrit

reformation of life were, ex
cellent evidences of his genuine
conversion.

CIDAA

assmassomearaia
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It's year-end prices at:
-_-

-RST-Ince
.303 Poplar Street

Murray, Kentucky

0ci

000

Where can you
find such a great
car at so nice_
a price? Chrysler
New Yorker Sedan.

FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1973
10:00 A.M. - Beef Cattle Shows -1
7:30 p.n).-Open to The World Horse Show

. SATURDAY,JULY 21,-1973
•
8:00 A.Mr4- Swine Show 9:00 A.M. - Horse & Mule Purling
(Weigh Wt6 0.:rn. 7 9 a.m..) .` ,
10:00 A.M. - Perm BereastDay Tiktor
_7110

Any damage to service
records in the July 12 fire at the
military records center in St.
Louis, will have no impact on
the 13-million veterans and
dependents currently receiving
Veterans Adniinistration
benefits.
This assurance was given
recently by Donald E. Johnson,
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs.
VA records for those now
receiving benefits are maintainedrnostly at the agency's 57
regional offices throughout the
nation, and also at VA's 169
hospitals and two insurance
centers.
VA does operate its own
records processing center in the
St. Louis area, but this is
located about 10 miles from the
fire-damaged military records
unit. This VA center serves as a
repository for records of older
veterans and beneficiaries no

Friday, July 27

July 16, 1973
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reporter on the New York Daily
News and she did theater publicity. In the late 1930s she began working for dande. Among
the many dancers and companies she has handled havr
been Martha Graham, Sybil
Shearer, John Butler; Jose
. Greco, Ballet Theater, Royal
Danish Ballet and Qty Center
Joffrey Ballet

I miss Bennett has also been a
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TV Schedule For Friday, July 27

CLIFF ROBERTSON as Ace Eli, Patricia Smith as his wife kiss
as they bathe Eric Chea, their son, In a tin tub. The scene is from
the movie "Ace Eli and Roger of the Skies" which is now showing
at the Central Cinema I.

Cliff 'Robertson, himself a
licensed pilot and owner of six
vintage' aircraft, stars as a
World War I ace who becomes a
aloat-flying barnstormer with
enn;in "Ace Eli and Rodger
ei the pties."
The 90th Intury-Fox release
in DeLinte .-color co-starring
Eric Shea, Pamela Franklin
and Blernadette Peters now
showing at the Cinema 1
Theatre.
t
As Ell, Robertabn, plays a
former,hero who resnalne a boy.
men and grows to learn his
',Jaen-bey SOO s ildItilily more
mature than he is.
An Academy Award-winner
for his title role in "Charity,"
Robertson saw Ace Eli, as a
twiny character whose ll-yearold pion starts to reverse roles
with his father. He has also
appeared in such films as
"Picnic," "PT-I09" and "The
Best Man."
Most recently he wrote.
produlged, directed and starred
in "J.W. Coop," which he made
for his own company. He is
currently writing a screenplay

•

•

•

Field Office Manager
Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey . . . Field Representative
Anita McCallon • .•-• •
.Swotary.

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

PCA Ithe go ahead people

t"

ti s‘v‘stNtA:414:1,_t _5,
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r

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. I hat means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

Friday Highlights
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Eventually he added a
German Messerschmidt ME 108
and an English Spitfire, both
World War II fighters.
Friday, July 27
called upon to solve the case.
''There aren't many of these
8:30 p.m.—"College All-Star
left, and extremely few in tiptop
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Mardi
Football Game," channels
flying condition. The rarer they
Gras," channel 8 Pat Boone,
3,8 ABC Sports live
get, the more valuable, too.
Tornrnay Sands, Christine
presentation of this 40th
Like diamonds, they're worth
Carere. VMI cadets learn life
annual College All-Star
more each passing year." When
is worth living at the "Mardi
Football Game from Saddler
he sells, he'll reap a neat capital
which includes a major role for
Gras" where anything can
Field in Chicago. The gime
gain.
his wife, actress Dina Merrill.
happen and usually does.
pits the Miami Dolphins,
Roberison says the upkeep is
They have appeared together on
1:30.p.m.—Movie: "The Sheriff
winners of the Super Howl.
less costly his own hangar at
television and toured together
Was A Lady," channel 29
against the best seniors of the
Santa Paula, California, and
in stock.
Repeat of 10:00 p.m movie
1972 college season. ComIt is no wonder that with his
pays no land rent because he
on Thursday
will be provided by
mentary
Robertson
aerial background
lets other pilot pals fly his ships
p.m.—Movie: -Stand Up
4:00
Howard
Schenkel,
Chris
should call Eli the most enfrom time to time without
and Cheer," channel 4
Cosell and Bud Wilkinson.
joyable role of a career which
in
charge. They keep the planes
Shirley Temple, Warner 10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Harum
has seen him win both an Oscar
first-rate condition for him.
Baxter. Following the
Scarum," channel 12 411:30
and an Emmy as best actor on
"The frustration is that I live
depression, the President
on 5) starring Elvis Presley,
both theatrical and video
a
in
mainly in New York,
appoints a Secretary of
Fran Jeffries and Mary Ann
screens.
Mahattan apartment," he
Amusement whose duty it
Mobley. A motion picture
Robertson has had a love
laughed. "The planes are
becomes to change national
star is knidnapped while on a
affair with planes since his
Ocacross the country.
disposition from darkness to
personal-appearance tour in
childhood at La Jolla,
casionally my wife lets me off
light.
Middle East. Unwillingly.
the
California. "I was an airport
KP on a weekend and I get to
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Dr Satan's
he becomes involved in a plot
rat," he confessed. "I'd pedal
only
fly
fly, though I usually
Robot," channel 5 Edurado
against the king and enmy bike 15 miles from home to
between assignments. But I'm
Neal.
Ella
Clannelli,
meshed in a series of
work
San Diego Airport and
strictly a flier, no mechanic."
Mechanical wizard builds
dangerous escapades.
around the hangars in exchange
Also starring Eric Shea as
army of robots In rob and 10:30 p.m.—Movie: Double
for a free ride and flying
Rodger, Pamela Franklin and
of
terrorizz the nation.
"Son
Feature:
lessons."
Bernadette Peters,"Ace El and
"Lord Love
29
p.m.—Movie:
8:00
channel
Frankenstein,"
A number of years ago he
Skies" is
Rodger of the
a Duck," channels 4,6
Boris Karloff. Basil RathTiger
DeHaviland
a
up
picked
released by 20th Century-fox in
starring Roddy McDowell,
bone. Crazed broken-necked
Moth biplane, and the another
Deluxe Color,
Ruth Gordon. Tuesday Weld
man who was hanged and
Later, he added a third, and
and Lola Albright. A high
lives. finds Frankenstein's
Stampe.
ilt
French-bu
a
then
school student uses hypnosis
monster and influences it to
"I'd run into them in various
1SADORA BENNETT
control the love lives of his
to
the jurors who conkill
places," he said. "Most were in
RECEIVES DANCE AWARD
classmates. United Artists.
demned him Followed by
them
got
I
Isadore
and
—
shape
AP)
(
bad
NEW YORK
pretty
1966(Repeat of April 3, 19731
"The Strange Door." Charles
Bennett, weli-known dance
cheap and then restored them."
"Hot
p.m.—Movie:
8:00
Laughton. Boris Karloff
press agent, tviS honored by reMillions," r'channels 5,12,
Cruel tyrant,subject to fits of
ceiving the' annual Capezio
starring Peter Ustinov and
insanity, vows revenge at
Award "in recognition of her
Maggie Smith The story of
dead sweetheart by keeping
devoted services as publicist,
two hilarious embezzlers,
her husband, -his brother,
friend and encourager to the
one who pulls off a terrific
dance world for over 31:1 years."
prisoner in castlb dungeon
The award is given for longheist with a computer and not
and marrying niece to
range accomplishment in the
a gun, and the other a
druken wastrel.
field of.ditoce.
scatterbrained kook with her
own ideas about making a
At 15, ,Miss Bennett became
one of the first female reportnest egg. Bob Newhart and
Refrigerate
ers when she went to work for
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
Karl Malden are featured.
11.411— Refrigerate leftover
the Chicago Daily News. She
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "A Study In
egg yolks in a or with water
also acted in the touring comTerror," channel 29, John
covering them, recommends
pany of her parents, Clarence
Donald Houston.
Neville,
consumer marketing specialist
and Catherine Marshall BenRipper
the
Jack
When
Gwendolyne Clyatt of Texas
nett, and later married actorterrorizes the VVIiitechapel
AAM University. She says
diret. t o r-playw right Daniel
they'll keep two to three days
area of London, Sherlock
Heed. The two of them founded
like this.
Holmes and Dr Watson are
Town Theater in Columbia,
S.C.. the oldest U.S. community
theater with a continuous his;tor)'.

CliffRobertson, Airplane Buff
Recreates Barnstorminglra In
'Ace Eli and Rodger of the Skies'
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Bruce Lee,a virtuoso baritone free bags I accordionist, will present a concert at Murray State Uniiersity on Tuesday. July ?4 at
7:30 p.m. The concert will be given in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building and Will be broadcast live by
radio stades WKMS-FM,91.3. Bruce has studied at the Miami Conservatory of Music, Miami. Fla., and Moschino College of Music,
Chicago. He is presently•student of Mario Moschino and Mrs. James D.Clayton.
The young accordionist is fifteen years old and a senior high honor student. He is a member of the e'hicago Young Artiste and the
Accordion Teacher's Guild of America. He is scheduled for appearances in Milkwaukee, Wisc., this summer and sill compete for
the National Championship of the Accordion Teacher's Guild to be held in Denver, Colo., in August for a chance to represent the I
S. in the Coupe Mondials to be held in Europe this fall.
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Nashville
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'-- News

Ch. 5

Neshvill•

WLAC

Ch. 4

WSIL

Nem shore

6-0
WSM

Sail
sr
a"Wrsw
Neves
l•

Ch. 3

Nashville
1_,..ill/ill•

P.m.

fte..lig,
Derby

,r1,..,

Poolucah

h.6C

WPSO

Country
Carnival
NBC
News
..m.

Nashville

Ch. 8

WSIX

WDXR
Ch. 29
Paducah

K F VS
Ch. 12
Cope
Girardeau

8
90Q

700

v

Every

Scoring," channel 8.

Wedeesday, July 2S
9:00 a.m.-Movie: "It Happens

Sullivan, Polly Bergen and
A
Gassman.
Vittorio
maximum security officer at

.
43

chg.$2 ea.

South Fulton Tenn)
a

753-6363
DIAL Courtesy

DAY or NIGHT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

For Correct

Joins cast
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I — Sir
John Ghilgud joins Ben
Gazzara, Anthony Hopkins,
Leslie Caron and Lee Remick
in the marathon six-hour
television show, ''QB VII," for
ABC.

MICKEY MOUSE VISITS
LINCOLN CENTER
NEW YORK t AP) — Lincoln
Center will show Walt Disney
films for a month this summer.
This coincides with the 50th anniversary of the founding of the
company by Walt and Roy Disney in 1923. It is the first time
the Disney: Studio has opened
its vaults and archives to an
outside organization.
There will Ix. screenings
three times daily at Alice Tully
Hall, with most of the more
than 30 movies being shown
only once. Four oroarams will
consist of animated shorts.
Disney animators will conduct a three-day symposium on
the art of animation. These sessions will be free and open on a
reservation basis.

GOOD BANDS EVERY

Open 7: pm

ACTRESS

—Pauline Peart, of Kingston, Jamaica, plays a
beauty queen in Pinewood
Studios, England. Called
"Carry on Girls," it is billed as a belly laughing
romp— 25th in series.

JAMAICAN

FRIDAY—JULY U. 973

.3-4:t;rr

p

Stand Up Comedy Routine Is.
New For
ns And Schreibr

FRIDAY—JULY IS, 1073

Thursday [sate—Friday Nite--ISaturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music..4Blues Music
ENJOY ANT EVENING AT RAY'S
:biat
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Wednesday Highlights
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(RAY'S lOUNGE

DALLAS 111P11— Scientista
in the American Chemical
Society say a chemical known
as ethylene oxide will be used M
larger quantities to sterilize
plastics used in medical
equipment.
Researcher Dr. Richard W.
Tock of the University of Iowa
t said plastic cannot be heated to
temperatures used to sterilize
glass and metal, and so a
chemical must be used instead.
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9:00 p.m.—Miss Universe
starring Omar Shari!,
Beauty Pageant," channels,
Catherine Deneuve,"Ava
5, 12, special broadcast
Mason.
James
Gardner and
featuring 70 beautiful girls
Rudolf
Prince
feature a scheduled 12 round
Crown
from as many countries
'
Saturday, July 21
Light
American
(Shard) of Austria falls in
around the world who will vie
1:00 p.m.—.Movie: "Demetrius
Heavyweight' thainnionship
love with a 17 year-Year-old
for the title of Miss Universe
,"
Quarry
And
The 'Gladiators
bout between • Mike
Maria Vetsera and scan1973. Highlighting the special
channel 8, Victor Mature,
and Billx "Kelly" Wagner.
dalizes the entire court of
presentation will be the
Sus* Hayward, Michael
3:30 • p.m.--Movie: "And Then
Vienna by openly ignoring
selection and crowning of
channel
There Were None,"
Henrile03ebra Paget. Sequel
his wife. (Repeat of April 7,
Miss Universe from among
to
Robe" ..How
12 Louis Hayward, Barry
19731
contestants representing
Fitzgerald. Ten persons on
Demetrius rejects and then
8:00 p.m.—Movie: "Siege of the
countries in North America,
an island, murdered one by
-reaffirms his faith in a
Saxons," channel 29 Janette
South America, Asia, Africa
one. Who is the murderer?
;spectacular portryal of the
Scott, Ronald Lewis. King
and Europe. Singer Helen
4:00 p.m.—M ,vie: "Revenge of
barbarism of Caligula's
Arthur learns one of his
O'Connell and television
5,
„channel
",
Rome.
Black
knights is plotting to take
personality Bob Barker will
razzi, Gianna
Rossano
2:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Violen
over the throne and orders
serve as hostess and master
Maria Canale. After the war,
the princess taken to safety.
.Men,", channel 29 Glenn
of ceremonies. Kerry Anne
a Prince vows vengeance,
At the king's death, the
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck,
Wells of Perth, Australia, the
when he discovers his house
knight wishing to marry the
Edward G. Robinson. Exreigning Miss Universe, will
burned, wife killed and son
Civil War officer fights
princess is ordered by Merlin
relingquish her crown to her
missing, by returning to his
to remove the sword from its
ruthless land baron trying to
successor at the climax of the
former identity as the
take over valley; baron
scabbard. When he is unable
taped
broadcast. The
notorious bandit, Black
defeated, promises to rebuild
to do so, the princess does,
broadcast will be presented
the
to
Eagle.
proving her right
.
peacefully.
via satellite, from Athens,
.
throne and marries the
3:00 p.m.—Boxing From
Greece.
8 : 00
p.m.—Movie:
knight of her choosing.
Madisen Square Garden:
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Inspector
"Mayerline," channels 4,6,
channels 3,8 This week
General," channel 3, Danny
Kaye, Elsa Lanchester.
Town clown is forced to
impersonate a visiting Inspector General.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: Double
WDXR
KF VS
WSIX
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
WSIL _
Feature: "I Bury The
29
Ch.
12
Ch.
El
Ch.,
6
Ch.
Ch. 5
Ch. 4
Ch. 3
Paducah
Living," channel 4 Richard
Cape
Nashville
Paducah
Nashville
Nettilville
Harrisburg
G rardsiau
Boone, Theodore Bikel.
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lation was defending against
an attack of mutants.
In the "Battle for the Planet
of the Apes," mutants are
those funny creatures called
humans -- humans who have
been rather badly damaged in
a global atomic war.
The battlefield was rigged
regularly by special effects
men with smoke and fire
bombs that kept the monkeys
moving.
For the explosions, holes
are dug in the ground and
metal cones are placed in the
holes. Charges are then
placed at the bottom of the
cone with wires running
across the battlefield to a detonating device.
Once the charges are
placed, they are covered with
dampened peat moss and
chunks of a cork-like substance.
The explosions send this
material flying into the air
and into ape hair.
While having the peat moss
combed from my gorilla
moss, I couldn't help thinking
that Ape City was the one
place on earth where being
top banana had its drawbacks.
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"Jack

11:00

spy

p.m.—Movie:

"The

Confederacy, he is tried as a
and sentenced to die.

tgomery, Angela Stevens.
Southerner joins Union Army
during Civil War. Tricked
into giving information to the
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Wagon..
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Weather
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Tonight
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New.
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Ton.ght
Show

Pi•-•

use the services of a zany
crew and finds himself in-

vovled with a Soviet merchant ohm.,

p.m.--Movie: "Monkey

channel 5 Marx
Brothers. Futile attempts by

Sunday,July 22

Business,"

9:30 TBA
10:00 JAZZ
10:30 HOW DO YOUR
CHILDREN GROW?

TUESDAY,JULY 24
400 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
600 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6 30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
7 00 COOKING THE
CHANESE WAY Steamed
Pork Hash
7.30 KET PRESENTS
.
Turning Points
8:00 PLAYHOUSE NEW
YORK BIOGRAPHY Har
net

a

i

"

Sip
News
Entertain•
/Rent

HiOt
aoperral

Streets
Of
Son
Francisco

I

I

I

-

I

Lout in
Space

I
Rocky I.
His Friends
Batman

Prithicah

Ch. 29

WDXR

CBS
Movi•

News

'

•
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Lady"

Movie'
"Ti..
Sheriff
Res A
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4

I

•
•
M•rier:
"Jack
''The
McCall
M oon
Diliperado"
I s Ills•"
4
Movie:

•
The
Walton.

CBS
News
Parent
Grime

Girardeau

KFVS
Ch. 12
cep.

racers and the women they
love, produced and directed
by Howard Hawks.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: "Belle of
the Nineties," channel 29
Mae West, Roger Pryor. A
prizefighter and a nightclub
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Against the background of the
brutal and unfair treatment

who comes to doubt the white
man's right. Donald Pleasence

Historic Savage Western Saga
Filmed i n Epic 'Soldier Blue'

FRIDAY—JULY 20, 1973

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

"Service Built Our Business"

URGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT

Inc.
D,
FOR
KER
PAR
Murray,
7515273
Ky.

The lost ins Mille ROW •

753-2378

him Linda Adams

Lit

TOWN!

liforne,944,

THIS IS A

ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN

5'30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

NEIGHBORHOOD

FRIDAY,JULY 27
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS

THURSDAY, JULY 26
4:00 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6 :30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

on the internal events of the
religious order, the inter
action between an abbot
and his staff and social real•
ities of monastic existence.
930 MAN BUILDS, MAN
DESTROYS: Power to the
People
1000 INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCE Spellbound Child

5 30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
600 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6.30 NEW SHAPES EDU
CATION
7 00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7 30 THE NATURALISTS
8.00 ESSENE Filmed at a
monastery in the mtdwest,
this documentary focuses

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Telephone service began in
Detroit in 1877, • year after
Bell
Alexander Graham
demonstrated his invention in
Philadelphia.

camel, the Dairy Council of
California says.
Stopping to eat, he found that
his animal skin of milk had
turned to curds and a watery
substance and that it was tasty.

cheese was discovered by an
Arab traveling the desert on a

IUPI I—
According to legend, cottage

Legend says
SAN FRANCISCO

ficult journey.

desert, a grueling and dif-

10:30 p.m.—Movie: "They

Ran
for Their Lives," channel 12
(11:30 on 5) starring John
Payne and Luana Patten. A
man and his dog encounter a
young woman in grave
danger. Three :thugs are
pursuing her, in quest of
some classified papers that
belong to her murdered
father. With the men on their
trail, the man and young
woman flee across the

exposes gang leader.

sheriff's

greenhorn. Aided by lovely
assistant, a bar
singer and three cowboys, he

the

West
avenge the murder of his
parents by a notorius Moon
Valley gang, poses as a

rider of
determined to

Battaglia. Phantom

Sheriff Was a Lady," channel
29 Mamie Van Dore, Ric

5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD

4:00 SESAME STREET

WEDNESDAY,JULY 25

FRIDAY—JULY M. 1973

VOICHA Ch
PAZARD
MLLE Ch 44
LEXINGTON iincoomyvo
INXTITICh 40
Louisviat
Ch
TRANSLATOR
OWENSBORO
cc
WWI TT SWAG TRANSLATOR
Ch
PINE ViLLE TRANST ATOP
Cr,
BARSOURVILLE TRANS& A TOF
COWAN CRIER EOLIA TRANST•TOR Ch
Cr. ,0
LOUISA TRANSLATOR

9•30 BOOK BEAT Male
Chauvinism
10 00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10 30 BLACK PERSPEC
IIVE ON THE NEWS
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• Ch. 3

WSIL

Sunday Highlights
12:30

p.m.—Movie:

McCall, Desperado,"
channel 29 George Mon-

8:11

starring Willism Holden and
David Niven. A successful
young architect meets a
pretty would-be actress, and
without being subtle, makes
a play for her. She is not
displeased, but she is also not
unresponsive to his neighbor.

8:00 p.m.—Movie: "The Moon
is Blue," channels 5,12

the murder of his parents by
a notorious Moon Valley
gang, poses as a greenhorn,
aided by lovely sheriff's
assistant, a bar-singer and
three cowboys, he exposes
gang leader.

TV Schedule For Thursday, July 26
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WEEK: Double Reed

Answers: Thalassa answers
typical questions sent her
by viewers whose plants
aren't doing what they
should.
7.30 JUST JAZZ: James
Moody
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Leonardo
9:00 SPECIAL OF THE

7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III: Questions and

6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

PANY

4:00 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NE iGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM

MONDAY,JULY 23

SUNDAY,JULY 22
7 00 ZOOM
730 FRENCH CHEF E le
ganoe with Aspic
8 00 EVENING AT POPS
The New Seekers
9 00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: Cousin Bette
10.00 FIRING LINE

TeLeVISION

Thursday Highlights

John, "you'll have to be a
gorilla."
Again I felt no particular
revulsion to my coming role.
After all, the term "you big
gorilla" has been aimed in my
direction on more than one
occasion and by more than
one individual.
Then came ape day.
I must have been preparing
for it mentally because the
first witty thing I did was
have a bowl of bananas.
My second bright move was
to swing past the 3,000-acre
Century Ranch in nearby
Malibu Canyon where "Battle
for the Planet of the Apes"
Thursday, July 26
was being filmed.
apparI
signs,
the
Ignoring
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Miracle of
ently expected to smell Ape
Father Malachios," channel
City.
8 Senta Berger, Horst
The Primate paraphernalia
13ollman. What happens to a
of the day consisted of purple
large industrial town when a
leather
overshirt,
pants and
night-club disappears from
boots with ape toes, leather
its site after a Catholic priest
vest, gloves and a bandoleer
asked God for a sign for all
with attached sword and, of
the unbelieving.
course, a headdress any ape
would be proud to call his
1:30 p.m.—Movie: "China
own.
Venture," channel 29 Repeat
In my case the elaborate
of 10:00 p.m. movie on
three-hour makeup session
Wednesday.
was aborted in the interest of
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Shotgun,"
makeup
The
my moustache.
channel 4, Sterling Hayden,
man simply blackened my
Zachary Scott. Deputy on
eyes.
trail of killer saves a
Sporting these new vines, I
beautiful half-breed's life
colleca
City,
Ape
into
swung
and finds his man in Apache
of
grove
tion of tree huts in a
,
village.
California live oak.
4:1111 p.m.—Mei*: "The Sheriff
The day's filming was of
Was A Lady," channel 5, Ric
battle scenes involving Ape
Battaglia, Mamie Van
City, gorillas, chimps,
Roddy
Doren. Phantom rider of the
orangutans and
West determined to avenge
McDowell. The simian popu-

"46," I said demurely.
"In that case," responded

LOS ANGELES -- The
other day I went ape.
That is to say I was a gorilla
for a day in the movie "Battle
for the Planet of the Apes."
I called John Campbell,
long-tune publicist for 20th
Century-Fox and told him I
was bananas about the idea of
being a monkey in a movie.
He said he would be glad to
make a monkey out of me and
asked my coat size I I was
glad he didn't ask my hat
size).
I told him "fat" but he
wanted it in numbers.

II) DAVE JOERGENSON
Copley News Service

KeNtUCKU

eoucationAL

WARM Ch 7.
MADISONVIt LE
311
WKPAR
MOREPt AO
MURRAY MAT.Ill 0 WIMP,Ch 71
WICON Ch 52
OWL N I Oh
PPP, it, 23
WKS° Ch
SOPAt PST T
ROCAS Ch 310
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Recommended for every motorist, camper and hunter, it
tells how to conserve energy,
build a shelter, summon help
and what to do if caught by
night, fog or storm.
Looking for trouble" A free
30-page pamphlet from the U S
Dept. of Agnculture can tell
you how to find poison ivy, poison sumac and poison oak

NEW YORK (AP) It's still possible for the
American consumer to get
something for nothing, and
from government agencies no
less, according to data gathered
by Ronald Smiley. research director of Field & Stream magazine.
The National Park Service,
for instance, will send you one
or more free elks, providing of
course you can prove you own
enough land to keep an elk happy With payment of crating
and freight charges a playful
elk can be delivered to your
door by writing: Superintendent, Yellowstone National
Park, Yellowstone, Wyo. 83020
Government subsidy is available to you for "exploration
assistance." If you contact the
Office of Minerals Exploration,
S Dept of the Interior,
Washington D.C. 20240, the government will pay up to half your
expenses for seeking out any
one of 35 different minerals. If
you hit "pay dirt," Uncle Sam
requires a 5 per cent royalty on
production.
Worried about losing your
way, or surviving in the woods?
The Forest Service of the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture will solve
your problems with the free
booklet, "What To Do When
Lost in the Woods •'

Want an Elk?
Uncle Sam
Has Freebies

Sullivan, Polly Bergen and
A
Gassman.
Vittorio
maximum security officer at
a state penitentiary goes
after an escapee in the
treacherous Louisiana
swamps. He captures his
man, but a fierce fight
cripples them both, and
together they must battle a
common enemy to survive.
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Burns, a New Englander, was
a Marine in the Korean War
and was a radio newsman at
one time. While working for a
Fort Worth, Tex., station he
formed a comedy team with
another staffer, George Carlin.
They broke up when Burns
went to Chicago to join the Second City group.
Schreiber, a native of Chicago, joined the Goodman
Theatre with the aim of becoming a director. But he was soon
doubling as an actor in both
comedy and drama.
Later Schreiber also joined
Second City and the team of
Burns and Schreiber was born.
They performed in nightclubs,
in concerts and made numerous
television appearances.
They broke up in 1968 after
deciding the act had gone as
far as it could. Burns developed
into a leading comedy sketch
writer for variety shows and
'Schreiber became an actor and
director. A year ago they got
together again for a charity
performance - and decided to
give it another try.

By JERRY BUCK
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
summer TV season has shown,
if nothing else, that Burns and
Schreiber are not what you call
your ordinary basic standup
comedy team.
In fact, Jack Burns and Avery Schreiber are not standup
comics at all. They are sketch
artists with a range from downright goofy to bitingly satirical.
They never did a standup routine until it was required for
"The Burns and Schreiber
Comedy Hour" seen on Saturday nights on ABC.
"A great part of our act has
pathos in it," said Burns.
'"There are some great belly
laughs, but there's also an underlying feeling of the awareness of the passage of time and
our
of
alienation. Many
sketches that we've worked on
the longest, such as the cab
driver, most of our set act, is
aloneness and an underlying
current of sadness.
"I think Avery is a master
clown and behind almost every
clown is that feeling of sad-
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WALTZ CONCERTS SELL
VIENNA ( API - All 24 concerts by the newly founded
Vienna Waltz Orchestra, which
will take place at the Imperial
Palace, were sold out in May.
The summer waltz concerts
were the idea of Vienna's vice
mayor, Gertrude FrohlichSandner, who noted the popularity of Vienna's New Year's
Day waltz concerts and suggested that they become part of
the city's summer musical offerings.

the dying da of live television
and swltchedi to comedy when
his first assignment on arriving
in Hollywood in 1964 was for
"Bewitched.''. He wrote 19
shows for that series, was story
consultant on "My Living Doll"
for a year and then was on his
way to creating series with
"Love on a Rooftop."
His newest show, "The Girl
with Something Extra," stars
Sally Field as a wife who cal
read the mind of her husband,
played by John Davidson.
Slade says he doesn't see it
as a gimmick show but as a
study in attitudes. "If he has a
childish emotion, he can't hide
it from her," he said. "It's a
challenge to see if a marriage
can hold together with that honesty."

Fast Print Copy Center

By JERRY RUCK .
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)-Comedy creator Bernard Slade has
been at the plate 14 times in
nine years and is batting 500.
Seven of his creations became series - Including "The
Partridge Family," "Bridget
loves Bernie," "The Flying
Nun," "Love on a Rooftop"
and, upcoming on NBC, "The
Girl with Something Extra."
There also was "Dr Deeds
Goes to Town" and the Bobby
Sherman Show,
Slade, 43, is under contract to
Screen Gems to turn out three
pilot scripts a year. He also
writes movies and plays.
Most creators stay with the
show as producer or consultant,
but Slade is one of the few who
constantly is on to something
new.
He admits he is not happy
with what has happened to
some of his ideas. He did not
like the way "Bridget Loves
Bernie" went and said he was
not upset when CBS canceled
the show in its first year.
Born in Canada and raised in
England, Slade wrote his first
professional script in 1967 when
he was an actor. The play sold,
and he became a full-time
writer
He wrote dramatic plays in

I
Rocky &
His Friends
501.•••

WDXR
Ch. 29
Paducah

"We did a very wild, goofy
Robin Hood," he said. "When I
looked at it, I said,le there any
redeeming value III this? And
there was bec_aus0: he plays
that swashbuckler that we've
always wanted to see fall flat
on his face."

him, you wail to laugh at him,
see him made a fool or make
himself a fool, I think that really is a reflection on the personality of the individual and his
comment on that kind of person. Jack uses it, and by doing
it pins down the thing that really bugs him about some of
these people,

Comedy CreatIn•
Is Batting .50(i

In their routines, Burns is the
pushy, overconfident, suave
loudmouth. Roly-poly, cuddly
Schreiber is the perennial patsy
-who in the tradition of all
comedy teams always puts
down the loudmouth.
The two personalities play off
well against each other and
they have an innate sense of
timing that keeps one from
stepping on the other's buildup.
In real life Burns is a shy,
retiring introvert and Schreiber
is an extrovert.
Schreiber said, "I really believe when Jack grabs a character, the loudmouth who grates on you and you want to hit
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Stand Up Comedy Routine Is
New For Burns And Schreiber

TV Schedule for Wed., July 25

-114 25
9:40 a.m.-Movie: "It Happens
Every *ging," channel 8.
Ray Milland,' Jean Peters.
University chemistry instructor accidentally
discovers compound that
causes bageballs to curve
away from the batters.
1:30 p.m. -movie: "Chicago
Syndicate," channel 29.
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Tuesday.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Abbott &
Costello Meet the Invisible
Man," channel 4. Bud Abbott, Lou Costello. Bud &
Lou, private detectives, try
to prove their now invisible
client innocent.
p.m.,Movie: "The Blue
Panther," channel 5. Akim
Tamiroff, Roger Harlin. Girl
agrees to help a stranger to
smuggle a piece of jewelry
across the Swiss border and
finds herself in the middle of
an extraordinary adventure.'
1:30 p.m. Movie: 'The Letters,
channels 3. 8. Original 90made
miivie
minute
especially for ABC starring
John Forsythe, Pamela
Franklin, Ida Luptno, Dina
Merril, Ben Murphy, Leslie
Powell,
Nielson, Jane
Barbara Stanwyck, Lesley
Warren, and Henry Jones.
Three letters, delayed a year
in delivery, bring news that
dramatically changes the
lives of nine people in this allstar drama.
7:30 p.m, Movie:."The Naples
channels 4, 6.
Beat,'
Starring Richard Widrnark
as Madigan. Rossano Brazzi
guest-stars igs a deported
American gagster who has
decided to reveal top crime
secrets' to U.S. authorities.
Filmed in Naples and Rome.
(Repeat of Jan. 31, 1973).
8:00 p.m.-Movie: "Convicted,"
chennel 29. Glenn Ford,
Broderick Crawford. Sister
of a man, convicted of
murder, Iles out to find the
real culprit, and does.
10:00 pill, Movie: "China
Venture," channel 29. EdBarry
O'Brien,
mond
Sullivan. At the end of World
War II, a small force of
Marines is sent to capture a
Japanese Admiral and bring
Aim to the U.S. for
questioning.
10:30 pan. Movie: "Cry of The
Hunted," channel 12 ( 11.30
on 5). Starring Barry

Goldrbore
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Historic Savage Western Saga
Filmed in Epic 'Soldier Blue'
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Against the background of the who comes to doubt the white
brutal and unfair treatment man's right. Donald Pleasence
meted to the American Indian is a white gunrunner, trading
by the U.S. Army a century ago, with the Indians.
Imported featured roles are
a savage annal in history is recreated in the filming of the 1864 played by noted Mexican actor
Sand Creek Massacre and the Jorge River°,in the part of the
1889 Battle of Wounded Knee, in Cheyenne chief Spotted Wolf,
Joseph E. Levine's spectacular and John Anderson as a cavalry
western saga presentation of colonel who ignores the chief's
"Soldier Blue," a Ralph Nelson white flag and order the
Picture,starring lovely Candice massacre.
The filming ground of the
Bergen, Peter Strauss and
screen playback of the
tense
Donald Pleasence, is now
showing at the Centrat-Cinema 19th century blood baths was a
2 Theatre, in Technicolor and 100-acre plain circled by
Panavision, through Avco evergreen slopes in the
mountains between Cuernavaca
Embassy release.
The climactic armed con- and Mexico City. Two separate
frontation between Cavalry and camps were built: a 45-tepee
Indian that highlights the Cheyenne village and a cavalry
Courthouse
Old
The
picture is a composite of the two encampment, complete with
MUOWUT in Vicksburg. Miss.,
historic battles. It explodes on corrals, army tents and field
houses the largest collection of
the screen as one of the most kitchens, to the last authentic
Civil War Americana in the
extras were
South.
remarkable
cinematic detail. The cavalry
Mexican
the
of
armed
members
documents of unprecedentedly
savage battle scenes ever forces.
"Soldier Blue" is more than a
filmed about the Indian warsbetween red man and white rousing action film," notes
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use the services of a zany
crew and finds himself invovled with a Soviet merchant ship.
7:00 p.m.-Movie: "Summer
Holiday," channel 3 Cliff
Richard, Laura Peters,
David Kossoff. Busload of
young musicians, forming a
vacation travel service, tour
Europe and pick up some
stranded AintePican girls.
7:30 p.m.-Mystery Movie:
"Hangman's
Wages,"
channels 4,6 staring Richard
Boone as Hec Ramsey. A
man threatens to take lives
unless a convicted murderer
Is released from jail. Stella
Stevens and Steve Forrest
guest-star. (Repeat of Oct.
29, 1972.
8:111 p.m.-Movie: "Red Line
7000," channels 3,8 James
Caen stars in an adventure
drama about stock car

racers and the women they
love, produced and directed
by Howard Hawks.
10:00 p.m.-Movie: "Belle of
the Nineties," channel 29
Mae West, Roger Pryor. A
prizefighter and a nightclub
entertainer find romance and
endless troubles in the Gay
Nineties.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: "Sound of
Anger," channel 6, Burl Ives,
James Farrantino. Teenage
lovers are accused of murdering the girl's wealthy
father.
•
19:45 p.m.-Movie: "All Hands
on Deck," channel 3 Pat
Boone, Buddy Hackett. Zany
doings aboard a LST when
girl reporter stows away and
an Indian crew member
brings a live turkery aboard
throwing entire Navy into
confusion.
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TV Schedule For Sunday, July 22

Sunday, July 22
12:30 p.m.-Movie: "Monkey
Business," channel 5 Marx
Brothers. Futile attempts by
four stowaways on an ocean
liner to avoid being caught.
12:311 p.m.-Movie: "The
Clouded Yellow," channel 12,
Jean Simmons, Trevor
Howard. ExSecret Service
being
man helps girl
framed for murder elude the
police.
1:00 p.m.-Movie: "Flower
Drum Song," channel 8
Nancy Kwan,James Shigets.
Chinese girl and her father
arrive in San Francisco for
her to be married to boy
whose family selected her
from photograph.
"McHale's
4:00
Navy Joins the Air Force,"
channel 8 'rim Conway, Joe
Flynn. On A South Pacific
island a captain is forced to

Sunday Highlights
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JOFFREY ANNOUNCES
CURTAILED SEASON

Vancouver, B.C.--(HK)— In
Canada, where hockey is the
=Contested national pastime, a
recent TV movie outscored en
NHL Hockey Game in (be TV
ratings.
The motion picture production of John titefribeck's "The
Red Pony," aired over Uanadi
an National Television during
the first week in March, drew
more viewers than either the
NHL Game or several other
popular programs. such as
F.B.I. and Ironside.
The two-boar program, spon
sored by MacMillan Bloedel,

NEW YORK (AP) — The
inty Center Joffrey Ballet has
announced a four-week season,
starting Oct. 10.
The company, which usually
plays a six-week season, has
cut back because its subsidy
from its parent, the City Center, has been cut 80 per cent.
The subsidy was in the form of
services provided, such as paying the orchestra, and it was
cut in early 1973 from $380,000
to $75,003.
The company will present
two premieres, two firsts by
the company and two revivals.
The season opens with Sir
Frederick Ashton's "The
1)-earn," the first time an
American company has been
allowed to produce this ballet.
The second company premiere
will be Jose Limon's -The
Moor's Pavane "
The world premieres will be
choreographed by Miss Twyla
Tharp and Robert Joffrey, his
first since 1967. Revivals will
be Gerald Arpino's "Nightwings" and Sir Frederick's
••Facade."
Whether there will be a
spring season in 1974 has not
been announced.
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nothing more than a piece of
merchandise until he permanently injures himself in a
game.
10:00 p.m.-Movie: "Hangman's
Knot." Randolph Scott,
Donna Reed. Band of Confederate soldiers disguised
as civilians rob Union stage.
Major wants to return gold;
is pursued by renegade
vigilantes.
"The
Movie:
10:30
Psychopath," channel 12
(11:30 on 5). Starring
and
Wymark
Patrick
Margaret Johnston. When
four men are murdered and
each victim is found lying
next to a doll fashioned in his
image,Inspector Holloway of
Scotland Yard is assigned to
track the demented killer.

paytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Two Living,
Or* Dead," channel 5.
Virginia McKenna, Bill
Travers. A office robbery
and murder; the effect on
people involved and their
families.

8 P.M. Movie: "Man-Trap,"
channels 3, 8. David Janssen,
Stella Stevens, and Jeffrey
Hunter star in a tough and
cynical crime drama from a
John D. MacDonald story
8:00 p.m. Movie: channels 4, 6.
"World Premiere: "I Love
a Mystery," starring Ida
Lupin°, David Hartman and
Les Crane. In a spoof on
private detectives and
murder mysteries, three
inprivate
airborne
vestigators launch an all-out
effort to locate a missing
billionaire who is insured for
$12 million.
8:00 p.m. Movie: "Saturday's
Hero," channel 29. John
Derek, Donna Reed. Young
man in college on a football
scholarship discovers he is
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TV Movie Tops gockey
In Canada!
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Monday Highlights

Monday, July 23
"La
a.m.-Movie:
9:00
TV-auiata,— channel 8. Lucia
Evangelista, Giulio Gari.
Verdi's opera based on the
play '"Camille," by Dumas.
1:3Qp:in.-Movie: "Belle of the
Nineties," channel 29.
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Sunday.
4:30 p.m.-Movie: "The Gunfighter," channel 4. Gregcry
Peck, Helen Westcott,
Gunfighter, is followed to his
home town by brothers of a
victim.
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

of his young sons, a simple
the Light
man, released after four
of the Silvery Moon,"
years in prison*, tries to piece
channel 8. Doris Day,Gordon
together his shattered life.
MacRae. Wife and children
8:00 p.m.-Movie: "The Vamthink dad is playing around
pires," chahnel 25. Gordon
with French actress.
Scott, Glenna Maria Canale.
1:30 p.m.-Movie: "Hangman's
Goliath and his two friends
Knot," channel 29. Repeat of
set out to destroy the
10:00 p.m. movie on Monday.
Vampire, a monster with
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Tarzan and
supernatural powers, who
the Mermaids," channel 4.
has transformed a group of
Johnny Weissmuller, Linda
men into his robot-like
Christian. Tarzan meets
followers.
pearl thieves on the coast of
Africa.
8:311p.m. Movie: "Crime Club,"
4:01 p.m.-Movie: "The Claw
channels 5, 12. , starrins
Monsters," channel 5.
Lloyd Bridges, with guest
Phyllis Coates, Myron Healy.
stars Victor Buono, Paul
Man-made monsters terrify
Burke, William Devane,
the jungle as mad scientist
David Hedison, Cloris Leach-'
guards secret diamond mine.
man, Belinda Montgomery,
7:15 p.m.-Ali-Star Baseball
Barbara Rush and Martin
Game- channels 4, 6. Top
Sheen. An original detective
of a fraternal
players from the National
drama
and American Leagues
organization of public and
compete at Royal Stadium,
private investigators whose
Kansas City. Curt Gowdy,
founder and confidant is a
retired Federal
Tony,Kubeit,. Jim Simpson
learned,
comjudge. (C)(R)
and Maury Wills,
mentators.
10:00 p.m. Movie: "Sum7:30 p.m. Movie: "Rolling
mertree," channel 12, (11:30
Man," channel 3, 8. Original
on 5), starring Michael
90-minute contemporary
Douglas, Jack Warden,
drama made especially for
Brenda Vaccaro and BarABC stars Dennis Weaver,
bara Bel Geddes. A college
dropout decides to conform
Donna Mills, Jimmy Dean
and Agnes Moorehead
to his parents' norms too
late-when they no longer
Driven by the death of his
care. (C)
wife and the disappearance
Tuesday , July 24

Tuesday Highlights

NOT RETIRED--Ethnic Barnes is back on the
screen 20 years after she retired from the movies.
She says she loves acting again.

/A a.m.-Movie: "By
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By VERNON S(XYIT
Boners is the dopey dentist on
off.
"The Bob Newhart Show" but• man who knows what he wants
screen.
The lanky, fuzzy-haired actor had a schoolboy crush on a pretty
he
little girl nansed Rosin grammar school back in Milwaukee where
grew up. They remained in touch and nine years ago they were
married in New York.
Boners is an altogether different man than the wacky dentist he
portray*. He's serious. reserved and somewhat introverted.
Most of his activities involve Roe and their two sons, Eric, 8, and
Eli. 6,
The house
The Bone?. home is in an older section of 1.4•41 Angeles.
itself is typical of Southern California, white stucco Spanish-style
with a red tile roof. It's spacious, too-12 rooms—which is a mixed
blessing.
Roe has no help and must do the housekeeping herself.
Additionally, there is a tankful of tropical fish to supervise, a mutt
named Pokey and a parakeet the boys dubbed Daffy.
There is is° swimming pool, but a large garden and sweeping
lawns set the'house back from the street. There is sufficient space for
the boys to play football almost every day.
Inside, Peter and Roe have taken pains to mix the furnishings in a
tasteful assortment of Danish modern, English tudor and Italian
renaissance.
The kitchen is huge, and just as well. Roe spends much of her time
there preparing French and Italian dishes. Her husband loves pasts
and frequently, reminds her he could eat Italian food seven nights a
week.
Working hours
Four days a week Boners drives about 20 minutes to CBS Studio
Center where the show is rehearsed from 9:30 in the morning to 5 or
6 p.m.
On Fridays he reports to work at noon ilong with Bob Newhart
and Suzanne Pleshette and rehearses until :30 when the audience
comes in to watch the three-camera show actually film the episode.
On • typical evening Boners arrives home in time to chat with the
boys and sit down for dinner. Thereafter he helps out with the
homework or pitches in on a model airplane or automobile project
with his 20132.
The actor's interest in his own sons transcends simple paternal
affection.
He is one of the founders of the Los Angeles Community School,
an alternative elementary school which both boys attend. Boners
thinks the Los Angeles city schools leave a great deal to be desired.
The family is oriented to education. Roe teaches nursery school
several days a week.
"We're a very close-knit family." Boners says. "It's nothing
complicated. I just can't think of anyone I'd rather spend my time
with than Roe and the Wye."
HOLLYWOOD (LTD—Peter

TV Schedule For Tuesday, July 24

"A little nervous to start
with, and then the role was
such that you can have a very
good time doing it — dancing
with Gene Kelly, you know — 4
enjoyed it. I was a little stiff
doing the discotheque number,
but once I got back into it, it's
like eating. You don't forget
how to eat. I came back,
danced and worked again. It
was simple.
"I look much yoanger than
my age, and that's very good.
Older people who see me in the
picture can say, 'if she can do
it, so can we.' It gives them
hope."
Showing still shapely legs under a flower patterned dress,
Miss Barnes said she has a
"very young, very modern
nund, and has always been way,
ahead of what's going on." She
is not at all shocked by the sto-

"I haven't had my face lifted
yet, but I think I will eventually," Miss Barnes said. "When I
reach 80, if I live that long, and.
I think I will. Why not? Facelifting is such a marvelous
thing. I think every woman
should make her best of her
face."
How did she feel coming back
in front of the camera"

farm the family owned and
started her show business career in night clubs. One day,
Noel Coward came to hear her
sing, and picked her for his
play, "Cavalcade," making her
famous. She later came to Hollywood, made several movies,
and in 1940 married Frankovich.
Miss Barnes says she is not
embarking on her second acting career. Her life has been
very fulfilling and she wants
nothing.
"But if something comes up
that really suits me, I'll do it,"
she said.

Off-screen Bonerz
is ideal family man

over, everything is over."
The last of 16 children of a
London bobby, Miss Barnes
was brought up on a dairy

ry of "40 Carats" in which a 40year-old woman falls in love
with a young man.
"I know an enormous amount
of younger men who are married to older women and are
terribly happy. Very happy. It's
not unusual.
''Two people in love should
be able to do whatever they
want. But they'd better make
sure they have something more
than sex between them:Otherwise, when the first impulse is

l
j
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Binnie Barnes Returns to Movies
By WAKA TSUNODA
NEW YORK (AP) — Twenty
years after her retirement, Bin.
me Barnes, one of the Hollyy
wood sirens of the 1930s, ii
back on the screen as I.iv Ulltitan's young-spirited mother in
of
"40 Carats," a movie version
the Broadway play of the same
name.
The picture was produced by
her husband of 34 years, M. J.
Frankovich, but Miss Barnes
says he has nothing to do with
her getting the part: "The director and the writer wanted
me in it," she said. "My husband didn't know anything
about it until I got it. I rehearsed some young girls for
my
the part, and they liked
reading, and they wanted me
for it."
The London-born actress, remembered for such films as
"The Private life of Henry
VIII," and "Man about Town,"
is a now a 63-year-old grandmother of four, but her face is
as fresh as that of a milkmaid
that she once was — rosy, upblemished and unwrinkled.
"I don't like to see old women with a lot of makeup and
four layers of eyelashes," she
said. "I use hardly any makeup. I wash my face with soap
and get on with it. Overmadeup, you look much older."
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Environmentally Speaking
THOMAS 0 HARRIS
Clean Air Depends
On Permit System
The Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection is
now obtaining the compliance of
the state's near 2,000 air
pollution point sources with our
clean air regulations. This
action is far-reaching for it will
bring us to our goal of clean air
for all Kentuckians.
The pollution sources include
asphalt plants, stone quarries,

petroleum refineries, saw mills,
furniture manufacturers, power
generating stations, coal
processing plants and grain
facilities. Only about 500 remain
to be brought into compliance or
placed
on
compliance
schedules. It is anticipated
these will be in compliance in
the next few months.
Complaince centers on the
facilities applying for and
receiving a permit to operate an
"air contaminate" source from
our Division of Air Pollution.
Permit applications are

complaince schedule is sought. /9—depending on the region of
The compliance schedule in- the state the facility is in.
cludes six steps which will being
and the facility into compliance as
received
solicited,
After a public hearing on the
reviewed by the division.
soon as possible and no later schedule— if the schedule is
After a complete review, than April 9, 1975 for all approved—the facility is given
which could include field in- pollutant except sulfur oxides. a permit. When the facility
spections, the facility is given a Sulphur oxide sources have a receives the permit, the
permit if it is in complaince or a deadline of July 1, 1977, It or schedule become endoeceable
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you, your vehicle of success can
speed ahead unimpeded. Smart
initiative and enthusiastic efforts pay off now
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11°411
New and diversified interests
indicated. Review week's efforts to guide you in formulating
future plans. Romance and
family interests favored.
UBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Yarn
Be careful not to mix friends
and finances now. Arguments,
mistrust on either side could be
a distinct possibility. In other
respects, day should go well.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) MeV'
Follow through on welllevised plans and procedures,
and don't be sidetracked by
nonessentials. Consider the
suggestions of others1 but tailor
them to suit your strullialiik•
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
A good day for trying new
experiments as a means of
furthering progress.
Remember, it doesn't always.
pay to -play it safe"
put"
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If things aren't going quite as
you'd like, seek a new and more
productive approach. As with
Sagittarius, experiment a bit,
but don't go to extremes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 4141
Be alert to spot flaws in your
program, and initiate corrective action promptly. An
unusual idea, put forward at the
proper time, could prove
profitable.
PISCES
X
C
?
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You could be tempted now to
turn from a winning to a more
confused course. Consider the
whole picture, and avoid the
pitfalls of heedlessness and
haste.
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N W!EVEN GREATER SAVINGS!!!
OUR SENSATIONAL ADVANCE FALL SALE OF
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drkift

YOU BORN TODAY are
clever and talented, sensitive
and artistic. Extremely versatile, there are many fields in
which you could shine, but you
MUST learn to control periods
of restlessness in which you
scatter your energies, thus
hindering accomplishment You
have a keen sense of humor
which, at times, borders on the
sarcastic. Care! In business,
you could excel in banking,
publishing or promoting; in the
professions, could succeed as a
writer, artist or musician. You
may have an unusual interest in
the occult Birthdate of: Ernest
Hemingway, author; St. Philip
Neri, founder of the Oratorians.
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I believe that by working out
compliance schedules, we can
achieve our air quality goals It
seems that putting time
schedules on polluters is the
best way to get compliance

CONTINUED BY
POPULAR DEMAND!

Your Individual Horoscope
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your ability to see below the
surface a boon now. You can
gain by capitalizing upon information come upon unexpectedly. Don't hesitate.
'TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
-1‘ A challenging day! New
indicated,
"opportunities
'chances to give more rein to
!jour creative abilities.
GEMINI
- May 22 to June
of ready
Don't fret if lack
21)Sr
'1-cash temporarily delays the
launching of a pet project
There's no hurry. In fact, time
is definitely on your side.
CANCER
=-4-=4June 22 to July 23)
Friends may try to tempt you
into making an unsound investment. Say "no" and hold
your ground — even if they are
'unreasonably disturbed by your
• refusal.
:LEO
>,-(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Given the right impetus by

by both the state and the federal
government.
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Double Knits
•Ponle de
Roma Double
_and-niarty, fly ólhen

COLOR

66
YD.

•••

GREATEST SELECTION!
,
••

I-

FINEST QUALITY! LOWEST PRICES!
NOBODY, BUT NOBODY UNDERSELLS REMNANT HOUSE ON FIRST QUALITY FABRICS

• •••• ••••/ h..
me. •••

=

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray.Branch

A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

9 - 5(M - Th)

204 W.WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9 - 6(Friday)
9 - 5:30(Saturday)
e,"

-1-1S13' ER

PM"

753'7921
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Methodist

Emnianuei missionary
Morning Worship
•
Evening WorthiP
6 30p m

In

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Lone 0•5 Primitive
2:00 P.M.
let. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday

Ilson
11:300.rn

Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
Evening ~ship
Locust Grove
11:00a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

First Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Murray •
10:508.m.
Morning Worship
5p m.
Evening Worship
Unmet Greve
10 SO• m
Morning worship
6 30 P.m Evening Worship

ii a m
30p in

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
II a m
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
11 a m
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening worship

B

He forgot to read and heed the word of God,"Wealth
maketh many friends; but the poor is separated
from his neighbor." Pro. 19:4. His bank account is
bulging but his troubled heart is empty

Pentecostal

Morning
Everting

Morning
Evening
111e8dRiver
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

6:3110.116.

Kirksity
Morning Worship
7:nous.
Evening Worship
Memorial Baptist
Worsh:p
10 SO a m
Morning
Evening Worship
7 00 p in

upon his face Jesus told us, "A man that

friend that sticketh closer than a brother"
Pro. 18:24. /t isn't by way of wealth,lame, or fortune,
but by the way of God. To this man and to all
is a

of us He is constantly repeating the

11 em.
7p.m.

7p.rn

Salem Baptist
11 a m
Morfling Worship
7 15o in
Evening Worship
Seger Creek

"Take My Hand."
The strong hand of a warm friend

Christ
Chords,. J
co Latter Day Saints
1011.6111.
Sunday SC h001

and join up with the forces that
work for a better world through Him.

Insonamarel Lutheran
9 15a m
Sunday School
10 30• m
Morning Worship

Now Open In Our New Location On Acardia, Across
From The Central Shopping Center-153-SUS
Boots & Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

Boone's Incorporated
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 1st
Sunday-11 00a m 3rd Sunday
Sunday School 11 00 a m 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m 2nd, 3rd 8.
Oh Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 a in 2nd
Sunday 11 .00 a m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10.00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
4991 Sunday: WOO a.m. 2nd
Sunday

Wayman Chapel A.M.S.
Worship Services 11•fn., Ppm
SI Jean's IE emcees!
Sunday School
10:30•.m
11:30•.m
Morning Worship

P•cies--Auto a Furniture
MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
6045.4th

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Sholar's Alifo Repair

209 S 71t1

Phone 7S3-8181

802 Chestnut

Ewing Tire Service

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Phone 753-4432

753 3164

Coldwater Rd

7S3-17S1
ft

TA InYnT I
ICIMAriKii /Carl,

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

V

Ph 753-3037

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Five Points

Toe

Qieoliii Used Cars

.
Phone 753 4448

511,f,,
&4o,t4;jf Restaurant

,,-

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 44 at Aurora
Phone 474 7707

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
SALES

. SERVICE

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

Ph. 753-3571, Murray

oorepaints,

Hwy 94 1M. E. Murray Ph. 7516685

500 Main
753 3731

So. 12th & Story
753-6455

Rt 4,

753 1717
Murray, Ky.
-

Murray, Ky

Hogs bought daily

Ph. 753-9636
Benton. Ky

753-3734

WM.E. DODSON, OWNER
II

*

.';:ir.

.,,
.
v.:
-e., ..
%

Shirley Garden Center

Complete Department Store
753-7175
153-7,
1 CentPrfighopp
,
WiiM
Center
nir

The Beauty Box

SO Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

t

•
Chestnut St.‘
753-1215

Paschall Truck Lines

Murroy_Li.
yestock_co,__
_,_ ......
Joe Morris & Sons SALE EV.NRYU
TESDA Y AT 1 P.M.- PH 753 5334
-- - Mobile Homes .. -

...1111.1111!
_olden

.. °
SOON 4th
't..._

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS . YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Tue., Ribeye Steak
Speciats: mon., Sirloin Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
-Call
641
In Orders to 753-4411
No. 17th Ext.

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

AIP

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free eStimateS.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy. 6415. (Hazel Hwy./
A'
41111bills:

. ._

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
UTD

SOT N 4th St

SUPER BURGER __
itibie & ROba--P3111$14.1LIVIUNS-.1100 Chestnut Street-Ph-me 753-8488

753-3251

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Resident:al Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling- Leasing
Phone 7S3-7724518 W Main

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

.
Murray, Ky.

25 Cent Delivery on

Phone 753-1933

12th

& Chestnut

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters
Calculators
Ill So 4th

Adding Machines and
753:1763

.,---, Ward -Elkins
- 'tea 1/1Ctoli-PRIGIDAIRE

MAYTko.
Phone 753-1713

•

SLUGGO
STRANG
YOUR P
MAYBE
BEING E

r. 447=j

__.:
Company:

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

Shill
tio

Murray
,53 1321

Mayfield
247-1487
------Sr-...........

Storey's
'

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
i.
All Orders

Kentucky Lake Oil

Mrs. Mona Purdom-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753 7109
1S(15 Stadium View Drive

r

.
Lynhurst Resort

Food Giant

Ute ABNEI

Col and Mrs Thomas Brown-Owners
Bel

. • _

Air Shopping Center

Phone 753 7997

Phnnr. 436,2345 and 436-5376

DEFOCY
EATS TN'
CHEAPLINC.,
AIG, KAU--

,

r
pool Office Equipment i Supplies

.03 Maple

Fern Terrace Lodge

oh.*

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Wells Electric
LUBIE & REBA'S

MEMBER F.T.D.

C.43
t„, -

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

4

753 7132 •
-.

705 Chestnut

753-11944

NANCY

0
•4
.‘_

WANDA NANCE OWNER

dr

Steak House

BEATLE

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

TOSES "

Member FDIC

Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-6168

501N 4th

---

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

Call in Orders 753-7101

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas & Sewer

Phone 753-3100

Sales-Service-Parts
Supplies
B
153 30.0
94 E At Murray Bait
Ilimmlle,

Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis. Mgr
E.W. Outland, Supt

Claude Vaughn

- Opus Sundays

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

PARK RENTAL

Sycamore at 17th

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine
Your Johnson Motors Dealer

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
)210 Main

Fast Service
Hwy 441 North

Murray Warehouse. Corp., Inc.

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

753-7334

on of Relishes- Salads Meats
A Choice Selection
Vegetables and Desserts

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St ,

753-2385

GRAIN DIVISION

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

2 Mi. From 5 Points on N 14411 EX,.

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Compfete Repair Service On All Makes

Katilekiirria chats

Wallace's
Book Store

BOOKS"

Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
753.7117
1202 Johnson Blvd.

Gulf

q

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS

Sales and Service

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Ambassador Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
1-

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Orten's TV

Tayloi-Miif&s, ac

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky Lake State Park

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Stokes Tractor & Imp I ement-co:

Kealake Marina-

THE PHAN

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck & Farm Tires

Alit CONDITIONING

HEATING - SHEET METAL
9th at Chestnut

753 6025

Highway ail North

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

CLOPT014 DIV.

JAS. D

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End AlignmentComplete Tune-up & Repair Service-

URGER
QUEEN

BOWLING AT ITS BEST-

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V.
753-2900
Mayfield Hwy.

753-7992

Five Points

Ph 7S3 5109

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Tucker TV Sales & Service
Yirm Dealer
1..1,
Z
Your ,

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
, 100 So 13th St.
753-3914

Di ‘0000 77;
17
YOUR WIFE,
se*Ch)Ct ERIE.)

Mobile Horn. Courts

753-241 I

i

Ph. 753-7494

BLONDIE

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
HomePray
Funeral

Changes Us,
Not God

Upholstery

TI1E
4tot

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 45 A M

Seventh Gay Adventist
10 00 •.m
Sabbath SiCho01
• 30 8.m
Worship Service

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Phone 753-220'2

Sunday
Cole's Caine Ground
10 00a in
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a in
1st I. 2nd Sundays. 11 CO a in
3rd Ili 4M Sunday, 6:30 p en
1st 0. 3rd & 4Th Sunday

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 /Oa m
WalchlOwer
9 30 a en
Bible Lecture

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 4.5a m ,7pm

Vernon's Boot and Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

Woof

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a in 151 &
3rd Sundays. 7 p rn 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a in 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 • in 2nd I. 4th

Other
Denominations

pressed upon his shoulder

Christian

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9 30• m
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 17 m

1415 Madi

10:50 a . in
6 p.m

St Lee Catholic Church
SuncSay Mass lam .11am ,48:10
pin
6 18
Saturday Mass
Christian keen('
11 a
Worshfp Service

11 a.m.
7:15 p.m.
Owees Chapel
11:00AM
Morning Worship
5:30 PM
Evening Worship

Russells Chapel United
10 a in
11 a in

Sunday SCr1001
Morning Worship

Liberty Cumberland
10 a m
Sunday Schoen
nem
Worship Service
Norte Plesent Greve
10• in
Sunday School
Ilam
Worship Service
Galt Greve
loam
Sunday School
rri
worship Services Ilam,7p
Mann Masan!
11•.m.
Morning Worship
7pm.
Evening Worship
First Preshrtwien
9.308.m.
Church School
10 45 am
Worship Service

Morning worship
Evening worship

A.

10.00 a.m.
11:000in

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

most glorious invitation of the centuries

Presbyterian

Mornino Worship
Sunday School
First Methodist
5451,10 50• rn
Worship

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning worship

to seek the counsel of. minister._

Flied lariat
11 a m
Morning Worship
Worship
7:)Op m
Evening

Kirks*" United
II 00a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
~ship Service II 00. in 1st 8.
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3ra & Ith
Sunday School 10 00 a in 1st &
2nd Sunday: 11 00. in 3ra & Ain
Sunday
Temple 14111 United

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

bath friends must shew himself friendl, . and there

will help but what this man needs is

New Mt Carmel Missionery
11 00 a.rn
Morning Worship
7 00 p in
Evening Worship

Cherry Career
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

His earth is without form, and void, and darkness is

*Imo Heignts
118.M.
Morning worship
7. 30 p.m.
Evening worship
Uaded, 315 Irvin Ave
loam
Sunday School
7p in
Evening WorshiP
United. New Concord
In10•
Sunday School
lamm , 7 p rri.
Plorship ServiCeS
Calvary Temple
108.m.
Sunday School
11 Cow.7:11
Services
Worship
pm

Independence United
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning warship
1 1:00• m

Seventh& Poplar
ia 4041.M.
Warship Service
6p m.
Evening Service
New Cancers
•In
SO
10
Morning Service
7 pm.
Evening Worship
Piesant Valley
11 a.m.
morning worship
op m.
Evening Worship

UT it is not the way this man Whaa been going.

By BENJAMII
Copley News
WASHINGTO/
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Bethel United
11 00,3 in
1st Sunday
7 00P m
2nd & Ith Sundays
9 30a in
3rd Sunday

Greee Plain
Morn.,.0 Worship
1015 ern..
79.m.
Evening Worship

Nazarene

CO

Brooks Chapel United
7000m
lst Sunday
9 30a in
2nd Sunday
'1 00 a in
3rd 64th Sundays

University
Morning worship
'9 30cm
6 00p.m.
Evening Worship

Chestnut Street General
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00 m
Morning Worship

Wc

Palestine United
1St
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 •.m. 3rd Sunday
Martina Chapel
loam.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10 456.m.
Morning Worship
7.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
to 30 a.M.
Sunday School
9 30 a.M.
Worship Service

Baptist

MACK & MACK
Sales and.Service
d
boars
tum

in
Ou
Fo.be
Autri
ricegdial5.soracuAr lyum

Aurora

Dealer
6a8,rs

tRopyerhps
tow
yMa-ti
West End Eggneys Ferro
.474-7344

- Weft Kentucky RuraL,Electric
'
ttirw: * Co-OiiiiiiifiVe
. ....
Phone .7534012

p Pagliai's
1131r7r."

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. Close 12:00 p m

FasT-FstEkwor riaLivEart
W. Main
510 -

.,

_

733"77975,

:Carroll Tire Service
-

YOUR UNI.ROYA4....TUSG.DEAL**. -

,

South
-.-..

_

- - ----- - --,..----...."......

ltte Street-Phone 753-9131

sie.'s
Cafe
Su'
_ . .. ...._,..__, ,,__
___

1105 Pogue • I )Block E.of S.
TM - Plidfit753-14119 --------- -- - -War°11114-1
'

r
eloilding 6

'Grain On Grass' System Being
Used In Feeding Kentucky Beef

CAPITAL TOUCH

St

n.

.m.

a.

Ph

Ph

n.
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Wounded Knee spurs
congressional action
By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - When
militant Indians seized the
historical hamlet of Wounded
Knee,S. D.,last February and
occupied it by force for 71
days, their purpose was to
locus public attention on their
grievances with the federal
government and Congress
and to push for corrective acSince the occupation was
ended in early May, the normally sluggish bureaucratic
machinery and congressional
committees are beginning to
respond.
A package of Indian affairs
reform legislation proposed in
late 1970 by the Nixon administration is' being'acted on by
Senate and House committees, which had let the legislation lie dormant for two and a
half years.
Among the administra tonbacked legislation are propos
als for giving recognized Indian tribes authority to deal directly with federal agencies
regarding health, educates)
and welfare services, plus
economic development assistance.
The chief villain in the
Wounded Knee scenario was
the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
an agency within the Interior
Department. The BIA was accused of being unresponsive

to Indian needs.
Interior Secretary Rogers
Morton ordered a reorganization of the BIA.
Basically, the plan would
reduce the Washington headquarters from 4050 employes
to 715 by moving BIA personnel out to regional offices
which would be given more
authority.
The militant Indians, led by
the American Indian Movement AIM), demanded the
ouster of the BIA area director and the agency superintendent at the Oglala Sioux
reservation, as well as the
tribal president. This has not
and will not be done, the BIA
says.
AIM also wanted new tribal
council elections held and the
tribal constitution revised.
But AIM failed to obtain the
required one-third support of
reservation Indians to force
an election or the convocation
of a constitutional convention.
However, the special White
House task force which is
dealing directly with the AIM
leaders on reforms has not
&mussed the idea of new..
tribalelections.
Bradley Patterson, assistant to White House Counsel
Leonard Garment, heads the
task force which is looking into specific grievances by the
militants and traditional
tribal leaders. The group held

one meeting in May with the
Sioux in Rapid City, S.D., and
this has resulted in specific
federal positions.
"We will need a second
meeting to pin down what
they are after," Patterson
said in an interview. "They
talk in 19th Century terms of
20th Century problems."
Today, there are 40 U.S.
marshals on duty in Wounded
Knee,and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation still has a
team there.
Also, the Justice Department's criminal division has
men there working with the
U.S. attorney for the region,
William Clayton, to investigate and seek indictments for
those who broke federal law
during the occupation. Several indictments have been
brought against the AIM leaders, but trials have not been
held.
A task force of lawyers
from the civil rights division
of the Justice Department is
gathering evidence on the
Oglala Sioux's Pine Ridge
reservation. The team, led by
R. Dennis Ickes, is expected
to complete a report of its
findings within a few weeks.
The Bureau of Indian Af-hdrs, meanwhile, continues to
minister to the Indians there,
providing housing and food to
those displaced by the occupying militants.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Most
beef calves born in Kentucky
eventually end up going to a
feedlot in the Midwest or Southwest to be fattened for
slaughter. However, Kentucky
cattlemen can produce choice
cattle for the slaughter market
by feeding grain to steers and
heifers which are on pasture.
Two animal scientists at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture point out that
many Kentucky beef producers
are using the "grain on grass"
system successfully. Nelson
Gay, Extension beef cattle
specialist, and Neil Bradley,
beef cattle researcher, say it is
necessary to have 700-800 pound
yearlings in medium to good
flesh condition in order to
produce choice slaughter
animals by feeding grain on
grass.
The low overhead, low labor
way to feed grain to cattle on
grass is to use self feeders,
according to Gay and Bradley.
However, stocking rates must
be heavy to make good use of
the grass. The UK animal
a
recommend
scientists
stocking rate of two to three
head per acre. If cattle are
allowed to eat all the grain they
want and the stocking rate is
one head per acre or less, a lot
of forage will be wasted.
Research has shown that
grain feeding should start about
July 1 in Kentucky.
The breeding and flesh
condition of the cattle at the

I'M NOT PLIWIN6, 5112! I'M
NOT Itvl THE GAME...I DON'T
EVEN ?OW BA5EdALL,

7-20

BLONDIE
LAST WEEK YOU GAVE
T'svEt4TV DOLLARS
TO YOUR WIFE

DAGWOOD t KNJOvi
YOUR WIFE, 151.1c4 AM ALSO
YOuR FRJEI40 --RIGHT?

ISEMAWS./

SELL IT MST/
,
80YITimam

FOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
beginning of the feeding period
will influence the length of the SPECIAI, 14 H.P. John Deere SELLING OUT-Some antique CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
feeding period and the grade lawn and garden tractor with furniture, other furniture, dishes, full of them at prices you couldn't
which is reached. Gay and number 48 mower. Regular cooking utensils, rugs electrical believe, starting at $450.00. Full.
Bradley say a feeding period of $1965.00. Through July or while appliances, large and small, for a type,fold down and motor homes.
about three months should supply lasts $1695.00. Murray six
Also New and used. At Bill's Camper A
house.
room
Mobile
produce good grade cattle, Supply,753-3361.
Augus
miscellaneous tools. Wednesday, Corner, located at Bill's
Road,
while a four to five month
July 18 and Thursday, July 19, Homes, 3900 Clarks River
feeding period will be required 14' FIBERGLASS runabout, 35 8:00 a.m.-6:30 p.m., at 208 East Paducah, Ky. Phone collect forl:
J21C
for reaching the choice grade. H.P. Johnson motor and new Poplar Street.
J2OP information 443-6150.
Vaccination, worming, fly trailer. Good condition. Only
.1-21C SEAMI.F.SS ALUMINUM gut- ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,'":
control and pasture rotation are $575.00. Phone 437-4260.
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. Mayfield, Kentucky, on the'
important management
procedures which Gay and GARDEN TILLER, used about 4 Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for Benton Highway. Travel trailers
Bradley recommend when hours. Just like new. Phone 436- free estimate Dale Campbell 753- pickup camper, toppers. We als4
July 20C rent campers by the week 01
J25C 7775.
feeding grain to cattle on grass. 5366.
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489They also have the following
J21C
2303.
home,
Store
motor
&Shoe
Midas
getting
1972
BOOT
MINI
for
VERNON'S
suggestions
maximum efficiency with this color T.V., stereo, two air con- Western Store and Shoe Repair.
ano
System:
ditioners, two way radio, awning, Now open at their new location CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25'
1. Bring cattle up to full feed new tires. Many other extras. on Arcadia, off 641 North, across treated fence posts Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
front Central Shopping Cenby hand feeding or start self- Phone 502-472-3950 after 6:00
J21C
TFC treet.
J21C ter.
feeding a 40 per cent p.m.
roughage -60 per cent grain
mix for seven to ten days. KENTUCKY'S LARGEST BABY CRIB and mattress. VA LOANS,no down payment for
Change to a 20 per cent variety of pistols. Buy now while Excellent condition. $15.00. qualified veteran. 12 years to
JZOC pay. Drive on out almost to
roughage 811 per cent grain you can still get them at Phone 7534138.
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
mix for another seven to ten reasonable prices. Country Boy
days and then offer shelled Corn Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles 1972 RANGER bass boat with a Bank financing on spot. Bill's
as the complete ration. Rolled from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 1972 140 H.P. Mercury outboard, Mobile Homes, 3900 South
barley could also be used for the and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Lowrance locator, Super Motor Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
J21C
entire ration
J21C Guide trolling motor, heavy duty 443-6150.
p.m.
2. Avoid sudden ration
low profile trailer, and all other
changes such as going from
1709 Audubon, phone USED UPRIGHT piano, exSAVE BIG! Clean rugs and accessories.
or
Will finance cellent condition, $125.00. 45
ground shelled corn to whole
753-8635.
753-7154
upholstery with Blue Lustre
J28C pound pull Bear bow with matshelled corn or from one grain
credit.
with
acceptable
Rent electric shampooer $1.
ched arrows and all accessories,
to another.
Kwik-Pik Market, Five PointJ21C
$45.00. Phone 753-5808.
3. Don't let the self-feeder run
white
Mark
black
and
26"
BOY'S
.J21C
s.
III Western Flyer bike. Phone
empty.
J20C 1971 YAMAHA flOcc, with helmet;
4. Make sure the self-feeder is TIRES: FOUR r8-15 Gulf deluie 753-4799.
$175.00. Good condition. Phone
close to shade and water.
practically
crown ployester. Two
J21P
5. During extremely hot and new and two with half tread. 15' FIBERGLASS runabout, 55 753-6747.
1969
model
motor,
H.P.
humid weather make sure
Evinrude
Good buy. Phone 753-7406 after
FARMALL tractor, $600.00.
cattle go to the feeder daily.
nrc with Moody trailer. $800.00. M
5:00 p.m
J24C Massey Ferguson pick up disc 8',
Phone 4924149.
6. Shut feeders -down to an
$200.00. 1967 Honda 175 Scramopening of one to one and onehalf inches so cattle will not IRISH SEiTtR puppies, AKC ALUMINUM ROOFING, used, bler, $200.00. Case trailer plow,
registered, ten weeks old. All but in good shape. 462 lineal ft. three 12" bottoms, $50.00. Prices
waste feed.
7. Avoid fines in the feed and shots and wormed. Champion 26" wide. Will throw in 35' of firm. Phone Larry Roberts
J21C
don't let wet or moldy feed bloodlines. Phone 753-4825. J23C ridge cap. Phone 753-9471. J20C before 3:00 p.m. 753-9984.
accumulate.
x 60'
8. Provide three to four inches FARM FRESH vegetables, in- GUTTERING BY Sears Sears MUST SELL or rent 12'
heat
central
with
home
mobile
tomatoes,
gown
home
head.
cluding
searn!Lss gutters, installed per
of feeder space per
and
9. Limit pasture size so cattle sweet corn, direct from farm to your specifications. Call Larry and atr. Double insulated,
Very nice.
won't get too far away from the you daily, 1:00-7:00 p.m. Watch Lyles at 753-2310 for free storm windows.
for sign lks miles out Concord estimate.
TFC Willing to sacrifice. See at
feeder.
August1C
Riviera Courts.
J21C
10. Provide minerals and salt Highway.
HI NEIGHBOR' Tried Blue
on a free choice basis.
carpets? It's HONDA 750 chopped. Extra nica
11. Implant cattle with Ralgro GENTLE PONY mare, saddle Lustre for cleaning
electric
Rent
shampooer condition. Reasonably priced.
super!
753or Synovez according to the and bridle, ss0.00. Phone
J21C $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping Phone 437-4521 or 437-4195. J21C
manufacturer's recom- 6786.
.121C
Center.
mendations.
12. Don't worry about protein
supplement. It probably won't
pay this year.

l

Beltone Representative
Completes Sales Course

You know what you want out of life
yourself, but for others as well

Terry McIntosh of Beltone
Hearing Center, 700 Jefferson,
Padicah, the local authorized
dealership for Beltone Electronics Corporation, has
completed a five-day National
Sales Management Training
Center in Chicago.
The center was conducted by
-Chicago-based Beltone, world
leader in hearing aids and
electronic hearing test instruments. During the five days
a select group of personnel from
Beltone's network of approximately 400 authorized
dealerships located throughout
the U.S. and Canada studied
effective sales management as
it pertains to the hearing aid
industry.
The center is part of the
company's educational
program that brings the latest
information in all aspects of
serving the hard of hearing to
Beltone dealerships.

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
ITO TERRIBLE THE
WAY THEY PAY PEOPLE
wrio 6rr AROUND
DON'S NOTHiNG
'7

NANCY
IIMENEW
SLUGGO, THERE'S A
STRANGE NOISE ONYOUR PHONE -MAYBE YOU'RE
BEING BUGGED
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---I'M BEING BUGGED
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viE GOTTA AY.
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FAV'R1 TE..
COLOR
troltlEEN?

YO'l-kAiNfT
SAYIN' THAT,
DE.CUZ WI.
IS ALL

I REALLY
LIKE
GREEN!!

GREErs1,15
10'9
-

DOWN

1 Musical instrument
5 Tattered
Cloth
8 Twirl
12 Century
plant
13 Mountain on
Crete
14 Comfort
15 Experienced
17 Glass container
_19 Chemical
compound
20 Famed
21 Ireland
23 Accomplished
24 Be mistaken
28 Consumed
28' Male sheet)
31 Pronoun
32 Temporary
bed
33 Proceed
34 Worm
36 Avarice
38 Farm
animal
39 Weary
41 City in
Nevada
43 Tally
45 Pertaining to
Norway
48 Permits
50 Packed
away
Velum mitabon
52 Fins_
54 SapaPe
554
%ns up

1 Detest
2 Word ol sor
row
3 L ,S1
4 Mans name
5 Free ol
6 Paid notice
7 Idle chatter
8 Surgical
thread
9 Tani ghb'v
10 Small isiana
11 Want
16 Great Lake
18 Ricer in
Siberia
22 Mother dl
Pearl
23 Hinder
24 Female
sheep
25 Things.
in law

sti spider's

2

1

3

111
15
If

;..z.
. . .:10:.,„x

Placing your Classified is easy and the cost is low. Just
dial 753-1916. A friendly voice will help you put your
message in print.

Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
,CALL NOW

74

Anyve., to

Yesle•dav s Purr*

tiliff4G1 OCO
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PERMTBRIER
20

27 Pedal digit
29 Time
gone by
30 Cut
35-Impassive
36 Developed
37 Depression
38 Capture ICOI
loci I
40 Presses

12 LOOP
43 Girl
had*
44 Clothed
46 Elnan,
47 Paradise
49 Carpenters
tool
50 Cry
53 Prat, down
10

11

a

1.8...agg"II

Nes

31

own

34

On 34 III

32

III

:Ma

Sizs zv

25 •NV 26•27

ilIgkiV

After 6;00 p.m..
* FREE ESTIMATE*
TRAVEL TRAILER-29' Holiday
Rambler. Air conditioner, shag
carpet, loaded. Phone 753-0542
after 6:00 p.m. Monday through
August1C
Thursday.
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air
conditioners. 10.000 BTU, $184.25.
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
Highway 68, Benton, KenAugust21C
tucky

753-1916

'22 a23

21

Phone 498-8886

Ledger & Times Classified Ads let you sell for cash the
items you possess but no longer need and use. And it offers
values for sale each day.

,"9.0 s 9
MI:::::: a • 7 '.'"
AitiVi
I=•5:*:
i X 14
164n,L
NO 13
...
<.:
17 III

iui

on Aluminum Siding
(of any color), storm
doors & windows,
awnings and carports.

That's why we'd like to invite you to read and use the
Classified columns of this newspaper.

ea.•••••11.mbor

ACROSS

Mid-Summer
Sale

not only for

You know the value of a dollar and you know it isn't
always easy to make those dollars stretch to cos er all the
things you'd like to have.

Crossword Puzzle
'334

Aluminum
Siding

You're Just Our Type

30

NNW
Es
ma
33
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42

ungrainimmi-aionommumasaii as

"Ell.

111
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BACK YARD sale, all day
Saturday, July 21, starts 8:00
a.m., 314 South 15th. Household
items, clothing, baby items, mini
-new.
four
QUILTS,
HANDMADE
J20C
bike, etc.
Phone
Very reasonably priced.
J23C
753-6127.
TRAVEL TRAILER-1971, 17',
contained and air conself
motorcycle.
1973 HONDA 750
J20C
ditioned. Phone 437-4564.
Excellent condition. 8,000 miles.
J23C
753-5734.
or
Phone 753-5664
MOBILE HOME, 10' x 56'
Monarch, carpeted, air conUSED RIDING mowers. $39.95 ditioned, electric heat, color
and up. Murray Supply, phone T.V., early American furniture,
August8C twO bedrooms. Phone 753-7358 or
753-3361.
J23C
753-5191.
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
15' RUNABOUT with 70 H.P.
tub, $172.50, white and colors
Mercury. Also automatic washer
Murray Supply,753dryer and chain saw All in
and
August8C
3361.
good condition. Phone 436J23C
5366.
SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece
Special,
fiberglass shower stalls.
$112.00. White and colors. Murray! TOY POODLES, AKC registered,
August8C 7 weeks old. Phone 753-9869. J23P
Supply, 7534361.
TRAVEL TRAILER, 24' self
contained. Can be seen at Thweatt's Service Station, Highway
641 North. Phone Rex 753J24P
0374.

14' SUPERGLASS runabout boat,
40 H.P. Mercury motor, trolling
motor and trailer. All $550.00.
Phone 474-2286 or 474-2294. J21C

TRUCK LOAD canning peaches.
1967-750 Norton. Phone 753Big variety Alberta and Hale
.120P
1493.
Haven. $7.95 Isobel. Gordon's
Farmer's Market, Highway 94
J24C
east Aurora Ky
1971- YAMAHA 250 MX, rebuilt
engine, new tires and chain, new
sprocket and cables. Also
PhOtii-38P
Cif.

-ncr-
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Call
753-1916

Sell

With A Classified

It

Ca
753-1
Ad 75C3a:19
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•

COR SALE

IOR SALE

FOR SALE

Clearance Sale
on
Guitars...
Pianos...
Organs...
Auto Radios...
Stereo Speakers... Everything Musical

c.)

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY

Up To

HELP WANTED

WILL DO barn painting and
commercial spraying. Rusty
roofs a speciality. Phone 7534400
or 362-2299.
August 13C
FOR YOUR building needsremodeling additions, new or old,
large or small jobs Call 7537955.
July 25C

s

•-

3.

NOTICE

IIELP %ANTED

WANTED
FRAMING SUB-CONTRACTORStran-

If you have an adequate crew, tails and
sportation.
.0 •
Jim Walter Homes
has sub-contract work available for you We have
plenty of wbrk in all areas.
For more information apply to or call collect....
Gene Garrett
Phone 442,5479
2093 S. Beltline, Paducah

THE COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Circuit Court HAYDEN MORRIS
organs.
PIANOS
and
BALDWIN
Store"
Music
"Your Complete
AND WIFE IONE MORRIS
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Across From Post Office
PLAINTIFF, VERSUS EUPLE
Piano Company, across from
-Nat:
BEANE AND HUSBAND,
Post Office, Paris, TenStore Hours 9 a.m.4 p.m.
JAMES LEE BEANE• an
STOCK BOY
nessee.
J31C
REX1E CARR AND HUShAND,
Full or Part Time
CONRADE CARR; AND EULA
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
1972 HONDA 750cc, extended BOY'S BICYCLE, 20" Schwinn. grand piano, console piano.
JACKSON AND HUSBAND,
FEMALE CLERK
front end and headers. Extra Excellent condition. Phone 753- Lonardo Piano Company, across
JEWELL
JACKSON; and
Full or Part Time
J23C 7280.
• clean. Phone 753-9502.
ELMUS MORRIS AND WIFE,
J20P from Post Office, Paris, TenSend
MORRIS.
RUTH
DEFENDANT.
Resume
to: P.O. Box 32-0
nessee.
J20C
SEARS 8,000 BTU air con- NICE TWO bedroom trailer with
NOTICE OF SALE
ditioner. Phone 753-0746.
J23P air conditioning, carpeting and PIANO TUNING-Repair
By virtue of a judgement and
order of sale of the Calloway WANTED ONE experie`nced
J20C rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- IIA5 A PRESIDENTIAL DARK HORSE FOR'-1(2,
washer. Phone 753-7920.
GAS RANGE -new Tappan. Also
Circuit Court rendered at the clean up man, must be good and WANTED SOMEONE to do yard
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt 'THE SECRET SERVICE WOULD 1.045 TO CHECK
used gas range. Phone 7531972-14' BOSTON Whaler boat pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, YOUR HOUSE FOR SECuRITV CO515.11
June 8 Term thereof 1973, in the reliable. Phone 753-3677 between work:Phone 753-8301 or 753J23C
J26C with trolling motor, 40 H.P. Murray, Kentucky, Phone 7530727.
above cause, for the DIVISION 6:00 and 9:00p.m. any night. J24C 8528.
FOR RENT
OF PROPERTY and its cost
SERVICES ormairm
Johnson motor and Paris Line 0911.
TFC
LYCOMBING AIR boat, 125 H.P. trailer. Phone 436-2245.
J24C
therein I shall proceed to offer for LUZIER COSMETICS. 8 to 20 WANTED SOMEONE to do
DUPLEX. TWO bedrooms, three
Very reasonable. Contact
sale
at the Court House door in hours. Good income. Phone 1-247- ironing and light housework.
HANNA
SIGNS.
miles east of Murray on Highway
4th & syeanaore,
FOR RENT
Howard Brandon,7534383. J23C DUNE BUGGY with factory
9:00 a.m.!-5:00p.m.
J21P Phone 753-3683 or 753-8301. J23C
280. Phone 753-5991 Or 753JMC the City of Murray Kentucky, to 6727 evenings.
fiberglass body, chrome wheels,
the
highest
bidder,
at
public
J30C
6231.
FURNISHD
APARTMENT
SUMMER CLEARANCE on $450.00. Phone 753-4916.
J20C
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. auction on the 23rd day of July
$110.00 per month, utilities inSERVICES OFFERED
Brother sewing machines. Model
Houses trimmed-cabinets- 1973, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
cluded. Couples preferred. 710
1381-regular 279.95, sale price
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and formica- taps-doors-remodeling thereabout, upon a credit of six
Poplar,
Betty.
ask
for
J25C
$44.49. Model 621-regular $99.95, IIIIIMILMILWILIILIIMILWIIV
gutters. We cover all exposed specialist. Quality workmanship. months, the following described
sale price $63.56. Model 751Augustl1NC property, to-wit:
Jim Walter Homes is accepting bids for Dry Wall
TWO
HOUSE trailers on Ken- wood. Custom fit trim. Baked Phone 753-0790.
regular $139.95, sale price $95.47. i
A tract of land lying on the
enamel aluminum siding. All
work. If you are an experienced Dry Wall sub',
Lake
tucky
near
Concord.
New
Model 761-regular $159.95, sale t
and
contractor, have your own crew, tools and tranp Water front lots, air conditioned. aluminum gutters and down JOHN'S REPAIR Service. south side of the 13eane Road (a
price $114.37. Roby Sales, High- P
County road) and which is more
sportation, apply to
Phone 436-2427
J21C spouts. Free estimates. Phone Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
way 68, Benton, Kendescribed
as
753-8783.
August8C carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or particularly
Jim Walter Homes
August23C 0
tucky.
g ONE BEDROOM furnished
follows:
W. M. AVERY
For full details apply to or call collect...
53-0625 nights.
TFC
Beginning
on the south side of
Gene Garrett
LUMBER
r apartment, no children, no pets.
SEAMIESS GUTTERING, white
•Papering
the Beane Road (which runs from
2093 S. Beltline, Paducah
College
CO.
p
Phone 442-5479
couples
one
or
single.
Tenn.
enamel finish, never needs
•Painting
DRESS MAKING and alterations Is-van Cobb to Pottertown ) and at
1610 College Farm Road. Phone
painting. Free estimate. Phone
the
northwest corner of James
in my home. Phone 436753-1600.
J21C •Paneling
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
August21C Beane property and which point
5525
NOTICE
WANTED ONE experienced
•Ceiling
Tile
Service, Murray.
August23C ANGUS BULL entitled to be
of beginning lies on an exhisting
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
cook, one experienced waitress.
registered. Weight about 600
wire
barbed
fence;
thence in a
Complete Home
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
trailer court 2/
1
2 miles east of
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor Steady work. Above average pay.
TWO 1973 Honda Trail 70's, low pounds. Phone 753-7791.
J23C
Electric Complete pump repair southerly direction to a branch; repair and sale. New Concord Kentucky
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
Remodeling
Lake
Lodge
mileage, excellent condition.
thence
following
the
northeast
service.
Let
old
us check your
753-2377.
J21C
Road,phone 753-8114
Auguste( Restaurant, Highway 68, Aurora,
Also two helmets with shields and NEW KING size maple headFREE ESTIMATES
edge
of
said
branch
in
a
westerly
pump for you before you buy a
Kentucky. Phone 474-2259. J21C
motorcycle trailer. Phone 753- board, $20.00. Phone 753-3683
new one. 24 hour emergency and northwesterly direction to
1419 or can be seen at 919 North after 5:00 p.m.
J23C FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
the South edge of the Beane Road
If
service. Phone 753You
18th Street.
MAIDS WANTED. Apply in
J23C
living room, kitchen, bathroom
753-0961
August21C (road which runs from Irvan
5543.
person to Regal 8 Inn, 517 South
PEN TAX spot matic with 1.4 and shower and bath. One or two
Cobb to Pottertown) thence in a
50mm lens. Like new. Phone 753- bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart12th Street, next to Jerry's, J26C
easternly direction along the
Please Phone
7770after 5:00p.m.
J23C ments, South 16th Street, 753- PAINTING-INTERIOR and BUSHHOGGING AND breaking south boundary of said road to the
Crocheted
Hand
exterior. Also dry wall finishing. gardens. Renton Lovens, Hale's
Your
6609.
"
July 26C Reasonable rates. Phone
Tom Trailer Court, north side of point of beginning. SUBJECT to
AFGHANS
CARD OF THANKS
TOW TRAILER camper, 9350.00.
west
passway
the
on
a
use
as
the
J23C driveway against trailer. .123P
Can be seen at B-11 Fox Meadows SLEEPING ROOMS for men, Wells 753-0305.
side of the house and between the
753-6070
Words can never express our
Trailer Court. Phone 753furnished, private entrance, air
branch leading to a barn.
,j23c. conditioned, refrigerator. DISABLED RETIRED man FOR III. your additions, Being a part of the property
thanks and appreciation to all the
0791.
wants job in kitchen, full or part
many friends who made the
Zimmerman Apartments, South
remodeling, residential or conveyed to Marvin Morris et ux
If No Results:
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
time(days only. Phone 753passing of our husband and
commercial. New or old. Free by Vivian Sliger on January =,
rug specialist that adjusts to any BABY BED, double drop sides, 16th. Phone 753-6609.
July 26C 7851.
J23P
Phone
father, Joe Rob Beale, a little
estimates. Call 753-6123.
carpet. New and used vacuums white, $20.00. Folding mesh play
17c 1952 as recorded in Deed Book 94,
easier by the many kind exfor sale, For demonstration pen, 40" x 40", $15.00. High back FURNISHED APARTMENT, air
Page 132 in the office of the Clerk
pressions of love-the beautiful
phone Mike Hutchens, your,local sports car seat, $6.50. Baby conditioned, one bedroom. KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest OY'S LOCKSMITH Service. of the Calloway County Court.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
flowers, the food, the words of
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- basket liner with long skirt and Couples or single boy. Phone 753- Control, Phone 753-3914 100 South Phone Paris,642-655L _ _ _TFC For the purchase price, the
or 753-4064.
J20C 13th Street. -Every day you
comfort, and the prayers.
Jul31C pad,$3.50. Phone 753-3713. J23C
0359.
purchaser must execute bond,
Then__
delay lets bugs have their
We want to say a special thanks
JERRY'S REFINISHING & with approved securities, bearing
way."
After 5:30 p.m. and
to Rev. Willie Johnson, Rev.
TFC
-Built Furniture,•miles )op] interest from the day of
out- 1972 YAMAHA 100LS2, excellent TWO BEDROOM brick home,
VA
rip ent condition. $350.00 or trade for car carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
Heyward Roberts, and Rev. Leon
of-IViurray on Hwy. 641. sale, until paid, and having the
Siahdoo
Until 6:30 p.m.
range.
Penick
Attached
for their prayers and
value.
of
garage
equal
Phone
753and
city
McCoy.
WILL
Jerry
(502)
owner
492MAKE
judgement.
force
effect
a
and
of
drapes,
shades and
n. Phone 798.6183 J23C 6341.
comforting words; to Mr. and
J23P water. Nice country home with cornices. Phone 753-0855.
TFC Bidders will be prepared to
JIIC 8837.
garden for couple only. Located 9
Mrs. Tilghman Barrow, Jimmy
comply promptly with these
miles north of Murray on High- TIMBER-LODGE
Rickman, Janice Chapman, and
,tSPHALT
R
Paving.
&
R
Quality
terms.
on Tennway 641. $135.00 a month. Pho4 Tucky Lake, Route
Maurita Rickman for the lovely
INVESTMENT
1, Springville, work guaranteed. Business and Frank L. Ryan
436-5479.
songs: also to the Angels of
J24C Tennessee, will build complete residential. Free estimates. Master
Commissioner
Mercy Ambulance Service for
Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
fireplaces, starting at only Phone day or night Mayfield 247- CALLA WAY Circuit Court. July
their prompt and efficient ser7201.
LARGE BRICK ranch home, $695.00. Selection of sto
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, 1'7 baths,
TFC 6, 13, 20-1973C
vice.
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen, available. Satisfaction
We pray God will bless all of
WILL DO trash and brush
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
wall to wall carpeting, drapes, guaranteed. Phone 901-593you as He has blessed us.
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
/
2 blocks from campus. At- 3534.
11
TFC hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone Now on Friday evenings:
The Family of Joe Rob Beale ITC
753.0130.
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
tractive terms available to .
TFC
- basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
couple who will manage six TIMBER-LODGE of TennKELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
EE ESTIMATE on septic tank
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost.
rental'rooms in rear of building Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
WANT TO BL
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Phone 436-5479.
1626 Hamilton. Phone 436Tennessee will do your stone installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
13th Street,"every day you delay
J24C work Large selections of stone
5479
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C WANT TO BUY any amount of
Phone 901-593-3534: -TFC
surplus fresh vegetables, such as
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
tomatoes, pole beans, peas,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
two bedroom apartment,, carBUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
potatoes, etc. Bring, them to the
peted and air conditioned. May PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- topsoil. Phone Hardin. 354-8138 or
terior, and sheet rock finishing. 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
/
2 miles out
AGENTS WANTED. Earn money vegetable market, 11
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
All work guaranteed. For free
Watch this award-winning
in spare time. No investment. See Concord Highway between 1:00
located 100 South 13th Street. J23C
estimates phone Sammie Atkins CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY program at 1:00 pm,
Rosebud Sykes, Murray Hat- and 7:00 p.m. or call 753-9773
Painting & Decorating 437between 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. J21C
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet Channel'?
chery, 406 South 4th.
LARGE TWO bedroom apartJ20C
4534.
TFC BrOueht
July 20C Master 489-2504
ment, towards lake. $75.00 per
to you by
WANT TO BUY three or four
aosaL0 M.111111HEAR, Speeld Asiont
month. Also furnished small
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to bedroom house in or' near city
711 Mein It
house, $65.00 per month. Phone
NORTHWESTERN
service "Walt Disney Products' limits. Will be in Murray August 5
J23C
753-7671 or 753-8333.
AIL)TUAL LIF E •
accounts. High earnings! Income through August 17. Write P.O.
MIL WAUKF
over $1,000 per month possible! Box 128, Jackson,Ohio"
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
CALL ...
Inventory necessary $3,290 to 45640.
,
August1C
house. Two bedroom ranch with
start! Call collect Mr. Martin
attached garage, wall air conBUSINESS OPPORTUNITY (214)243-1981.
J24P WANT TO
ditioner, large utility room.
BUY two young
Walking distance to university
hereford steers fir beef. Phone
and grade school. Phone 753753-8500.
J20C
SALES POSMON
4661.
J24P
With
a
present
and
5.3 Cubic Feet
a future
Three men-exceptional opportunity
'WANT TO BUY toted furniture,
TWO BEDROOM furnished
To qualify, must have car, good
any condition, no appliances.
educational and character
apartment, carpeted, air conbackground. Bondable Must be aggressive,
Phone 753-8378.
July 23C
alert, highly
ditioned, couples or teachers
sociable, ainbitiow and responsible. If you are
selected,
your
only. Phone 753-2898.
J20C
future is secure' You will be given a
complete two weeks
Itti5M11111111c
iiIIIIIININI11/11111tilttiltit
sales ix aining program in Nashville.
Tenn. Expenses paid
AUTOS FOR SALE
Guaranteed income to start at up to $1,000.00 a
FURNISP.Jj9USE. ,and
month while
being
apartments. Near university.
trained
in the field. Our salesmen are given
Hazel, Kentucky
every
VEGA-1971, green, with factory
opportunity for advancement to key
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
management positions
air, 30,000 miles. In excellent
Is
Equal - opportunity employer.
Phone 753-7575 or 753:0689. July
condition. Phone 753-0412. .128C
24C
THIS PHONE CALL CAN CHANGE
YOUR LIFEIV.!
CA!.!. etill.fft FOR
FURNISHED APARTMENT, I
APPOINTMENT NOW!
We Have A
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE--1970,
EI1X)N OTTEN
very nice. One bedroom, lots of
four door hardtop, automatic,
RAMADA INN
cabinets and two big closets. All 1
>1.
new tires, shocks and brakes.
PADUCAH, KY.
electric and adjacent to M.S.U.
$1900.00. See • at 1109 Fenian.
443-8751
campus Couples only. Phone 7331:
July 23,24, & 25 betweerr9a.m.and.p.m
Plione 492-8708
Drive in_Circarama Sub.
3805
-.
_
alall111WWWM,
J23C
geentn11111111111W11/1/1111111W111111111111111111:
.123NC

Lonardo Piano Co.

MUSIC

HELP WANTED

•

PAGE FIVE

641 PET Shop, Cocker Spaniel
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 7539457.
July 24NC
CHIL

REAL ESTAT
SERVICES oil'EKED

Another View

PAGE ELEVE

SAWDUST

0

SLABS

0

WANTED
DRY WALL SUB-CONTRACTOR

•0lec....:7a.:41.1 .....10

Bill Houghton

Miss Your Paper

a

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

a

t

a

**************
*
Happy
* Birthday *
* rommy
**************

"60 Minutes"

Special
Sale
While They
Last!
•• Chest Type
Freezers

9.4995

Upright
Freezers

:
c1- 1c$13995

--Service Center

-Central thop0iirtenter

753-51165

Need a Racket Restrung?
Parker McKenney

LN

AUTOS
MUSTANG-I
three speed. M
$325.00. Phone
BUICK WI
vertible. Phone
PANEL TRU
1973 250cc Kaw
Must sell by A
9761
FORD VAN
automatic tr
peting, pane
paint and t
753-3649.
PONTIAC BO
four door
new tires,
$1400.00. See
Drive in Cir •
division.

1972
10
Ss
'6
Phone 7

CAPRI-1972,
stereo tape.
Catalina,four
conditioning.

753-8844

Stan Outland
753-8682

HAZEL TIRE SERVICE.
Now An Official Ky.
Inspection.Stattill,

SERVICE TRUCK for
- FARM SERVICE

CHEVROLET
pickup. Will se
and motor. s!
Rex at 753-0374
Thweatt's
way 641 north.
CHEVROLET
four door,
glass, factory
vinyl roof.
3533.
AUSTIN HEA
engine.
Phone 753-4423
J24C
MANSfactory air,
brakes, she
after 5:00 p.m

973
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Call
753-1916 S
Sell
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

It With A Classified

REAL MATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

110If OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

Boyll-Majors Real Estate
Phone 753-8080

OFFICE HOURS: 9-5 Monday-Friday

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

9-12 Saturday

REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St. 3 bedrooms, central
gas heat, 42 basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet. Priced right
at $17,500.00.

do
cork.
423C

enced
itress.
,e pay.
Lodge
urora,
J21C

dy in
South
J26C

The coffee pot is always on. Stop by for a coffee
break and meet James Majors, Rex Alexander, John
Boyd and Mrs. Reubin Moody who are ready to serve
you with your real estate needs.

ss our
all the
le the
and
little
id exautiful
ords of
thanks
Rev
J. Leon
-s and
r. and
Jimmy
in, and
lovely
gels of
ce for
nt serall of
Lk 1TC

aunt of
such as
peas.
to the
iles out
en 1:00
753-9773
1. J21C
Dr. four
ar city
Lugust 5
te P.O.
igustIC
young
Phone
J20C
rniture,
tlances.
'uly 23C

factory
tcellent
J2tC
F.-1970,
ornatic,
brakes.
lairiane
323NC

AUTOS FOR SALE

•
•
•
MUSTANG-1965, six cylinder, •
•
three speed. Mechanically sound. •
•
usc
$325.00. Phone 753-7827.

MUST SEI.1 Owner leaving town. Nice three bedroom
brick with 1E2 bath. Beautifully. carpeted, Central heat
and air, in one of Murray's finest subdivisions. Priced for •
quick sale.
•
-Ay
BUICK WILDCAT-1968 con- 1111—
bedroom housis--is
IMMF.D1A
JUP a
vertible. Phone 753-7490.
. Buy today, move
on a do
•
tomorrow.
•
PANEL TRUCK-1967 GMC and
•
•
•
motorcycle.
Kawasaki
1973 250cc
▪ ArdeLianduagu—Move to this two or three bedroom •
Must sell by August. Phone 753- •
home with Five acres of good pasture already fenced and •
▪
J23P •
9761.
•
• with good bergs. Raise calves and a garden with the en- •
• joyment of eamitry living.
•
VAN-1966, rebuilt •
•
FORD
•
automatic transmission. Car- •
•
peting, paneling, stereo, custom •
paint and tires. $1100.00. Phone •
S
J21C •
753-3649.
•
•
PONTIAC BONNEVII.I.F.-1970, •
1111 SYCAMORE
•
four door hardtop, automatic,
•
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
•
new tires, shocks and brakes. •
Keith Hays 489-2488
•
•
$1400.00. See at 1109 Fairlane
REALTOR"
•
Drive in Circarama Sub•
•
II all
s••••••••
*********
J20C
division.
owesOOOOO•0111••••••

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY

1972 Penton
100 c.c.

CAPRI-1972, four speed with
stereo tape. Also 1969 Pontiac
Catalina,four door sedan with air
conditioning. Phone 489-2187.J24C

CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit Frame in fair
condition. Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnace.

824 NORTH 19TH— THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80' x 150'
size lot with hardwood floors. Single carport Real sharp and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.

CHEVROLET-1938 antique
pickup. Will sell or trade for boat
and motor. $900.00 value. Phone
Rex at 753-0374, or can be seen at
Thweatt's Service Station, HighJ26C
way 641 north.
BELAIR-1968,
CHEVROLET
four door, power steering, tinted
glass, factory air, 327 automatic,
vinyl roof. $900.00. Phone 753J26C
3533.
AUSTIN HEALEY-1962. Great
engine. Hardtop, new paint.
Phone 753-4423 after 5:00 p.m.
J24C
LE MANS-1907 convertible,
factory air, power steering and
brakes, shaken. -Pber16-4311K28
J20C
after 5:00p.m.

312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH—BOTH MUST BE SOLD together. 312 has three
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen and bath, 314 has two bedrooms,
dining and living room, kitchen and bath Fine investment property. $29,500.00.
ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with central gas heat, bath on each
separate_garage in the back yard. also has fireplace. This price is
$16,900.00. Better hurry, it won't last long

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00. ,

THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 1½ miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn Call for other details.

37 ACRES ON DR DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pump-approxhnately 6
miles east of Murray Don't pass up this bargain. $12,000.00.

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.

NICE DUPLEX AT 1110 Fairlane Two bedrooms each side. Drapes and air
conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage. Range and refrigerator in one
apartment. Call for details.

150' size lot
504 BEALE STREET—TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on 62ki' x
siding.
aluminum
with
lot
wooded
a
on
sitting
Imagine
and real sharp
$16,900.00.

LOVELY 3 BEDROOM brick home on North 20th Street. Beautifully landscaped lawn. All built-ins, two large and lovely bathrooms,central heat and air..
double garage,draperies, all carpeted,thermopane windows, five plain outlets.
Has beautiful fireplace, fenced yard and many, many extras. Must see to apprecizte. Shown by appointment

AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
905 GATESBOROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4 bedroom brick veneer
house with central heat and air. fully carpeted, all built-ins, dishwasher included and two baths. Right tin* for good buy at $35,500.00.
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice shady lot Two bedrooms and
bath each apartment. Drapes and air conditioners. Also 12' x 18' storage
building. Priced right:
ON 94 HIGHWAY, 42 MILE WEST OF TRI CITY —Three bedroom frame house,
newly decorated, carpeted, good garage, stable and crib, 5L2 acres of land,
over 500' highway frontage On community water system Extra building lots
on highway. Price $15,000 00
ALM HEIGHTS—FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 134
wIth_t% _baths, carpeteir7i good size outbuilding and lots of big trees
,000.00.

TWO ACRE
AT WISWEII. IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE BUILDING ON
heat and air
Central
other.
on
shop
large
and
end
LOT. Has four offices on one
and two baths. For sale or rent.
1524 OXFORD DRIVE—CANTERBURY ESTATES. Absolutely beautiful four
bedroom brick veneer house on exceedingly large lot. Built in 1971. 2'1 baths,
central heat (gas) and air, split level with 3 bedrooms up and one bedroom
down. Fully carpeted Space is not available to expound on the quality of this
house. Call and look. •
1510 CARDINAL DRIVE is a beautiful Brick home on 110' x 185' lot. All builtins, 3 bedrooms, central heat and air, fireplace A really fine home and well
located. Must see to appreciate
LYNN GROVE—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22' x 72' workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
ON COMMERICIAL LOT.-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 1 1-2 baths. Nice patio. built-ins, carpet
Real nice home and investment.
CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail. Two bedrooms,
beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right for the family who wants to "Get
Away From It All" $13,500.00.
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street —New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
garage,fully carpeted, and almost ready for possession Must look at this price
$34,500.00.
,
1013 BELMONT—THREE-BEDROOM-brick veneerhome with central heat-and
air, 2 baths, new cari:pet,all built-ins and nice size out building Look only
$27,000,00.

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition On large corner lot.
11th and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modern conveniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only

NICE 2 BEDROOM, 1½ bath home at Lakeway Shores on nice Waterview lot
Has built-in range and many cabinets, in kitchen Nice large fireplace, big
deck, attached garage. Bedrooms carpeted. Has walk-in basement. Priced at
only $15,000.00.

COTTAGE NEAR LAKE —TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly. furnished.
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock,$7,250.00

1601 CATALINA DRIVE—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on wide and
deep lot And kitchen appliances i GE ) with plenty of cabinets, washer and
dryer.furniture in one bedroom. Really a bargain at 224.900.00.

EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at 910 Pogue Ave. Brick
and stone, carpet, large living room. 88,950.00.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keenland Drive. So unique is this lawn and
rock garden that you must see it to believe. Has large swimming pool, enclosed
back yard with beautiful exotic plantings. House has all built-ins, central heir
and air, three bedrooms. two baths, draperies, carpet, fireplace and on large
lot. Call for appointment

Our Sales Staff ...
Guy Spann 753-2587
.,Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack fersali 7518961
Definitely not just another duplex. Perfect for having a
home and income too. Each unit in this beautiful duplex
has two large bedrooms, an extra large living room, a
kitchen area with loads of cabinets, more closet space
than many of the new homes. This fine duplex is located in
('ircarama just around the corner from the hest shopping
area of Murray. The price is less than the replacement
cost.

Has central
‘RM WITH 97 ACRES and good 3 bedroom frame house and bath.
Located IL.: miles
basement
hook-up,
-dryer
washer
garage,
car
3
heat.
Southeast of Almo $34,000.00.

BE,\UTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, size 50' x 120', Pine Bluff Shores Let's
Look'

BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
garage and
heat and air, carpet. 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car
this one.
see
to
Call
possession.
immediate
and
180'
x
150'
lot
storage galore. On

Six Speed
650.00
Phone 753-1343 Or
753-3673

Road. Has

FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right.

1209 DORAN ROAD—BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
appointment.

We wish to extend to you a Cordial Invitation to visit
our new office and meet our personnel.

FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel
3 bedrooms &bath,good well, new roof. $8,800.00.

121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.

20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
of land left in the city. Call for details.
•
DUPLEX--901 STORY—TWO BEDROOMS each, brick veneer with central
heat and air, all built-ins, fully carpeted and in good location. Priced right.
$27,500 00.

J23C

-0
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

20 ACRES OR 30 ACRES on Highway 464 just 12 mile off of 94 east Both pieces
completely fenced and in high state of cultivation. Call to see.

NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, three bedroom brick veneer
house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two baths, built-ins to include
dishwasher and single carport. You can't turn this one down at $25,500.00.

yard

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serviyou.

AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80 X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up.,Rargain at
$12,800 00.

In Murray

— 105 North 12th Street —

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

A d 75C3a:I916

ON BAGWEI.I. BOULEVARD is a nearly new bedroom brick home with all
draperies, built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air. double garage, paved drive.
Extra nice and owner occupied.
•
•
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots_ Some small,
some large. All,different price ranges. Check with us for residential or corniota.
1810 MONROE—BRICK VENEER duplex,three bedrooms each side Central
Fine investment $35,000.00'
t
heat and air. buthins.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore Str.

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

1 ACRE & house. Nice 4 Bedroom KEN1ANA SHORES-Lary
home on good road to the lake, wooded lots for sale-as little as
fenced garden, also 24' x 36' shop. len with $10 down & $10 per
John Randolph Realty & Auction month-central water-lake accessCompany 753-8382 or Keith Hays all weather streets. From New
J21C Concord drive North East on 444
489-2488.
five miles and follow Keniana
July 25C
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per signs to °Hire.
month will buy a large wooded lot
•
•
•••••••••••••!
at Keniana Shores. lake access—
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
SALE
FOR
weather
water—all
1
I
42
Building
X
bedroom Mobile Home 8
Swann
central
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
by Owner
Large Lot Only S4,000
208 So. 4th Street
streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436kitchen and living area. break' WATER FRONT large lot, a
Large 4-bedroom brick biAugust9NC
LILE REAL ESTATE
Murray, Ky.
5320.
fast bar, fireplace, central heat
436-2427 after
AUCTION
home, fully carpeted
Phone
level
choice
area
753-0101
(Res( 753-7531
and air, boat dock, large patio. 7
AURORA, KY 070 1717
J25N('
with 2 full baths, paneled
Form, Lake and Residential Property
J20C P
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574
kitchen-dining room, living
*
255 ACRE farm, completely
THREE BEDROOM house Also BY. OWNER. Three bedroom,
room, large family room
alfTh permanebt
brkiveneer'Wye&'FOUR-REDROOM 1iouT1n citY" fenred • arl
electric stove, -refrigerator, t*o
and utility iooii; plenty-7"
living room suite and television. 'old,fully carpeted. Large kitchen school district, wanted for family pasture with two bedroom 'storage, and cupboard
LOST lk FOUND
PEST CONTROL
modern all electric home. For
•
and family room. Built-in range moving to Murray soon.
1616 Main Street.
*act. 2,11# sq. ft. of.!tying
heat and House in business zoned area for Sale by owner. Now accepting
central
andrlishwasher,
control
PRESCRIPTION FOR 1ME bat in pest
LOST
_
bids.Phone 901-247-5571 after 5.
call couNTRY LOTS; treesorater.-air. Large two,- oak-raUached sale on-Coldwater.Road. .
Sunglasses at Storey's or Say- service and termitetotttrtil•
and garage, patio. On large lot. Cali Contact C.O. BonclutOt
itif
014rge,_40
Reser
reiect
firePes.,
ve
to
right
Co
Exterminating
Rite Drug store. Please return. Superior
J21C phone 753-9954 or 753-3460. J20C or all bids.
J23C
TFC dry after rains. 0300.00. Wane 753-7769 for appointment
J20(7, pony 753-7266
Phone 436-2311.
August6C
_ Sam Harris 753-8061

John C. Neubauer Real Estate

FREE LIVING. Move into this
picturesque 3 bedroom home on 3
acres and make your payments
with the income from 4 mobile
homes and a clean-up shop. John
Randolph Realty & Auction
Company 753-8382 or Keith Hays
J21C
489-2488

MUST SELL. Owner leaving
town. Nice 3-Bedroom brick, Ph
bath. Beautifully carpeted,
central heat and air, one of
Murray's finest subdivisions.
Randolph Realty 753-6382 or
MOBILE HOME 12' x 60', four John
J21C
Hays 489-2488.
Keith
bedrooms, set up on nice shady
lot. Has city water, in country.
J23C
Phone 753-6110.
FOR SALE

BY OWNER: beautiful shady lot
100' z 253', beside park, Sharp
Street. Ready for quality home.
Phone ( 6061S49-2494. August20C

a
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Senate Committee Opens
Hearing On Wheat Sale

FRIDAY—JULY 611, 11173

'Days Of Cheap Produce Are Over'
According To Louisville Wholesaler

By JIM LUTHER
conference Thursday, the AgriAssociated Press Writer
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Campisano Produce Co., said
culture Department failed to
The King Livestock Co. in
WASHINGTON (AP) — The notify the Intersta Commer
A wholesaler in Lexington prices on celery were raised Hopkinsville sold hogs at
te
ce
$42
Senate permanent investiga- Commis
feels that inflation may be here from $8.50 a crate to $10 a for 200-230 pounds Wednesday,
sion so railroad boxtions subcommittee opened pubto stay, despite Phase 4.
cars could be made available to
crate, apples went up from $11 but brought prices of 147448
lic hearings today into last
-The day of cheap produce is a box to $12 and carrots went Thursday with superio
ship the grain to American
r grades
year's $1-billion dollar sale of ports.
over," said Joe Papania, secre- from $13 a bale to $7.
getting $48.50.
U.S. wheat to the Soviet Union.
tary treasurer of Panellizes,
"The Russians knew more
"We had to," Campisano said
In Owensboro, many stores
The first witness was Clar- about what was
Inc., a wholesale produce firm in explaining the price Mmes. were awaiting word from
going on in this
their
ence Palmby, now an official phase
in Lexington for 72 years. "We "We were hurting. The freeze main offices and supplie
of our private enterprise
rs and
with Continental Grain Co., the than
will never ever see it again."
did our own government,"
did not hold prices down and I were not making any price
major supplier of grain in the Jackson
Under Phase 4, the freeze on think it's rather impractical
said.
to changes on Phaae 4.
deal.
food prices was lifted—with the control prices."
The Washington Democrat
Bill Young, vice president of
Paul Paschall
Sen Henry M. Jackson, D- said the subcommittee
exception of beef—and food
will seek
Ultimately, he said, the con- the Field Packing Co., said
Wash., subcommittee chair- to determi
process
ors, wholesalers and sumer will foot the bill for
ne:
the housewives might be prudent to
man, says Palmby, then assistretailers could increase prices price increase and there might do some shopping before
• —Whether the Agriculture
next
ant agriculture secretary, led Depart
ment knew about Rusat once to account for increases be some type of consumer re- week to take stock of the curthe team of U.S. negotiators sian shortag
in farm products since the first sistance which, he feels, will rent prices.
es before the grain
that arranged the wheat sale.
sale. He said there is ample
of June.
result in lower prices.
He said the freeze means the
Palmby testified before a evidenc
Beef prices remain under the
e that the Department
He added housewives will firm can recover the cost on
House agriculture subcom- knew
ceiling announced May 29 and simply not buy someth
that heavy U.S. exports
ing they pork products. but predicted
mittee last September:
would be needeb, but failed to
will continue that way until consider too expensive and
will bacon would rise by 8-10 cents
"Much has been said about inform
Sept. 12.
farmers and millers.
tend to use something as a sub- a pound. Young said processors
my involvement in this transacPaul Paschall, retired farmer
—Whether grain companies
Papania said he had never stitute.
were paying more for hogs
tion between Continental Grain tried
and
tobacco buyer, succumbed
seen prices go high, adding that
to keep secret their sales
He also said he feels potatoes than they could recover at froand the Soviet Union. Many of
Thursday at 4:10 p.m. at the
to the Soviet Union by falsifya crate of lettuce which cost will rise to a high level for the zen prices.
the comments are completely
ing reports to the federal Comhim $3.75 a year ago is now next few months but then
Tim Mogan, regional vice Murray-Calloway County
fall
untrue. I am referring particumodity Exchange Authority.
double that.
off
preside
to a more stable level.
nt of the Ky:ana Division Hospital. He was 75 years of
larly to the statements that an
"'Mere is strong evidence that
He feels the consumer will
Julius Vetter, of the Vetter of Dairyman. Inc . of Louis- age_
agreement had been reached in
The
deceased suffered a
this is what happened," Jacksuffer the most ultimately, and Produce Co., also raised
some ville. said milk prices would corona
Moscow with the Soviets in
ry
at the Murray son said.
also said he thought Phase 4 prices, raising a 36-ounce
also
rise—going up 60 cents a
April of 1972. Any such statebasCalloway County Fair Monday
the Agriculture Decaters to big business and for- ket of radishes by a quarter hundredweight in August.
ment is an 'outright Ile. I catepartment failed to evaluate the
gets the little man.
One of the reasons, he said, afternoon and had been a
and a crate of celery from $6.50
gorically state I took no active
need for $300 million in tax
Papania
said
thinks
he
there
was
telt
that in May it cost milk patient in the Cardiac Care Unit
part in Continental's commoney that subsidized he ;rain
will be an immediate inHe, too, feels the price of po- farmers $22.54 for dairy supple- of the hospital before he expired
mercial negotiations with the
on Thursday.
ranuaction.
crease—and one that will con- tatoes will rise, then gradual
Soviets.
ly ments to feed an average herd.
Mr. Paschall was a member
The wheat deal involved the
tinue
for
some
time.
but
a month later that cost had
lower. And he predicted lettuce
"Still other statements have
Larry Tucker, left, won the FFA District Senior Deem
of the West Fork Baptist Church
sale, by private grain comOn Thursday, only a day prices would rise, primarily be- risen to $28.73.
been made that I somehow or
panies, of one-fourth of the 1972 Showmanship award at the fair Wednesday. while Steve Me- after Phase 4 went into effect, cause of a strike
-Does that tell you any- and resided on Murray Route
other ha() prior knowledge of
out in CaliforU.S. wheat crop. The deal was Cuiston, right, won ine rumor oairy Showmanship award. two large produce dealers in nia.
thing"
he asked, noting con- One at Stella. He and his wife,
the Soviets' intention to purmade on credit terms extended Tucker is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker of Ktrksey and -Louisville raised prices on
Like Campisano, his business sumers would obviously wind the former Tempest Jones, who
chase grain from the U.S. and
McCuiston is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston of Route 4.
survives,
were
Some items.
married
provides produce for restau- up paying more.
promptly carried that informa- by the federal government.
Murray.
Photo by David Hill
Campis
Al
ano,
preside
nt
Meanwh
of
Al
ile, in the Hopkin4- December 15, 1918. Born March
rants, hotels and superrnarkets.
tion to my new employer. This
The prices of barrows and ville area a spot check of gro- 12, 1898, in Calloway County, he
also is an outright he."
atergate • . • (Continued from Page 1)
gilts—male and female hogs cery stores Thursday showed was the son of the late Frank
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Murray Man, Kent Overbey Hale,
Completes School; Passes Exam

Public crucifixion for 4 sabbteurs

Regional Public Health 4minars
Being Held _Throughout Kentu

Prestonburg City Clerk
Commits Suicide Today—

Senate Passes Minimum Wage
Bill; Veto Prediction—Heard
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Planned At Club
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.Values to 7.50 -

One Group

by Bostonian & Jarman
Whites - Navys 2 Tones Solids
$1300
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DRESS PANTS
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25% Off
One Group
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1
/
DRESS SHIRTS
Short Sleeve
25% Off
40% Off
Long Sleeve
SHOES

SPORT COATS
Values to 75.00 — As Low As
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Values to 185.00 — As low As

MATCHING and CONTRASTING
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Plenty of Parking in Rear

Across from the Administration Bldg.

CASUAL
Hann 8-5

Shipmates separates that put it
an together! Color-cued checks
and solids for fashion you can
bank on, 1003. textured Polyester,
so nice to know! Red or Chocolate
with Cream, sizes 6-18

FOOTBALL SEASON is right around the
comer ... see us for your Fall Wardrobe!

flirting with fall!

classics
gone gamin ...

in

PLAN A
CHECKERED
CAREER

Just plain cruising, or running around, rates third among
favoritr boating activities according to the Boating Industry
Association. Cruising rates 32.6 percentage points, just ahead
of hunting (from a boat) which registered .30.2 percentage
of the nientiori,

Boats will generally perform better when the center of balance
Is as far to the rear as possible. Note hose driver has positioned
passengers toward the stern. This means that the boat will
require less horsepower to keep the bow out of the water and
that extra horsepower can be used to make yeur boat go faster.
rear planing surface. This
less horsepower to keep the
bow out of the water and
requires some tedious block
that extra horsepower can
sanding or fiberglass work
be used to push your hull
to eliminate what are called
faster. Eliminate all neces"hooks" and "rockers" If
you've got the time and
sary weight, especially water
in the bilge.
inclination, this one step
alone could increase your
Advanced Tip,
speed up to five miles an
Beyond these tips menhour
When you've made these
tioned here, there are many
more, Most require dollars
improvements, take your
or a lot of time For inboat out and see if you don't
feel a little more wind in
stance, boat racers make
your face.
sure their hull bottom is
Happy boating.
perfectly straight at the

Editor's Note: Johnny Sanders qualifies, without a doubt,
as one of the foremost outboard motor racers in the 50-year
history of the sport. Working with such successful Johnson
Outboard race teams as Abilene Marine in Texas and
McCune Marine in Denver, Sanders has accumulated
hundreds of major first-place trophtes. One of his latest
victories was the most prestigious of all, the Outboard
World Championship in Lake Havasu City, Ariz.

CAMPUS

By JOHNNY SANDERS •
Since the first time I
stepped into an outboard
boat my bag was racing. I
know everyone is not in
this category. But I'll bet
everyone who buys a boat
and motor shares my desire
of getting every bit of performance out of their rig
that they can. And maybe
a little more.
To most outboard racers
no expense is too great if
it will increase their speed
by a mile an hour or so.
This isn't true of pleasure
boaters, and I don't blame
them But there are a number of things the average
boater can do to his rig to
Increase its performance ,
Check Performance
First, make sure your outboard is putting out like its
supposed to. A good tech°, tneter will tell you if you're
teaching the necessary
i,---)gPMs. Or take it to your
Outboard dealer for some
help. This would also be a
good time to check propellers.
The correct propping - of
your boat has become highly
apecialized. Tell the dealer
%,diat your situation is De,
, !scribe the RPMs you are getting, how many you would
like, how you use your boat
(water skiing, fishing, etc.),
how many people you take
along. For speed alone, aim
for the prop that will give
you the highest RPM your
motor can tolerate with the
highest pitch possible.
Sharpen Chines
Here's a little tip the professionals use. Sharpening
chines. The chines are the
edges along the bottom side
of your boat and at the
transom. On fiberglass boats
these edges are almost always dull and rounded.
Water will cling to this
type of surface and cause
a dragging effect. Sharpen
them until they are square
with the, transom and the
bottom. Finish with a wet
sanding and rubbing operation.
Balance is one of those
words of advice boaters receive all the time, then
seem to ignore. But it's
one of the most important
Improvements toward increased performance you
can make.
For speed, the best boat
balance occurs when the
center of balance in your
boat is as far to the rear
as possible. This will mean
that the boat will require

Interest in Outboard Racing Soars

Advice from an Expert as . . .
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TriAlblr backwards has been established as a pros en way to
eolith fish.. You can go a bit slower and work an area more
And bicamse steerage is at the point of power, you
clot maintain more accurately the fishing position you want.
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Carol's brother, Wayne
Dondelinger, and his family
that lncludes three young
children, swap weekends
with Carol and her two
teenagers. "Occasionally we
all go together," Carol says
"It's one active motorhome
on those days. But even
that beats the confines of
a car."
Brother and sister are
avid ski buffs, and the role
played by their motorhome
as a ski chalet rates full
marks from both families.
-Now we can ski all the
slopes, and not feel the need
to continually return to the
same one because we own an
apartment there."
Carol's moveable ski-chalet serves as more than a
substitute for owning resort
property. Colorado lodge accommodations are snapped
up weeks in advance and
lines form early at the
chair-lifts. Parked for the
night in her motorhome,
she beats the acconunodations problem and is only
a short schuss to the expert
slope
During the day, the motorhome serves as a readily
230 beds requiring attention
back home.
Relaxation is what Carol
Russell seeks in a motorhome, an environment far
removed from her world of
housing, feeding and entertaining several hundred
guests each day Occasional
journeys from these responsibilities are what she and
her brother value, and what
motorhome ownership provides

The option to travel where they want, when they want and to
stay
liunit us they went is the reason more and more families
nee selecting a motor coach MI
serstion home.

I

Amor

Phone 753-1822

Murray, Ky.

R-V Rental Plan

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

co-
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From Mighty to Mini,Honda has it all.

Hwy. 121 So.

THOMAS HONDA SALES

•
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Hop on. Jump out. Honda's XL-250 has got what
it takes to win. Engine is a massive overhead cam
248cc fouristroke single-cylinder. With a nice
flat'rtorque curve. And super response
in all five gears, thanks to a push-pull
racing throttle set-up. Tops in dirt, you
can ride it to races; it comes
fully street-equipped.
S the Baja beater at
our showrooms now.

Honda XL-250.

Best at Baja.

accessible and cozy warm
respite from the cold out
side: lunch time lines an
by-passed, and a hot meal
quickly is prepared. At the
end of an entrgetic day,
there is a private place to
rest, shower and change for
dinner.
''Even when we don't stay
the night," Carol says,"having those conveniences all
to ourselves, adds tremendously to the fun."
Turning an experienced
eye on the comforts and
general housekeeping of an
Avco motorhome,Carol finds
little to complain about. She
particularly valuas the vehicle's compact design, if
for no other reason than
that a 28-foot motorhome
contrasts sharply with 150plus rooms that are her
daily concern_
One housekeeping shortcut she follows but does
not ,necessarily recommend
to others: "Use sleeping
bags placed on top of the
motorhome bunks. I hate
to even think about making
beds during vacation," is
her explanation, understandable in view of the

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Outboard'Rig
Booklet Gives
Racing Tips

By BILL AuCOIN
The lure of outboard boating has come a long way since
the early advertisements of a half-century ago teased
boaters with the question, "Why Row?"
z Today, with more than 50 million Us.and Canadian
participants, the attraction of boating is a lot like the call
of the barker at the county fair "Come one, come all,"
he says. "There's fun for the whole family."
THe attraction today isn't just the outboard, but what
the outboard will let you do. Outboard models for 19'73
include everything from the tiny Johnson 2 h.p. with selfcontained fuel tank, for canoeing, dinghies and the like:
all the way up to 150ment buyers are increashorsepower-plus plants, like
ingly turning to areas in
Johnson's Stinger GP, for
which skill and expertise
the outboard racing circuit.
may be practiced.
For one user, it's power to
Cruising Third
take the family water skiing.
But back to the study.
For another,It's a way to get
Cruising retained its third
to his favorite fishing hole,
place stance, with 33 perfast. For still another, the
centage points, and just
outboard lets him cruise,
managed to stay ahead of
camp or picnic on some of
hunting which registered 30
this country's scenic waters.
percent of the mentions
For most, outboarding Is a
"Other," that ubiquitous
combination of these.
category which lumps all
Yearly Study
those commercial fishermen,
The Boating Industry Assailors, scuba divers, dinghy
sociation makes a Yearly
users et al., remained steady
study of what new boat and
at seven percent.
motor buyers use their
So, as the old advertiseequipment for. The figures
show the percentage of
ment said, why row? Why
not, instead, water ski, fish,
mentions each activity recruise, camp, picnic, or gen,Ceived among outboard and
erally have fun like the
boat buyers. Many buyers
put down several activities,
millions who have discovered the lure of boating
which is why the percentage
figures total more than 100
Water skiing has taken
over the number one 'spot,
edging out the long-time
leader, fishing. Water skiing
received 51 percent mention
from the respondents in 1971
while fishing placed second
Attention speed buffs
with 47 percent. The 1972
Johnson Outboards has a
figures are not available.
booklet available for 25c
Fishing Top,'
which can help you get
Until 1971 fishing had almore performance from
ways received the most menyour outboard rig Called
tions. In 1970, for instance,
TAKE CHARGE,this 20-page
fishing received a score of
booklet takes the high55 percent, while water skiperformance outboarder
ing received 45 percent.
through the steps to setThe market research exting up a competitive rig
perts point out that the
and explains the various
figures do not mean that
racing categories Send a
fewer people are fishing, but
quarter for handling and
that the interest in waterpostage to. TAKt CHARGE,
oriented activities like water
Damtrateriv GO,JoimoN
skiing has greatly increased.
OUTBOARDS, WAUKEGAN,
The figures suppoct the
Iiimois 60085
theory that boating equip-

Lure of Water Sports Involves
All as Outboards- Furnish
Answer to "Why Row?"

By A. W. HARRIS
How does the owner of a
busy motel get away from
it all? Carol Russell, whose
Inn in Colorado Springs sits
In the shadow of Pike's
Peak, has her own personal
escape hatch.
When she needs a break
ifrofn a successful hostelry
that most nights posts the
:"No Vacancy" sign, she
climbs into her Avco motorhome and drives away. For
; a week, or more likely a
Weekend, she becomes her!self a traveler
Carol became interested
In the burgeoning field of
motorhome travel through
a family friend and fellow
businessman, William Becker, a recreational vehicle
dealer in Central Colorado.
where doorsteps lead directly to innumerable mountain
streams, resorts, and national parks.
I , • Most days Bill Becker
lunches at Carol's Inn, and
on one occasion drove there
in an Avco motorhome,
which caught her eye. One
test drive led to another,
which Becker's sales pitch
' ended in a purchase

When She wants Break from Routine
She Takes Family Outdoors to Relax

Motel Owner Vacations in a Motorhome

PAGE TWO
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To make your outdoor
vacationland usable by
night, as well as by day, and
to enhance its appearance.
gas lights are the perfect
solution. Modern gas lights
provide a soft glowing light
and attract fewer flying
insects than conventional
lighting

When designing your
"outdoor" room, remember
that a gas grill can be Installed almost anywhere.
It may be mounted on a
permanent post set in cement with a below ground
gas line, on a pedestal base
fastened to a patio or deck
with a gas connection belcw
ground; or on a portable
cart with a flexible hose and
quick connection to supply
gas to the grill
Infrared patio heaters,

Once you've created your
own "outdoor" room, you'll
soon discover that the
Great Outdoors begins right
in your own backyard.

operated by natural gas,can
help keep you warm and
comfortable even on very
cold days These unique
heaters beam directly on
solid objects,like people and
furniture, so that the heat
isn't wasted on the air
around the patio. People
stay warm even when the
temperature is chilly.

ere

one of the most popular and
enjoyable pastimes known
A convenient grill operated
on natural gas will make
outdoor cooking easy and
carefree Gas grills are now
available in a variety of
shapes and sizes, and vary
from simple models to elaborate double grillioven combinations

The comfort of home combined with a picnic atmosphere
at your reach with the help of modern gas appliances.
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QUICK

SERVICE CALL

474-2730

Plus the 196 Hok

AstroTurf
Aides Surburd bv Monsanto

Equipped With

0:be riobing
ell
Miniature Golf Course

_ xPIZZA HOUSE xDONUT SHOP
)( SANDWICHES OPEN 10a.m. to 11p.M.

FOR

AURORA, KY.

KF1 1640 181-1 See Franelsee;
WSP4 (600 ars.) Neelsettie; WNW
(MO Kki.) Nevi Volt: WMAQ 1071
Kbe.) Cbleage.
WLW (7011 Kim.) Clealemeen; WGI't
1721 KM.) Mears; WS (711 Kke.)
Adman; WJR (140 Kles..) Detroit;
WAIC (771 1141.1 Nek York; WHOM
(70 Kin.) Dine°
will AP MO 10,1_1 Foe Wadi;
Wa70 ISM kbc) Mleseepotts:
WHA% ISM klre. Louisville; WWL
(171 SLImp Nee( Odessa; WCSA
Kkx.) Nes York; W1,5 111111
Chicwo.
KOK A (11121 Kim) Mebane,'
WIZ 110M Iltbe.) Sae.; WHO
lika.1 Des blelnee.
1011(1PC (11110 KU./ Orieseiand:
111110X (1120 KU.) It. Look;
wNew 11130 1(he..1 New Van':
WRVA 11141 KILL) Riebeeowd.
KSL 1110 KILL) UR Lake CR";
WHAM (1101 Kid.) Iterbestee. N.Y.
WOM 11211 1(4t.1 Sow ,tatreaka;
WCAU (1211 Kim) Plalkageipida.

ers from all forty-eight continental states indicating a
reception of the station's
signal at night
The following is a list of
27 clear channel stations as
allocated by the Federal
Communications Commission'

You've Mayed The Rest — Nee Play The ;esti

"More than half of the
country would be in a
broadcast blackout at night
if it were not for clear channel radio stations."
This statement was made
recently by audio experts at
Zenith Radio Corporation,
which for half a century
has been directly involved
in the development of radios and broadcasting
These powerful clear
channel stations often provide the only source of
news and entertainment to
campers, hunters and other
outdoorsmen who travel to
remote areas.
The clear channel stations
utilize the world's ionosphere at night by reflecting
their radio waves off this
"mirror" for great distances.
One clear channel station,
WON radio in Chicago, has
received letters from listen-

Clear Channel Stations
Geared to Remote Areas

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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* LARK Mini Home (by TEC)
* GALAXIE Pickup Truck Covers

el.4021146,.....• •

towv6VoirirerroV: •.

Phone (502)753-5273

Tent Is

Fishi
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701 Main Street

for Success in Trothi
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Murray, Ky.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

* MIDAS Truck Campers

* MIDAS Mini Homes

WITH A
SECOND CAR
THAT CAN DO
THINGS YOUR
FIRST CAR
CAN'T

GET OUT OF
TOWN!

We of Parker's R.V. Sales Suggest That You

For privacy and a real
feel of being in the great
outdoors, a few flowers and
shrubs will help. Try out
your "green thumb" by
planting a small garden —
perhaps one with vegetables or an exotic Japanese
motif, or, if the land allows, why not a rock garden.
Once your outdoor vacationland begins to take
shape, you'll want to add
convenience features. First
necessity is usually a grill
. for cooking outdoors is

View your available outdoor living space with linaginatiOn. Is an elegant,
luxurious, canopied patio
right for you . . or would
your family and friends be
more comfortable reclining
on home made furniture on
a brightly painted patio?
Remember, even a dull slab
of concrete can be brightened with waterproof paint,
and coordinated with outdoor furniture and decorations.

From Pock

PAGE 'THREE

Enjoy your own private
vacationland . no reservations necessary, travel time
minimal, rates- very reasonable. Just step into your own
backyard!
If your yard doesn't lend
itself to your kind of gracious, comfortable, convenient, outdoor fun — change
it. Make it a do-it-yourself
project this year to plan
your outdoor entertainment
center, build or finish a
patio, and then furnish and
equip it so that outdoor living will be comfortable all
year long.

••-

THE I EDGER

Add An"Outdoor" Room to Your Home

Here's How To ...
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By RHONA SAUNDERS

a the Ameriran Gas Association

If you decide you want to
rent a recreational vehicle,
some comparative price
shopping may help

Under most rental agreements, the driver pays for
his gas, must get phone
authorization for repairs of
more than $25, and must
pay a deposit refundable
upon return of the vehicle
in good condition.

Rental on a weekly basis
runs between $75 and $125
for travel trailers, $85 to
$90 for fold-down camping
trailers, $125 to $200 for
truck and camper combinations and $225 to $350 for
motorhomes, There will also be an extra 8 to 12 cents
a mile charge when the
towing vehicle is part of
the package or when you're
renting a motorhome. Basic
rates tend to be lowest on
the West Coast.

For the stay-at-home
family that hits the road
too seldom to justify the
collk of a complete RV rig,
rental may be a convenient
answer, according to International Trucks, a major
manufacturer of recreational vehicles.

R-V Rental Plan
For. Occasional
Campers

sole 5695

15th Street - Across from MSU library

Wallace Book
Store

Regular Price '12.95

— LEATHER SUEDE —
Olive Green with White Stripe

Regular Price '9.95

White with Black Stripes
White with Green Stripes

Enjoy the
Brest Outdoors

FRIDAY—JULY 3, 1573

BANK of MURRAY

Keep Kentucky Clean!!

The BANK OF MURRAY
will finance your boat so you can enjoy the
Great Kentucky Lake waters!!

en ifironment.
• • •
!
001i A SUBTLE "OUTDOORSY" FLAVOR, soak hickory
chips Or sinall twigs from wild cherry or sugar maple overnight tn water. Wrap the chips or twigs in foil, punch holes
in it and place itidirectly on the coals or briquettes. Or, add
the chips directly to the coals Just before the food is done
Foe a Ideep smoke flavor, add the chips when you start
cooking.
• • •
LOOK FOR .BLUE STAR when you are in the market
for!an outdoor gas appliance,.. a grill, a light, an infralook for the Blue Star
ret$ patio heater, a pool heater
qf the American Gas Association Certification Program.
long
It tells i.ou that the appliance design has passed a
American
Seriei ofrigid tests, and has met the applicable
National safete standards.

IlIELEING KEEP tHE OUTDOORS GREAT is everyone's'
When
}obi You've heard At all before, but it's still true.
yoU're enjoying' outdoor living, you can do your part by
part
not littering, by recycling products that used to be
and
of the trash heap, by not burning leaves or trash
the
by asking your neighbors not to, also. When watering
excessively.
run
water
the
let
don't
car,
the
ng
.washi
(*
lavin
cleanest
If Youare cooking on a gas grill, you're using the
butnit source of energy available. Use It wisely . supplies
are lixiited. and natural gas is one of the most valuable
respurtes we have, and a real plus in helping clean up the

PLANNING A COOKOUT? Why not involve the whole
far$uly, . it's a sure way to guarantee success. Mom may
find her little helper can be of some assistance, if shown
what to dO. A young lady of five or six will feel very grown
up ,when she's put in charge of wrapping corn in foil, or
setting the table. A young man will feel that he did it all,
If fl)act lets hint turn the meat . . and he's a natural to
keep the supply of ice and soft drinks refilled.
• • •
•
dinGIVE A DINNER PARTY ... but don't worry about
d'oeuvres
ner. Let your guests fix their own. With an hors
menu, guests can assemble kabobs and grill snacks while
fixings
enjOying the party For unusual, but simple, party
guests to
that can be prepared in advance and left for
on
cook, try large, whole, fresh mushroom caps (grill
dip
skewers about 12 minutes, turning once or twice; then
in creamy white onion dressing or eat plain : and giant
shrimp, brushed with melted garlic butter and grilled.
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The figures support, the
theory that boating equip-
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Kodak's Customer
Service Pamphlets, covering a broad range of
photographic subjects,
are being offered free.
Simply send a selfaddressed envelope to:
Eastman Kodak Company, Department 84100, 343 State Street,
Rochester, New York
14650.
Here are four:
Tips for Photographing
Your Trip Abroad, 20
pages of general photo
hints for travelers.
Making a Movie, a 12page reprint from the
new Kodak book, Home
Movies Made Easy.
Underwater Photography, 7 pages on how
to take good underwater
pictures.
Taking Pictures from
Airplanes, 4 pages covering basic rules for taking
pictures aloft.

Free .Booklets
On Photography

• FOR HIKING TRIPS,.
cameras are invaluable too.
The still beauty of the woods
and the delightful color of
wildflowers are perfect for
photographic studies. And,
of course, take pictures of
family members and the
expressions of relief as they
cool tired feet in a nearby
strewn. When taking "people" pictures remember that
subjects doing something
are more interesting than
those who look cameraconscious.

Mayfield Highway

Near 5 Points

the gaiierp

SAVE UP TO $50.00
On Your Wedding
* UNIQUE *
Wedding Gifts
and Picture Framing
at

Wedding Package
Deal -

Come In and Ask About Our

Glassware — at

GEORGES BRIARD

Stainless Cutlery and

SUPREME

Table Pottery,

Introducing ...
MIKASAII

More families than ever
are packing — and pocketing — their cameras as they
go off in search of unusual
and exciting adventures for
their vacations. Action vacations particularly call for
lots of pictures to record
feats performed by the
whole family.
• • •
Here are a few tips from
the Kodak photo expert:
• FOR WATER VACATIONS whether shooting
the Colorado rapids or sailing a calm lake, place the
camera in a plastic bag to
protect it from water. When
taking pictures, minimize
the movement of the raft or
boat by photographing objects head-on rather than
from the side.
• • •
• FOR CAMPING VACATIONS remember shots of
Cool evenings around the
campfire. These evening
pictures are easy using the
automatic exposure mechanism on most models of the
Kodak pocket Instamatic
camera. This allows picturetaking using available light
rather than flashcubes. Just
frame the picture and
squeeze the shutter for a
shot of the family around
the fire
Get the family's early bird
to photograph the sun as it
rises over the lake at dawn
Photographs of such scenes
can be enhanced when
framed with some tall grass
to one side of the picture.
Or, silhouette another family member in the fore
ground to provide a point
of interest.

From Pocket to Picture
To Your Vacation Album

PAGE THREE
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In a nutshell, if you have
an outboard, use it Explore. Troll. Work a shoreline. Cast.

• When fishing weed
beds or holes in open water,
use the outboard to run upwind of the area, then drift.

• Reverseirolling is one
of the best techniques for
fishing the shoreline. You
can go slower and work an
area more carefully.

speeds. Cheek plug action.
• W'hen fish are found.
anchor and cast an that
area. When the action stops.
start trolling again.

Complete Boat Service
riberglass Repairs
He *-Arc Welding

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts

We Offer:

Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

BATEAU REPARER, Inc,

• By trolling with the
lure in the water, you're
covering a lot of territory.
Use• deep weedIess plug.
If this fails, try • *hallos.
diving plug. Vary trolling

• Cheek to see if state
regulations permit trolling.

• Explore a new lake
first. Cruise around and
note fish covers,shady spots,
deep holes. Consult a top°.
graphic map of the area.

To help make fishing from
a boat more productive,
Johnson Outboards offers
these tips for the most effective use of your outboard:

Fishing for Success in Trolling?
Try These Productive Suggestions

FRIDAY—JULY N. I573

EL DIABLO JUNIOR SLALOM

FLYING SAUCER

Murray's and Surrounding
Area's Largest Selection
AQUA KING COMBOS
DICK POPE COMBOS
SKI SKATS
EL BRUTO SUPER TUNNEL
"TRIP MASTER"

CYPRESS
GARDEN
SKIES

Leisure — All Jump Suits
for Outdoor Fishing and Fun

The waterproof sewn-in
floor is a cinch to keep
clean and the zippered door
and window have storm
flaps and complete mosquito
netting for privacy and
comfort.
Remember the Pop-Tent
isn't just another tent—it's
also a campsite saver, an
Instant cabana, an extra
bedroiarn, a shelter for boat
campfrs, a portable home
for families who fly to their
campg ;11CiS

It requires no stakes and
can even be moved once it's
up. Available in two sizes,
the seven-foot one sleeps
two; the nine-Soot model,
four. The smaller tent comes
in red or gray; the larger
one, in gray only. A carrying case makes either size
easy to stow when not in use.

Even those who are all
thumbs can cope with a
Pop-Tent and get it to pop
into shape so it's ready for
occupancy within two or
three minutes.

Get the handiest, most
versatile tent that ever
graced a campsite—a Thermos brand Pop-Tent. This
distinctive, igloo-shaped
tent is ideal for family fun,
swinging singles and roving
retirees.

If convenience is the
name of the game at your
house and your coffee is
instant, your waffles come
come out of a toaster and
pour trash is mashed, why
should you struggle with an
old-fashioned tent when
you go camping?

Top' Tent Is
Quick Aid To
Outdoor Fun

KENTUCKY
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Carol's brother, Wayne
Dondelinger, and his family
that Includes three ybung
children, swap weekends
with Carol and her two
teenagers. "Occasionally we
all go together," Carol says.
"It's one active motorhome
on those days. But even
that beats the confines of
a car."
Brother and sister are
avid ski buffs, and the role
played by their motorhome
as a ski chalet rates full
marks from both families
Now we can ski all the
slopes, and not feel the need
to continually return to the
same one because we own an
apartment there."
Carol's moveable ski-chalet serves as more than a
substitute for owning resort
property. Colorado lodge ac commodations are snapped
up weeks in advance and
lines form early at the
chair-lifts. Parked for the
night in her motorhome,
she beats the accommodations problem and is only
a short schuss to the expert
slope.
• During the day, the motorhome serves as a readily

FRIDAY—JULY 20, 1173

230 beds requiring attention
back home
Relaxation is what Carol
Russell seeks in a motorhome, an environment far
removed from, her world of
housing, feeding and entertattling several hundred
guests each day. Occasional
journeys from these responsibilities are what she and
her brother value, and what
motorhome ownership provides

The option to travel where they want, hen they want and to
.tay a. long as they want is the reason more and more families
are *electing a motor coach as a vacation home.

snrais'its...,

Phone 753-1822

Murray, Ky.

R-V Rental Plan
For Occasional

dac-00-
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From Mighty to Mini,Honda has it all.

Hwy. 121 So.

THOMAS HONDA SALES

1

Hop on. Jump out. Honda's XL-250 has got what
it takes to win. Engine is a massive overhead cam
248cc four-stroke single-cylinder. With a nice
flat torque curve. And super response
in all five gears, thanks to a push-pull
racing throttle set-up.Tops in dirt, you
can ride it to meta; it comes
fully streit-equipped.
See the Raja beater at
our showrooms now.

Honda XL-250.

Best at Baja.

accessible and cosy warm
respite from the cold outside; lunch Mile lines are
by-passed, and a hot meal
quickly is prepared At the
end of an energetic day,
there is a private place to
rest, shower and change for
dinner.
"Even when we don't stay
the night," Carol says,"havMg those conveniences ,all
to ourselves adds tremendoubly to the _fun,"
Turning an experienced
eye on the comforts and
general housekeeping of an
Avco motorhome,Carol finds
little to complain about. She
particularly values the vehicle's compact design, if
for no other reason than
that a 28-foot znotorhome
contrasts sharply with 150plus rooms that are her
daily concern.
One housekeeping shortcut she follows but does
not necessarily recommend
to others: "Use sleeping
bags placed on top of the
motorhome bunks. I hate
to even think about making
beds during vacation," is
her explanation, understandable in view of the

THE LEDGER & TIMES
— MURRAY, KENTUCKY'
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Outboard Rig
Booklet Gives
Racing Tips

By BILL AnCOIN
The lure of outboard boating has come a long way since
the early advertisements of a half-century ago teased
boaters with the question, "Why Row?"
Today. with inure than 50 million U S and Canadian
participants, the attraction of boating is a lot like the call
of the barker at the county fair "Come one, come all,"
he says "There's fun for the whole family."
The attraction today isn't Just the outboard, but what
the outboard will let you do. Outboard models for 1973
include everything from the tiny Johnson 2 h.p. with selfcontained fuel tank, for canoeing, dinghies and the like;
all the way up to 150ment buyers are increashorsepower-plus plants, like
ingly turning to areas in
Johnson's Stinger GP, for
which skill and expertise
the outboard racing circuit.
may be practiced
For one user, it's power to
Cruising Third
take the family water skiing.
But back to the study.
For another,It's a way to get
Cruising retained its third
to his favorite fishing hole,
place stance, with 33 perfast. For still another, the
centage points, and just
outboard lets him cruise,
managed to stay ahead of
camp or picnic on some of
hunting which registered 30
this country's scenic waters.
percent of the mentions
For most, outboarding is a
"Other," that ubiquitous
combination of these.
category which lumps all
Yearly Study
those commercial fishermen,
The Boating industry Assailors, scuba divers, dinghy
sociation makes a yearly
users et al., remained steady
study of what new boat and
at seven percent.
motor buyers use their
So, as the old advertiseequipment for. The figures
ment said, why row? Why
show the percentage of
not, instead, water ski, fish,
mentions each activity recruise, camp, pfcrilc, or genceived among outboard and
erally have fun I like the
boat buyers. Many buyers
millions who have discovput down several activities,
ered the lure of boating.
which is why the percentage
figures total more than 100.
Water skiing has taken
over the number one scoot,
edging out the long-time
leader, fishing. Water skiing
received 51 percent mention
from the respondents in 1971
while fishing placed second
Attention speed buffs
with 47 percent. The 1972
Johnson Outboards has a
figures are not available.
booklet available for 25c
Fishing Tops
which can help you get
Until 1971 fishing had almore performance from
ways received the most menyour outboard rig Called
tions. In 1970, for instance,
TAKE CHARGE,this 20-page
fishing received a score of
booklet takes the high-.
55 percent, whlae water skiperformance outboarder
ing received 45 percent.
through the steps to setThe market research exting up a competitive rig
perts point out that the
and explains the various
figures do not mean that
racing categories. Send a
fewer people are fishing, but
quarter for handling and
that the interest in waterpostage to TAKE CHARGE,
oriented activities like water
DEPARTMENT GO,JOHNSON
skiing has greatly increased.
OUTBOARDS, WAUKEGAN,
The figures support the
ILLINOIS 80085
theory that boating equip-

Lure of Water Sports Involves
All as Outboards Furnish
Answer to "Why Row?"

By A. W. HARRIS
How does the owner of a
busy motel get away from
it, all" Carol kUssell, whose
Ihn in ColoradOprings sits
in the shadow of Pike's
Peak, has her own personal
escape hatch.
When she needs a break
from a suocessful hostelry
that most nights posts the
"No Vacancy" sign, she
climbs into her Avco motorhome and drives away. For
a week, or more likely a
weekend, she becomes herself aagraveler.
Carol became inierested
in the burgeoning 'field of
motorhome travel through
a family friend and fellow
businessman, William Becker, a recreational vehicle
dealer in Central Colorado,
where doorsteps lead directly to innumerable mountain
Streams, resorts, and national parks.
' Most days Bill Becker
lunches at Carol's Inn, and
On one occasion drove there
In an Avco motorhome,
which caught her eye One
test drive led to another.
which Becker's sales pitch
ended in a purchase

When She wants Breakfrom Routine
She Takes Family Outdoors to Relax
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Motel Owner- Vacations in a Motorhome
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To make your outdoor
vacationland usable by
night, as well as by day, and
to enhance its appearance,
gas lights are the perfect
solution Modern gas lights
provide a soft glowing light
and attract fewer flying
insects than conventional
lighting

When designing your
"outdoor" room, remember
that a gas grill can be In
almost anywhere
It may be mounted on a
permanent post set in cement with a below ground
gas line; on a pedestal ba-se
fastened to a patio or deck
with a gas connection below
ground; or on a portable
cart with a flexible hose and
quick connection to supply
gas to the grill
Infrared patio heaters,

Once you've created your
own "outdoor" room, you'll
soon discover that the
Great Outdoors begins right
in your own backyard.

operated by natural gas,can
help keep you warm and
comfortable even on very
cold days. These unique
heaters beam directly on
solid objects,like people and
furniture, so that the heat
Isn't wasted on the air
around the patio. People
stay warm even when the
temperature is chilly.

one of the most popular and
enjoyable pastimes known
A convenient grill operated
on natural gas will make
outdoor cooking easy and
carefree Gas grills are now
available in a variety of
shapes and sizes, and vary
from simple models to elaborate double griil/Oven combinations

The comfort of home combined with a picnic atmosphere are
at your reach with the help of modern gas appliances.

1
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AstroTurf
Abeibb Suribbbd by Monsanto
Plus the 191h Hole

Equipped With
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* LARK Mini Home (by TEC)
* GALAXIE Pickup Truck Covers

701 Main Street
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Top' Tent Is
uick Aid To
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Fishing for Success in Trolling?
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Phone (502)753-5273

PARKER FORD, Inc.

* MIDAS Truck Campers

* MIDAS Mini Homes

WITH A
SECOND CAR
THAT CAN DO
THINGS YOUR
FIRST CAR
CAN'T

GET OUT OF
TOWN:

st.

xPIZZA HOUSE xDONUT SHOP
X SANDWICHES OPEN 10a.m. to 11p.m.

FOR QUICK SERVICE CALL 414-2750

AURORA, KY.

tit
Miniature Golf Course

Zbe taigbing

Kay The Ses$

ers from all forty-eight continental states indicating a
reception of the station's
signal at night
The following is a list of
27 clear channel stations as
allocated by the Federal
Communications Commission
KFI 11411 Khz.i Sao Fraoreere;
WSW (ld• Kim) NaltrrIlk: WNRC
1441 Khz.1 New Each; w*AQ (1/*
KIM.) Clime.
WILW (7111 Kim) Clachlwall; WGN
(721 Kim' Mirage; WSII (155
Missal': WAR flit/ Wm? Debi*:
WAKC
Kau.) Ni'. York; WISH
7641 KS..,) Chicago
WRAP (131 Kim) Frei Werth;
WC
.
50 IVO
Klm.) WItweapialls;
WHAS ISM Klu., favels•tlitt;WWL
MO Kist.) New Orkwas; WCIts ISM
Kits.. New York; *LS III* Klu.,
Chicago.
KDKA MOO KM.) PlOsborMs;
WIZ 11131 KM.) Raetaw; WHO
(111411 Kim/ Des MaMes.
WKYC (11110 Klee.) Chrselood;
KRIOR 111:11 Kim, H. loads:
WHEW f 113e KU. New Vert;
WA 41141 KS...)
.
Mal KY..) Sett Labe
WHAM 'IMO Mu.) Rochester. N.Y.
MOM (1314I Klee.) Sae Antonio;
WCAU (ate

hive Played The Itest —

"More thin half of the
country wauld be in a
broadcast blackout at night
If It were not for clear channel radio siations"
This statement was made
recently by audio experts at
Zenith Radio Corporation,
which for .half a century
has been directly involved
in the development of radios and broadcasting
These ; powerful clear
channel stitions often provide Elie pnly source of
news and entertainment to
campers, hiinters and other
outdoorsmen who travel to
remote areas.
The clear channel stations
utilize the world's ionosphere at, nkht by reflecting
their radio waves off this
"mirror" tor great distances.
One clear fchannel station,
WON radio in Chicago, has
received letters from listen-

Clear, Channel Stations
Geared to Remote Areas

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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We of Parker's R.V. Sales Suggest That You

For privacy and a real
feel of being in the great
outdoors, a few flowers and
shrubs will help. Try out
your "green thumb" by
planting a small garden —
perhaps one with vegetables or an exotic Japanese
motif, or, if the land allows, why not a rock garden.
Once your outdoor vacs,
tionland begins to take
shape, you'll want to add
convenience features. First
necessity is usually a grill
. . . for cooking outdoors is

View your available outdoor living space with imagination. Is an elegant,
luxurious, canopied patio
right for you . . . or would
your family and friends be
more comfortable reclining
on home made furniture on
a brightly painted patio?
Remember, even a dull slab
of concrete can be brightened with waterproof paint,
and coordinated with outdoor furniture and decorations

If your yard doesn't lend
itself to your kind of gracious, comfortable, convenient, outdoor fun — change
it. Make It a do-it-yourself
project this year to plan
your outdoor entertainment
center, build or finish a
patio, and then furnish and
equip it so that outdoor living will be comfortable all
year long.

Enjoy your own private
vacationla.nd . .. no reservations necessary, travel time
minimal, rates very reasonable. Just step Into your own'
backyard!

From Pocket to'Picture

PAGE THREE
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Add An"Outdoor"Room to Your Home

Here'm How rfo . .
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Bi RHONA SAUNDERS
of the American Gas Amoriation

WVUO..

•

•

•

•

•
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If you decide you want to
rent a recreational vehicle,
some comparative price
shopping may help.

Under most rental agreements, the driver pays for
his gas, must get phone
authorization for repairs of
more than $25, and must
pay a dephint refundable
upon return of the vehicle
in good condition.

Rental on a weekly basis
runs between $75 and $125
for travel trailers, $65 to
$90 for fold-down camping
trailers, $125 to $200 for
truck and camper combinations and $225 to $350 for
motorhomes. There will also be an extra 8 to 12 cents
a mile charge when the
towing vehicle is part of
the package or when you're
renting a motorhome. Basic
rates tend to be lowest on
the West Coast.
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sale 5695

15th Street - Across from MSU Library

Wallace Book
Store

ANK of MURRAY

Keep Kentucky Clean I!

MEMBER F.D.I.C. —

$495

Sole

— LEATHER SUEDE —
Olive Green with White Stripe
Regular Price '12.95

Great Kentucky Lake waters!!

,ar

Regular Price 59.95

White with Black Stripes
White with Green Stripes

•

ATHLETIC SHOES

Sports International

Enjoy the
Brost Outdoors

The BANK OF MURRAY
will finance your boat so you can enjoy the

FOR A SUBTLE "OUTDOORSY" FLAVOR, soak hickory
chiifs or small twigs from wild cherry or sugar maple overnig t in water Wrap the chips or twigs in foil, punch holes
'in i and place it directly Q0 the coals or briquettes. Or, add
the ichips directly to the coals just before the food is done.
For;a deep smoke flavor, add the chips when you start
cooking„
• • •
,
LOOK FOR BLUE STAR when you are in the market
for an outdoor gas appliance ... a grill, a light, an infrared patio heater, a pool heater... look for the Blue Star
of the American Gas Association Certification Program.
It tells you tha; the appliance design has passed a long
series Of rigid4ests, and has met the applicable American
National safety standards.

HELPING KEEP THE OUTDOORS GREAT is everyone's
job. YOu've heard It all before, but it's still true. When
Yotere'enjoying• outdoor living, you can do your part by
not littering, by recycling products that used to be part
of the trash heap, by not burning leaves or trash . . and
by asking your neighbors not to, also. When watering the
lawn or washing the car, don't let the water run excessively.
If ypu are cooking on a gas grill, you're using the cleanest
burning source of energy available. Use it wisely ... supplies
are limited, and natural gas is one of the most valuable
resources we have, and a real plus in helping clean up the
environment.
• • •
;

•

GIVE A DINNER PARTY .. but don't worry about dinner. Let your guests fix their own. With an hors d'oeuvres
menu, guests can assemble kabobs and grill snacks while
enjoying the party For unusual, but simple, party fixings
that can be prepared in advance and left for guests to
cook, try large, whole, fresh mushroom caps (grill on
skelyers about 12 minutes, turning once or twice; then dip
in icreamy white onion dressing or eat plain) ; and giant
shrhnp, brushed with melted garlic butter and grilled.

For the stay-at-home
family that hits the road
too seldom to justify the
cost of a complete RV rig,
rental may be a convenient
answer, according to International Trucks, a major
manufacturer of recreational vehicles.

R-V.Rental Plan
For Occasional
.Campers
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GO Outdoors

I

PLANNING A COOKOUT'
, Why not involve the whole
family'. it's a sure way to guarantee success. Mom may
find her little helper can be of some assistance, if shown
what hp do. A young lady of five or six will feel very grown
up when 'she's put in charge of wrapping corn in foil, or
settlng tDe table. A young man will feel that he did it all,
if Elact lets him turn the meat . . and he's a natural to
keep the supply of ice and soft drinks refilled

PAGE TEN

The figures support tne
theory that boating equip-

Kodak's Customer
Service Pamphlets, covering a broad range of
photographic subjects,
are being offered free.
Simply send a selfaddressed envelope to:
Eastman Kodak Corn.
pany, Department 841GO, 343 State Street,
Rochester, New York
14650.
Here are four:
Tips for Photographing
Your,Trip Abroad, 20
pages of general photo
hints for travelers.
Making a Movie, a 12page reprint from the
new Kodak book, Home
Movies Made Easy.
Underwater Photography, 7 pages on how
to take good underwater
plclitres.
Taking Pictures from
Airplanes, 4 pages covering basic: rules for taking
pictures aloft.

Free .Booklets
On Photography

• FOR HIKING TRIPS,
cameras are invaluable too.
The still beauty of the woods
and the delightful Color of
wildflowers are perfect for
photographic studies. And,
of course, take pictures of
family members and the
expressions of relief as they
cool tired feet in a nearby
stream. When taking "people" pictures remember that
subjects doing something
are more interesting than
those who look cameraconscious.

Mayfield Highway

Near 5 Points

tile gallery

SAVE UP TO $50.00
On Your Wedding
* UNIQUE *
Wedding Gifts
and Picture Framing
at

Wedding Package
Deal -

Come In and Ask About Our

tile gallery

Glassware — at

GEORGES BRIARD

Stainless Cutlery and

SUPREME

Table Pottery,

MIKASA!!

Introducing .. .

More families than ever
are packing — and pocketing — their cameras as they
go off in search of unusual
and exciting adventures for
their vacations. Action vacations particularly call for
lots of pictures to record
feats performed by the
whole family.
• • •
Here are a few tips from
the Kodak photo expert:
• FOR WATER VACATIONS whether shooting
the Colorado rapids or sailing a calm lake, place the
camera in a plastic bag to
protect It from water. When
taking pictures, minimize
the movement of the raft or
boat by photographing objects head-on rather than
from the side.
• • •
• FOR CAMPING VACATIONS remember shots of
cool evenings around the
campfire. These evening
pictures are easy using the
automatic exposure mechanism on most models of the
Kodak pocket Instamatic
camera. This allows picturetaking using available light
rather than flashcubes. Just
frame the picture and
squeeze the shutter for a
shot of the family around
the fire.
Get the family's early bird
to photograph the sun as it
rises over the lake at dawn
Photographs of such scenes
can be enhanced when
framed with some tall grass
to one side of the picture.
Or, silhouette another family member in the foreground to provide a point
of interest

• When fishing weird
beds or holes in open water,
use the outboard to run upwind of the area, then drift.

• Cheek to see if state
regulations permit trolling.

Complete Boat Service
riberglass Repairs
Hell-Arc Welding
Sandblasting
Complete Woodworting Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Jan Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228

BATEAU REPARER Inc.

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts

We Offer:

Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

BATEAU REPARER, Inc.

In a nutshell, if you have
an outboard, use it. Explore. Troll. Work a shoreline. Cast.

• Reverse trolling is one
of the hest techniques for
fishing the shoreline. You
can go slower and work an
area more carefully.

• Explore a new lake
first. Cruise around and
note fish covers,shady spots,
deep holes. Consult a topographic map of the area.

• By trolling with the
lure in the water, you're
covering • lot of territory.
Use a deep weedIrss plug.
If this fails, try a shallow
diving plug. Vary trolling

speeds. Check plug action.
• W'hen fish are found.
anchor and cast in that
area. N'hen the action stops,
start trolling again.

To help make fishing from
a boat more productive.
Johnson Outboards offers
these tips for the most effective use of your outboard

Fishing 'for Success in Trolling?
Try These Productive Suggestions

FRIDAY—JULY U. 1173

1203 Chestnut

7534844

Murray

FLYING SAUCER

Parker-McKenney
Athletic
ppIy

EL DIABLO JUNIOR SLALOM

Murray's and Surrounding
Area's Largest Selection
AQUA KING COMBOS
DICK POPE COMBOS
SKI SKATS
"TRIP MASTER"
EL BRUTOAUPER TUNNEL

CYPRESS
GARDEN
SKIES

Leisure — All Jump Suits
for Outdoor Fishing and Fun

The waterproof sewn-in
floor is a cinch to keep
clean and the zippered door
and window have storm
flaps and complete mosquito
netting for privacy and
comfort.
Remember the Pop-Tent
isn't just another tent—it's
also a campsite saver, an
Instant cabana, an extra
bedroom, a shelter for boat
campers, a portable home
for families who fly to their
campgrounds

It requires no stakes and
can even be moved once it's
up. Available in two sires,
the seven-foot one sleeps
two; the nine-foot model,
four. The smaller tent conies
in red or gray; the larger
one, in gray only. A carrying case makes either size
easy to stow when not in use.

Even those who are all
thumbs, can cope with a
Pop-Tent and get it to pop
into shape so it's ready for
occupancy within two or
three minutes.

Get the handiest, most
versatile tent that ever
graced a campsite—a Thermos brand Pop-Tent. This
distinctive, igloo-shaped
tent is ideal for family fun,
swinging singles and roiing
retirees.

If convenience is the
name of the game at your
house and your coffee is
instant, your waffles come
come out of a toaster and
your trash is mashed, why
should you struggle with an
old-fashioned tent when
you go camping?

Top' Tent is
Quick Aid Tci
Outdoor Funl
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From Pocket to Picture
To Your Vacation Alhinn
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across a lawn. Were he at
a distance and allaying fast,
the hose nozzle would have
to be pointed not at, but
ahead of him in order to
douse him This is lead.
Swinging follow-through
ties in similarly. Unless the
nozzle is kept swinging, to
maintain properly estabILshed lead, the youngster

4
'
41116.410.
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To achieve this end, the
parks offer a wide range of
'activities from trail riding
to canoeing, hiking and
camping. Interpretative
programs and brochures explain the uniqueness of
each area and some of the
' flora and fauna curiosities
• within the park.

There is something In
Canada to Suit the needs of
every individual, family or
group.
The center for much of
Canada's outdoor participation is in its world-renowned
system of national parks
These huge wilderness
tracts, now totalling 29,
have been set aside for this
anci future generations to
bear witness to the beauty
and iyariety-of the land.

Canada is blessed with
every conceivable type of
geographical terrain. And
for each type there exists a
ecirresponding outdoor activity.

fly PAT McCIOSKEY

PAGE EIGHT

Wholesale and Retail
Phone 474-2743

Joe's Fish Market

,f
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The Increasing awareness
of the importance of ecology, and the subsequent interest In preserving a natural state, has contributed
to the increase of another
creature in the woods the
photographer

Such areas as Ontario's
Quetico Provincial Park on
the Minnesota border, Quebec's La Verendrye Park
and the inland water system of New Brunswick offer
many possibilities for long
and short wilderness canoe
trips.

The extensive netWork of
waterways found in many
Canadian provinces has
been the scene lately of a
revival of canoeing. While
many national and provincial parks are hard pressed
to keep up with the demand
for rentals, canoes can often
be rented from private outfitters)

elevation of 5,000 feet.
For the golfer, Canada
offers nearly one thousand
courses distributed throughout 'the ten provinces and
two territories.

In the west, the 130-mile
Centennial ,Trail stretches
from the Coast Mountains
ringing Vancouver, inland
to Manning Provincial Park
Much of the Centennial lies
in valleys, but the approach
to the park climbs to an

The newly-completed Rideau Trail joins Kingston,
Ontario with Ottawa, while
in the Laurentian Mountains north of Montreal, 250
miles of trails meander
through forests and over
hills from Shawbridge to
Ste-Agathe

Completes "(em. Trail

country, meets the demand
created by a renewed interest in the outdoors.
Ontario's famous Bruce
Trail leads 435-miles along
the Niagara Escarpment It
will eventually link up with
the New York State Finger
Lakes Trail and the Appalachian Trail forming a
hiking path from Georgia
to Georgian Bay.

Information Offered
Canada offers much for
outdoor photography. It
fronts on three oceans, and
the landscape in between
includes rolling hills, flatlands, mountain ranges and
arctic regions, covered by
deciduous and coniferous
forests and tundra. This
and the abundance of wildlife add up to years of
photo- taking possibilities
for those who spare no pains
for the perfect shot.
For more information
contact your local Canadian
Government Travel Bureau
officis or write Bureau headquarters at 150 Kent Street,
Ottawa, Ontario KlA OHS

Having mastered the four principles of
clay target .homing, our young lady is
ready to shatter clay targets with the best
of them.

ASTROGLASS — DUO

Murray, Ky.
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Great
Fish
Dinner

fora

AND
CHARLIE'S
Restaurant

SUE

Hwy. 94E

753-5693

If No Answer Dial

753-3734

Complete Boating Supplies

ALUMICRAFT

DURA CRAFT — OUACHICA

lit
.
Sales
Service — Parts •

aohnaon

WAYNE DARNELL
- Outboard Marine

ofi lead and swinging
The principles tryit
follow-through can be demonstrate-A by
g to outrun a stream
picturing a boy
of water from • swinging garden hose.

will outrare the water
stream.
Applying these four principles will enable any novice
to shatter more clay targets.
More thorough instruction
can be obtained at any of
the many Winchester Public Shooting Centers across
the country, all of which
offer free learn-to-shoot
programs.

titer learning correct stance and gun
mounting, thi. lass gets the proper •ight
alignment froni a profesaional instructor
at a A inchester Public shooting Center.

Canada Offers Variety Outdoors

Clay targets flying
through 'space at a clip of
50 miles per, hour would
seem like a tough challenge
far even the most experienced shotgon shooter,
Howevsr, it's really quite
simple once yad master the
four simple basics of clay
target shooting.
The first essential Is proper stance — feet spaced
comfortably, turned half
right from line. of fire, with
weight forward and left
knee slightly bent. Next, the
gun is correctly mounted —
butt.resting in the shoulder
hollow, not on the arm
Muscle, while the cheek
firmly nudges the stock.
The first two steps automatically give the shooter
the third fundamental -proper sighting alignment.
The final and most complicated step is establishing
thefright lead or forward
allowance and maintaining
a smooth swinging followthrough To understand
how this works, imag:ne
trying to direct a stream of
water from a garden hose
at a youngster running

Park.. Popular
'Though the mountain and
ocean parks in particular
have heavy summer crowds,
visitors in the spring and
fall have every opportunity
' •
11 to enjoy the parks.
Other national parks
.Such as Kejimkujik (Nova
• Scotia , Fundy ( New Brunswick. Terra Nova (New. foondland 1, Riding Mountain iManitoba), and Prince
Albert (Saskatchewan),
'have plenty of space and
activities for summer
visitors.
•
An even larger number of
provincial parks throughout
the ccruntry have been established to acquaint people with the Ian&
In recent years the count* has taken to hiking. A
network of trails leading
through timberline terrain,
coastal seascapes, lush wetland forest and low rolling

,
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Here's How to Master Basics of ClayTarget Shooting
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Hunting, fishing, camping,
or long hauls cross country
covering mountains and
deserts?
Do you really like to
rough it, or are you actually
a softy at heart?
How much money do you
want to spend?
Depending on your requirements, you have a wide
choice in the market today
Many favor the single unit
variety of RVs, which can
range from a simple truck
shell camper to a full scale
motorhome
The truck shell camper is
basically a pickup truck
with a canopy unit mounted
on the rear payload area
At the least it offers sleeping and storage accorrunodations, and at best it can

PAGE FIVE

ferent towing requirements.
Units such as the Scout
with Its powerful All-Wheel
Drive provide high trackability in towing jobs involving a boat or light tent
trailer. It is also an ideal
unit for local use about
town.
For full size travel trailers, vehicles such as the
Travelall wagon are built

for the mightiest towing
jobs and don't need special
add-ons and adaptations as
many non-towing automobiles sometimes do.
Whatever your travel
plans are and however
much you are able to spend,
keep in mind the importance of safe and dependable mobility. It will pay off
In the long run.

The oldest *id newest tendering techniques are shown here.
The International Scout (foreground) uses a special weight
carrying ball-type hitch for the small trailer. Behind it follows
a new space-saving "fifth wheel" traikr hitched over the pickup body of • Travelette for added road stability.

the International Travelall.

The "King of the Trailer Towers"
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301 South 4th
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Phone 753-1377

This unit is fully self-contained and less than 10,000 miles.

We have a 1971 Travco Model 270 (27 foot) Motor Home in stock.

Special International Pickup!

Come see our Heavy Duty Camper

We have both the Conventional Cabs and the all new,
Extra Seating Capacity Club Cabs in stock!

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.

Would One of the Following Fill Your Needs? if so, see:

hold full living facilities
The more elaborate truck
camper units have a sleeping bunk that overhangs
the truck cab. Your choice
of the basic cab and chassis
will depend on the weight
load of the camper and
where you hope to haul it.
If you want to travel first
class and still drive a single
unit RV, you'll want to investigate the increasingly
popular motorhome. This
large, completely self-contained unit is essentially a
travel trailer that has swallowed up the towing vehicle
Into its front end, leaving
driver's seat and living
quarters under a single
roof. Popular today and getting more so, motorhomes
are available in a wide
choice of chassis options,
including special heavy
duty suspensions and wide
track axles for improved
stability.
Travel trailers, however,
are still probably the most
popular of the RVs. They
come in a variety of sizes to
meet virtually any vacation
need. But when you're out
on your own, it is still the
towing vehicle that's going
to take you and your trailer
back home. So don't ignore
it,
International Trucks provide a number of vehicles
specially designed for di!-

Designed to Serve Any
Size Family, Age Range

Formerly inaccessible location, become your campsite if you
select your transportation carefully. All-Ailed Drive is one
...ira that is worth having on your International vehicle.

Can a young couple from
a large city find vacation
happiness in a deserted little mining town in the west
exploring souse of America's
forgotten roads on the edge
of the national wilderness?
The answer is yes, providing it's not going to be
a one-way trip. If you're
going off on your own for
a vacation, make sure that
your transportation is comfortable, dependable arid
safe, because it's the only
thing that's going to ge,t
you back home, aside from
a tow truck or rescue party.
Companies such as International Trucks today produce a broad range of recreational vehicles (RV) designed to get you there and
back while serving virtually
all camping needs. Before
you buy, carefully examine
your needs.
How many people covering what age range will be
using the RV?
How will the RV be used?

Recreational'Vehicle Choice Depends on Need
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to make an evening visit to
, the camp, capturing them
on Alm in vivid color was
easy, using the available
light XL cameras and high
speed Kodak Ektachrome
160 film.
Holding the camera
steady, Mr. Johnson turned
at the waist when panning
the lake shore at sunset, and
kept motion at a minimum
while capturing the peaceful
scene.
To assure resulta as successful as the Johnsons', experiment with your camera
before vacation time.

Reg.
5 15.88

6•

••

5. • •

• ..'

4

ACRES OF FREE PARK
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
•

No.
220H195

-

••

99,

COOLER

a .....................

753-8777

/646.166. A, ?,

IA§

•
t
00,*
•

,e

42 Qt Styrofoam
Insulated

•

CaeM0fia,

BANKAMER1CARD

Reg. $1128

No. 5285

$ 1 288

LANTERN

COLEMAN
2 MANTLE

$988

COOLER

38-QT.
COLEMAN

Reg. '16.44

ter
Bel Air Shopping Cen
ING

664

COOLER

32 Qt Styrofoam
Insulated

Reg. 559.88 1

$478*

A 22° Cut
,

3'2 h p

LAWN
MOWER

BIG K

COLEMAN

30 QT.

STOVE COOLER
Model 425E499
$78s
$ 1 2"

COLEMAN
2-BURNER

V

"

•

Reg.

gal
Reg. '1.33

FUEL

COLEMAN

No. 5280
Reg. '9.95

„ -4141111,

UTDOOR SPECIALS

*******4

*********************

lynhurst
Resort

of

Compliments

BIG K's

with high speed film take.
The 'Kodak XL33 mosie ceniera
to dusk by just ihe light
dawn
II
natural tolor
that', there.

Movies at Sunset
Since the new Kodak
cameras allow movie-making even under low lighting
conditions, the Johnsons
were able to film walks along
the lake at sunset, followed
by the evening marshmallow roast over the campfire
When the raccoons decided

1 1.27

9-9 Mon.- Sat.
1-6 Sunday

kitodel No. 1422

Of course, movie-making
requires care in shooting.
;
An interesting movie should
tell a story with a beginOn
ning, middle and ending.
the Johnsons' canoe outing.
:
for example, they started
filming as Mr. Johnson
stowed away the picnic
lunch in: the canoe. By

Family Project
Once they started using
the camera, the Johnsons
realized that home moviemaking could be e family
project. They found it possible to zoom in for close-up
,• and wide-angle shots at the
I touch of a button with the
,Kodak XL-55 movie camera.
The quality of new improved
Kodachrome II movie films
t made their movies truly col;l. orful, and the XL camera let
them make available light
movies — without cumbersome lighting equipment.

The Johnsons were one
of many families that decided to make the yearly
vacation an adventure in
the Great Outdoors. To be
sure the trip was truly unforgettable, they took along
a movie camera

On last year's camping
vacation, the raccoons paid
a friendly visit to taste Mrs.
Johnson's campfire dessert
— Dutch Oven apple cobbler, as usual, son John fell
• in the lake with all his
°lathes on; the tent col' lapeed in the middle of the
night; and her husband
caught a trout that grows
larger with each telling.

following through with the
story sequence in the family
movie, tfihd limiting each
segment from five to thirteen seconds, the complete
story of the canoe trip was
captured on film.

-
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e I. one of the
Establishing a vacation home on any campsit
And financing it
advantages you can enjoy as• trailer owner.
a family automobile.
is basically no different than financing
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Movie Camera Brings Outdoors
Back Home Alive in Full Color
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Wholesale and Retail
Phone 474-2743

ural state, has contributed
to the increase of another
creature in the woods--the
photographer

•

•

•

You Come
To The

. tum.aorirur—sat? -

trAUTO-nary car loan, or
personal loan, or open you a
Riffdozer checking account.
And a Good Fortune teller
personally takes care of your
deposits, withdrawals and
check-cashing. He or she
always handles the transaction
courteously, with the smile that
sees into your extraordinary
future
It's extraordinary what we
can do for you, if you let us.
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WE ALSO HAVE SOUVENIRS
and
COUNTRY HAMS

Phone 3624384

Between the Dams at Lake City

Located on Highway 62 8 641

All You Can Eat, in a unique setting
where you serve yourself from old
cookstoves.

The EXII1MillatiarY Wadi.

Your tomorrows start the day
you see one of our Good Fortune
friendly,
These
tellers.
knowledgeable people can tell
you about every service we
offer at the extraordinary bank,
to help you realize your dreams.
A Good Fortune teller can
direct you to the bank officer
who will open one of our highyield savings accounts for you;
help you with a home or homeimprovement loan, an ex-
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Famous Smorgasbord
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Your future starts with a
Good Fortune Teller

picIn every case, keep the camera handy. Take lots of
that
tures for experimentation. And remember, the picture
isn't taken will never be seen again.

•

mood picI've found the most effective time for taking
until 10 a.m. and
tures is during the hours from sunrise
shadoi.vs and
from 3 p.m to sunset. During these times
can also
contrast are more pronounced. Interesting effects
at,right angles to
be achieved by photographipg the sun
will provide depth
the lens of the camera. Varied lighting
and interest.

rs. ReLook for lighting variat,lons in the Great Outdoo
few rays of
member the breathtaking effect formed by a
a heavily
sunlight Altering down between the leaves in
the eajrly
wooded area? And the misty foggy stillness of
morning? Capture these moods in pictures.

the
Especially on vacations in the Great Outdoors when
sunrise over the
family 4..s surrounded by nature — the
the stately
lake, the perfection of a newly formed leaf,
made for
grace of a deer — there are many sights ready
mood of
spectacular picture-taking that expresses the
the vacation.
ts
Capturing the look and emotion of these special momen
photographic possion film requires examination of the
gate several
bilities of each scene. Walk around to investi
trying
shooting angles and visualize the message you're
in a picture with
to tell. This technique will help result
• • •
form and mood.

er
After summer is over, it's time for friends to get togeth
s. As an
to exchange experiences and share vacation picture
old hand at these sessions, I often marvel
at the differences between pictures.
Some shots, taken with imagination,
are truly creative and very enjoyable to
see. Others are static and uninteresting.
And, the funny thing is — the creative
shots are just as easy to take as the static pictures. All it takes is some care in
shooting, an eye for beauty and a simple
camera,such as the Kodak pocket Instamatic camera, that lets you concentrate
0. J. "Sol" Rea
on framing the picture.

D" HO1H
Hs 0. J.
Kodak Photo Information Expert

.301 south 4th

KENTUCKY
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Answer Mon Offers Advice
On Outdoor Photography
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It was ten years ago that the
suburban family began their
annual retreats and it was ten
years ago that the Land Bet-

camping equipment and spend
their two week vacation in the
relaxed atmosphere of Land
Between the Lakes, TVAls
170,000 acre outdoor recreatidn
center between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
The reasons for their annual
returns are elementry. The
beauty and family recreational

ween the Lakes opened for
public ise. Three says after the
federal demonstration area
opened the Eldredge clan
moved in and set up camp They
have since resided in the same
camping site in Rushing Creek
Campground every year.

It is a safe auumption that the
family has contributed to the
local economy during their past
ten excurislons to the lakeLand
area. Between food and supplies, gasoline, and entertainment a family of eleven,
accustomed to Chicago living, is
sure to have patronized many of
the businesses surrounding
Land Between the Lakes. The
have been so charmed by
Kentucky's western waterland
that Mr. Eldredge has
negotiated to buy property in
this area with the intention of
building rental cabins and
eventually moving his family
here.

opportunities of the twin-lakes
area are unlimited, and a
campground offers and excellent place for nine children to
play and swim without
disturbing their relaxing
parents. Each of the three
family campgrounds in Land
Between the Lakes are
equipped with electricity,
running water, table ano grills,
shower and bathrooms, sewage
dumping stations, and boat
ramps. In addition, evening
programs and day time activities are typical of the type of
entertainment provided by
students majoring recreation
stationed in each campground.

Catching the biggest
bass around while having the best fishing fun,
just master the art of
fishing a plastic worm
with a slip-sinker rig
that renders it virtually
weedless
Zebco has a booklet
that tells you what you
need to know to catch a
world record bass
For a copy' of Worm
for Bass by Sports
Afield Editor Homer Circle, write Zebto, Dept
00,P.O. Box 270, Tulsa,
Okla, 74101

Free Booklet Helps
Catch Mighty Bass

According to Hosting Industry
Asacwiation ftsures water ski.
ing has overtaken fishing as
the number one boating •ctiv•
ity. The statistics don't mean
that fewer people arc skiing,
however; just that on • percentage basis there are more
water Akiers. With • companion like this, who an blame
them'

FRIDAY—JULY 20, 1973

special

polyester flake paint iob 140 H.P. Mercruiser stern
drive on a 2,0110

Grayson McClure d-b-a- Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake ME
Out
of Murray to
2tia to 814 to Panorama
See Dana McClure, Jerry Henry, Don
or Grayson McClure
Panorama Shores DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILA
Night Phone 436-5483.
BLE
EARLY EVENINGS & HOLIDAYS

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

le MARLIN GEMINI ROYAL BLUE with sdver sparkle
accent
pound Shore Land's Trader. List $5306.50.
NOW—NOW---NOW----ONLY 54250.00.

Big Metal Flake Blue la' MARLIN SKI BOAT with 13% Evinrude and Shore Land's Trailer,
has IS gallon built in tank and rear seat, a real
beauty REDUCED from 54450-5700 reduction down to 1,3750.00.
BIG, BIG, BP SKI BARGE(Station Wagon 01 the water) 8 feet wide with steering
and captains console only 51250,00—Brand New—wonderful
for big family or taking your friends. This iS iust a sample of the BARGAIN
S we have to-Offer you Many to choose from Now don't wait.
whether you want a Quiet family picnic boat.something you and the entire family
can enjoy lazily fishing out of, or if you want something to
create a rainbow of white mist as YOU g0 screaming
across the water at 50-60 M.P.H.—we have it at greatly reduced prices too—Low overhead
and a whole bunch of hard work makes huge savings
to our customers COMPARE AND SAVEI I!
H.P. meacetUtSEe. Steen Drive, 1972. You Pay Only 52375.00.

YOU can buy a 1973 Marlin Ski Boat with 1173-135 H.P. E Yinruge on a 1200 pound Shore-Land's Trailer—a
ll tot' S2750, a sharp rig—a hot per
former —55-60 M P.M.
Boy wnen we cut prices we don't horse around. Seriously. t yOu have been kinda holding back waiting for the big price break,
now is your time
to get with it Lowest Prices yet and on quality boats and motors too
A 1%' Hurricane with 1973-65 H.P. Mercuric, $2475.00, has top, walk thru W S. Bow rider, carpeting Man this is•iust a start to what we can
offer yotP!

That

BETTCHADIDDNKNOW

VACATIONING FAMILY—The Eldredge family of Des Plaines,
Illinois, have been camping at the
same site In Rushing Creek for the past 19 years. The Eldredge'
s have nine children with them for
their two week vacation at the LBL.

In these times of inflation
few
pebple,have found a way
to
conquer the high cost of living
when it comes to planning
a
family vacation. Multiply
that'l,
problem by nine children and
a
solutiOn seems remote.
The
Eldredge
family,
from
DesPIsines, Illinois, however
think they have found a way to
- beet the system. They
decided
to make an initial investment
in

Family Of 11 Spending Long Vacation At LBL
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MURRAY.

Hiker •lips it into
sleeve.pocket

tacks it

Golfer tucks it in
his bag

Phone 753-8078
Murray, Kentucky

1973 ORANGE 24' FLOTE-ROTE SUNLINER with rear furniture(pretty too ) Sun top and
captains stand—REDUCED TO 91875.00.

Take a look and a ride and you just won't let this one get by you....1973 20' GOLD HARRIS
FLOTF,-BOTE PONTOON complete with sun canopy, captains stand and canopy and a 1973
25 H.P. Evinrode with electric start—REDUCED from $27511. Now yours for MSS.

Dernaostradon Available early evenings & Holidays

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lakes
94 East out of Murray to 221 to 614 to Panorama
Dane McClure, Jerry Henry,Don or Grayson McClure
Paaorama Mores

Nile none
434-$483

TELL 'EM WHERE YOU GOT IT!!

HaPPY Holiday Travel
Inc.
Grayson McClure d-b-a- HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,

We sincerely hope you can find it convenient in the real near
future to look them over—see what pleasure you have been missing
and decide now to own a Flote-Bote. We have a whole bunch of
enthusiastic owners that would welcome the opportunity to tell you
how much they enjoy theirs Our people love to—"TELL 'EM
WHERE THEY GOT IT," That's real satisfaction Brother!!!!

These are going out as fast at we receive them and can get them
serviced and ready to go. We are receiving 2 more loads and may
be all we'll get this summer.

BIG, SAFE, ROOMY COMFORTABLE Family boats. They ski,
cruise, ideal for driving on the water. They do it all. Take a Demo
ride ..see for yourself why they are NO. 1 and why the luxurious
Float [totes continue to stay NO. 1.

Stern Drive Flote-Bote

816 Coldwater Road

H8tH CYCLE SHOP

Come By and See Us!!

We Have Them!!!

YAMAHA?

The Newest Thing That Ever Happened
to Water .. Harris
280

Tournament water skiing is on the upswing nationally. Here
a jumper practices (or the Masters Water Ski Tournament
at Calaway Gardena, Georgia. Held each year in July

Sunbather
in bikini

Thus the fisherman, the camper, the hunter, the archer, the trail
blazer,
the golfer, even the swimmer, may be equipped
to snap any picture the
moment the opportunity arises.
The cameras are available in five versions—all but one with automati
c
exposure control.

Archer tucks it in
hip pocket

Relief from the once burdensome
business of fitting a camera into all
of the gear one needs to carry into
the Great Outdoors, has arrived at
last.
The relief has come with the recent
introduction of the Kodak pocket
Instamatic camera, so compactly designed
that it may be pocketed as
easily as a wallet -- yet takes big 31
/
2 x 4½ -inch color snapshots.

Hunter slips it in
breast pocket

Outdoorsmen, Pocketing Their Cameras, Lighten Their Gea
r
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